Deloitte Private Investment Program
Enrolment Package Introduction
Thank you for your interest in the Deloitte Private Investment Program. The following summary is
designed to help you complete the appropriate forms to set up your account(s) and, if you so choose,
begin the process for transferring other assets to this Program.
This package is very comprehensive because it includes not only several forms that must be completed
but also many important disclosures, that we are required to provide to you by applicable legislation.
1. Investment Management Agreement (at the beginning of this package). Each investor must
complete an agreement and return it to Integra. On page 1, please print the investor’s name
(possibly your name or your spouse’s name) as the “Client” and the investor must sign page 5.
On page 6 please place a checkmark(s) next to the plan type(s) that you would like us to set up.
Pease also complete the “Note” section on page 6 and finally, provide us with the
documentation requirements set out in Appendix 1 and 3.
2. RRSP Account Application (near the bottom of this package). You must complete this
application form in order to request the setup of RRSP, LIRA and/or Spousal RRSP accounts.
Please complete a separate form for each of these plan types to be set up, by investor. Please
print off and complete all that apply and be sure to specify the actual type by placing a check
mark in the appropriate box in section 1, “Type of Account”. Please note that for any Spousal
RRSP accounts, your spouse must complete the form as the investor and you should complete
the contributor section. Both of you will have to sign and date this spousal enrolment
form. The “Investment Selection” area should be left blank on the form (do not enter any
percentages next to fund names), and we will have one of our portfolio managers call you to
discuss your investment options and help in the selections. If there is a particular day and time
that you would prefer this call, please make this note on a separate piece of paper.
3. Non‐Registered Account Application (near the bottom of this package). You must print and
complete this form should you wish to setup a taxable or non‐registered account. If you want to
open a non‐registered account for both you and your spouse, you will each need to complete an
application form. Please note we do not have joint accounts, only Individual, Family Trust and
Corporate Trust non registered accounts. Again, please leave the “Investment Selection” area
blank (do not enter any percentages next to fund names), and we will have one of our portfolio
managers call you to discuss your investment options and offer guidance choosing your
investment fund(s).
4. Pre‐Authorized Contribution (PAC) Form (near the bottom of this package). If you would like to
make on‐going monthly contributions to your account(s) through an automatic monthly
deduction from your bank account, please print and complete one form for each applicable
account. PACs are withdrawn from your bank account on the last business day of each
month. Please remember to include a copy of a void cheque for each PAC application. If you
would prefer to contribute via a cheque (instead of by PAC), cheques should be made payable to
“Integra Capital, in Trust”. Please send the cheque to the address below.
Prior to Integra investing assets transferred from other institutions or regular deposits, you will be
required to complete sections 2‐4 of a Risk Acknowledgement Form (RAF) and to send this Form

back to Integra. This Form is required pursuant to Securities Legislation and will be sent to you
after a request for investment has been submitted to Integra.
If you are thinking of transferring assets that you might have with other providers into this program,
we would ask that you do each of the following:
a. Please call your current provider to see if they have any redemption fees or back‐end
load charges that they will apply to your investments, before transferring. You will have
to weigh these costs and determine if it is the right time to transfer to the Deloitte
program
b. If you currently have non‐registered plans, please ask your provider to give you
Adjusted Cost Base (ACB) reports and details for these non‐registered accounts. These
reports will determine if there will be realized capital gains if/when they liquidate the
investments.
c. If you currently have RRSP or LIRA plans that you would like to transfer into the Deloitte
program, please contact us as we will provide you with a T2033 transfer form to print,
sign and return to us, along with a copy of your most recent account statement. A
contact name and phone number for your current provider would also be helpful. We
will then deal directly with your provider to initiate the transfer.
d. If you currently have a LIRA plan that you would like to transfer into the Deloitte
program, you will also need to print, sign and return a Locking In Agreement. Again,
please contact us for more details on the locking‐in agreement.
e. If you have assets in a pension plan from a prior employer that you wish to transfer into
the Deloitte program, you may need to print and sign a T2151 Transfer Form. We
would be pleased to contact the HR department at your prior employer and have them
assist us in completing this for you. Again, a contact name and phone number for your
current provider would also be helpful.
Once the applicable documents outlined in 1 to 4 above are completed to the best of your ability, please
sign, date, and send them by fax to the “Deloitte Service Team” at (905) 829‐0358 or mail to:
Deloitte Service Team
Integra Capital
2020 Winston Park Drive,
Suite 200
Oakville, Ontario L6H 6X7
As always, should you have any questions concerning this package, please call us at 1‐800‐363‐2480 and
ask for a Deloitte Service Team representative.

RE: INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
This letter confirms the appointment of Integra Capital Limited, 2020 Winston Park Drive, Suite 200, Oakville,
Ontario L6H 6X7 (“the Investment Manager”) to establish on behalf of_______________________ (“the Client”)
an investment management account (“the Account”). This letter also confirms the appointment of the Investment
Manager to provide, or cause to be provided, record-keeping and administrative services to the Client.
This Agreement will take effect once all required documentation has been received by the Investment Manager
(“the Effective Date”). Having read section 22 of this Agreement the Client acknowledges and agrees that if the
Client or, if applicable, the spouse of the Client, is a United States citizen or a dual Canadian and United States
citizen then the only investment funds that the Account may be invested in are investment funds managed by the
Investment Manager and the Account may only be comprised of registered assets.
This Agreement includes the following Appendices:





Appendix 1 :
Appendix 2 :
Appendix 3 :
Appendix 4:

List of Accounts
List of Fees
Verification of Identity
Provincial Regulatory Disclosure

The Investment Manager and the Client agree as follows:
1)

The Investment Manager is hereby appointed to manage or arrange to be managed, all or a portion of the
assets of the Account designated by the Client (the “Allocated Assets”) and the Investment Manager hereby
accepts such appointment. Appendix 1 lists the Account(s) contemplated by this Agreement and/or specific
documentation required from the Client. Appendix 3 needs to be executed by the Client for each applicable
non-registered account.

2)

The Client hereby acknowledges that the Investment Manager intends to invest the Allocated Assets
exclusively in pooled and mutual funds managed by the Investment Manager, an affiliate of the Investment
Manager (the “Integra Funds”) or managed by a third party fund manager. The Investment Manager shall be
responsible for determining that the investment objectives and policies of the Funds are suitable for the
investment mandate of the Account(s) of the Client. For the purposes of this Agreement, when applicable
the Integra Funds and third party funds are collectively hereinafter referred to as the “Funds”. In connection
with the Integra Funds, the Client furthermore acknowledges and agrees that the Investment Manager may
appoint one or more affiliated or unaffiliated portfolio managers, whether resident in Canada or elsewhere, to
act as adviser, with full discretion, to the Investment Manager with respect to the Integra Funds. To the
extent that such portfolio manager is not registered with the Ontario Securities Commission, the Investment
Manager shall be responsible for all losses incurred by the Client as a result of the breach of such portfolio
manager’s standard of care.

3)

The Client acknowledges that the trustee or custodian of the Funds shall be responsible for maintaining all
accounting records and statements with respect to the Funds, including purchase and sale transactions,
maturing payments and dividend and interest payments. The CIBC Mellon Trust Company, 320 Bay Street,
6th Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5H 4A6 is the custodian of the Integra Funds. The Investment Manager shall
maintain proper investment records. The client will receive a quarterly statement of the Account and hereby
waives any entitlement to receive a monthly statement from Integra. The Client acknowledges that Account
statements are available on-line. The Client consents to the electronic delivery of such statements and
consents to Integra communicating with the Client via electronic means. The Client shall have the right at
all reasonable times and intervals and upon reasonable notice to inspect such records as maintained by the
Investment Manager.
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4)

The Client hereby grants the Investment Manager the power to take any action required of a unitholder of an
Integra Fund, including orders for the purchase, transfer or redemption of units, the manner in which
distributions of the Integra Funds are paid to the unitholder and the manner in which the units are registered
in the register of the Integra Funds and with full discretion in that regard.

5)

Subject to the foregoing, the Investment Manager is authorized to invest, re-invest and keep invested the
Allocated Assets and from time to time to take any and all such action in connection with the Allocated
Assets as it, in its sole discretion, considers necessary or desirable including, without limitation, to buy, sell,
exchange and otherwise deal in the Allocated Assets

6)

The Client hereby acknowledges and agrees that if Deloitte LLP determines that certain investment
selections contravene professional independence rules, the Investment Manager will inform Deloitte LLP if
the Client holds any such contravening investment selections. Both Deloitte LLP and the Investment
Manager will inform the Client that pursuant to the professional independence rules, the Client must transfer
the assets held by the Client in the contravening investment selections to other permitted investment
selections. In the event that the Client fails to effect this transfer within 15 business days of being so
informed, the Investment Manager shall transfer the assets held by the Client in such contravening
investment selections to the Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund.

7)

I acknowledge and agree that:
a)

b)
c)
8)

(1) Along with my spouse we have financial assets (such as cash, securities, investment funds, contract
of insurance) with a total value that net of any related liabilities exceeds $1,000,000; (note: in
calculating financial assets, the value of an investor’s personal residence or other real estate cannot be
included);
OR
(2) I have a net income before taxes exceeding $200,000 in each of the two most recent years, or if my
net income before taxes combined with that of my spouse exceeded $300,000 in each of those years and
in both cases, there is a reasonable expectation of exceeding the same net income level in the current
year;
OR
(3) Alone or with my spouse have net assets of at least $5,000,000; (note: in calculating net assets, the
value of an investor’s personal residence or real estate can be included);
OR
(4) I have a company or trust that has net assets of at least $5,000,000 as reflected in the most recently
prepared
financial statements or have a company or a trust, the legal owners of which satisfy the
conditions in 1, 2, or 3 above;
that by virtue of signing this Agreement, I affirm that I qualify as an accredited investor as set out
above and will immediately advise the Investment Manager if such qualification changes;
that if I temporarily or permanently cease to reside in Canada I am unable to make any additional
contributions to any of my existing accounts with the Investment Manager.

The Investment Manager is hereby appointed to provide or cause to be provided to the Client recordkeeping
and administrative services and the Investment Manager hereby accepts such appointment. Record-keeping
and administrative services include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Administration standards will be maintained consistent with legislative requirements;
Confirmation in English or French of any requested investment changes;
1-800 member Help Desk/Call Centre service, available in both English and French;
Detailed statements available to you via the internet;
Required statements mailed to your home address or available on-line;
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f)
g)

Completion and distribution of T4RSPs, Releve 2s and NR4s to you and the CRA (Quebec
Government, if applicable), where applicable;
Preparation of two contribution receipts per year, where applicable;

9)

Where required by a third party fund management company, the Client hereby authorizes the Investment
Manager to instruct and direct the third party fund management company to register the Allocated Assets in
the name of the Investment Manager.

10)

Fees payable to the Investment Manager pursuant to this Agreement are set out in Appendix 2 to this
Agreement. The Client acknowledges that the Funds bear the costs of the custodian, brokerage, taxes and
other operating costs. Disclosure relating to the Integra Fund operating costs are set out in the Investment
Manager’s Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures (“SIPP”).

11)

The Client shall discuss withdrawals from the Allocated Assets with the Investment Manager and give a
minimum of five (5) business days’ notice to the Investment Manager where total withdrawals at the next
available valuation date will exceed $250,000.

12)

The Investment Manager, in performing its duties hereunder shall exercise the care and skill of a prudent
investment manager. The Investment Manager shall at all times act on a basis which is fair and reasonable
and shall exercise its power and duties in good faith and in accordance with its best judgement provided that
it shall not be liable to indemnify the Client against any liability, loss, costs and expenses (including legal
fees on a solicitor/client basis), sustained, suffered or incurred by the Client as a result of any claim, demand,
action, suit or proceeding instituted by any person against the Client arising from any error in judgement or
for any loss suffered as a consequence of any action taken or omitted by the Investment Manager believed in
good faith to be within the scope of authority conferred on it by this Agreement, except loss suffered or
resulting from the negligence, fraud, willful misconduct or lack of good faith of the Investment Manager. In
respect of the record-keeping services to be provided by a third party to the Investment Manager and Client,
the Client agrees that the cumulative liability of the Investment Manager for any errors made by the recordkeeper shall not exceed the fees charged to the Client in the last twelve months for the record-keeping
services.

13)

In carrying out its duties under this Agreement, the Investment Manager shall ensure, to the maximum
extent practicable, that no preferential treatment is shown to any client as against any other client, and shall
comply with all applicable laws, rules, regulations or ordinances of all competent authorities having
jurisdiction over the Investment Manager or the Client’s Account.
The Client also acknowledges having been provided with the Investment Manager’s SIPP. The SIPP
includes the Investment Manager’s Fairness Policy, Code of Ethics and Personal Trading Policy, Regulatory
disclosure relating to foreign sub-advisors of the Integra Funds, Integra Fund on Fund disclosure and the
Integra Relationship Disclosure Statement which includes disclosure on conflicts of interest. Any
amendments to the Integra SIPP will be provided to the Client.

14)

The Investment Manager may not assign this Agreement, other than to an affiliate, without the prior written
consent of the Client.

15)

Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this Agreement shall be
sufficient if sent by pre-paid registered mail, courier, telegram or facsimile addressed to the Investment
Manager or the Client at their respective addresses or such other address as the party shall advise the other
party in writing. Any such notice or communication shall be deemed to have been received, if mailed, three
(3) business days after mailing and, if delivered by courier, telegram or facsimile on the next business day.
In special or urgent circumstances notice or other communication may be given by telephone, but shall be
immediately confirmed in writing.
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16)

Any amendments to this Agreement and the effective date of such amendments shall come into effect only
after the parties to this Agreement have agreed upon statements of the alterations in writing.

17)

This Agreement may be terminated by either party to this Agreement.

18)

The Investment Manager acknowledges and agrees that it will have access to or be entrusted with
confidential information concerning the business and affairs of the Client and that the right to keep secret
such confidential information constitutes a proprietary right, which the Client is entitled to protect.
Accordingly, except as may be required by law or as may be reasonably required to enable the Investment
Manager and record-keeper to perform thier duties hereunder, the Investment Manager agrees not to
disclose to any third party, other than the record-keeper and their suppliers any confidential and proprietary
information without the prior written consent of the Client, and that any dissemination of such information
shall be restricted to “a need to know basis” within the Investment Manager’s own business entity for the
purpose of performance hereunder.
Each Client resident in Ontario hereby acknowledges that it has: (a) has been notified by the Investment
Manager (i) that the Investment Manager is required to provide information (“personal information”')
pertaining to the Client as required to be disclosed in Schedule I of Form 45-106F1 under NI 45-106
(including its name, address, telephone number and the number and value of any Fund units purchased),
which Form 45-106F1 is required to be filed by the Fund under NI 45-106; (ii) that such personal
information will be delivered to the Ontario Securities Commission (the “'OSC”') in accordance with NI 45106; (iii) that such personal information is being collected indirectly by the OSC under the authority granted
to it under the securities legislation of Ontario; (iv) that such personal information is being collected for the
purposes of the administration and enforcement of the securities legislation of Ontario; and (v) that the
public official in Ontario who can answer questions about the OSC's indirect collection of such personal
information is the Administrative Assistant to the Director of Corporate Finance at the OSC, Suite 1903, Box
5520 Queen Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5H 3S8, Telephone: (416) 593-8086; and (b) by purchasing
units of a Fund, such Client has authorized the indirect collection of the personal information by the OSC.
Further, the Client acknowledges that its name, address, telephone number and other specified information,
including the number of the Fund units it has purchased and the aggregate purchase price to the Client, may
be disclosed to other Canadian securities regulatory authorities and may become available to the public in
accordance with the requirements of applicable laws. By purchasing units of the Fund, the Client consents to
the disclosure of such information

19)

20)

21)

Unless stated otherwise in Appendix 4, this Agreement shall be deemed to have been made in the Province
of Ontario and the interpretation, validity and performance of the Agreement shall be governed in all
respects by the laws from time to time in effect in the Province of Ontario. The parties hereto irrevocably
attorn to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Ontario in the event of any dispute over this
Agreement.
.
The Client acknowledges that the Integra Funds are deemed by securities legislation to be related and connected
issuers of the Investment Manager. To the extent that the Allocated Assets are invested in Integra Funds the
Client consents to the investment of the Allocated Assets in the Integra Funds.
If the Client is resident in Quebec, the Client acknowledges that in the Province of Quebec the designation of a
beneficiary for a registered account must be done through a will and that the beneficiary designation part of the
Integra enrolment forms for a registered account is not available for residents of Quebec. Accordingly, the Client
agrees not to fill out nor designate any person as a beneficiary in the Integra enrolment forms for a registered
account.
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22)

For purposes of FATCA legislation I acknowledge that if I, or applicable my spouse, are a Unites States citizen
or a dual citizen of the United States and Canada that the Account must solely be comprised of registered assets.
Should I or, if applicable my spouse, subsequent to the execution of this Agreement become citizens of the
United States or dual citizens of the United States and Canada, I hereby agree to immediately notify the
Investment Manager. Upon such notification I authorize the Investment Manager to (i) in respect of my
regsitered assets redeem any third party investment funds held in my Account and invest the proceeds of such
redemption into investment funds managed by the Investment Managerand and (ii) in respect of non-registered
assets agree that the Investment Manager will compulsorily redeem all non-registered assets issue a cheque for
the proceeds of such redemption. To the extent I do not inform the Investment Manager that I or, if applicable
my spouse, are or have become citizens of the United States or dual citizens of Canada and the United States and
the Investment Manager becomes liable for tax penalties I agree to fully reimburse the Investment Manager for
any damages caused

23)

I acknowledge and agree that I meet 1 of the 4 qualifying tests set out in section 7(a) of this Agreement
and I have indicated in Appendix 1 what is the intended use of this account that I am opening.

The parties herein have requested that this Agreement and all documents related thereto be drafted in the English
language. Les parties aux presentes ont exigé que la présente entente ainsi que tout document s’y rapportant soient
rédigés en langue anglaise. Please sign and date as indicated and return to us.

Yours very truly,
Integra Capital Limited

Per: ______________________________
Client Name______________________________
Per: ___________________________________
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APPENDIX 1
LIST OF ACCOUNTS
PLEASE INDICATE THE PLAN TYPE FOR EACH ACCOUNT HOLDER:
REGISTERED RRSP
SPOUSAL RRSP
LIRA (prior pension plan assets)
NON-REGISTERED
FAMILY TRUST (Non-Registered)
CORPORATE TRUST (Non-Registered)

Note for Family Trusts: We require a copy of the Trust Document which needs to set out the name of the Trustee, Settlor
and Beneficiaries.

Note for Corporations: We require:
a.
b.
c.
d.

A copy of the Articles of Incorporation
A list of the names and addresses of Directors
Name, occupation and address of all individuals owning 25% or more of the shares of the corporation
A Board resolution naming those individuals authorized to give trade instructions for the account

FOR NON-REGISTERED ACCOUNTS THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTATION IS REQUIRED:
Pursuant to anti-money laundering legislation, we are required to verify your identity. Please refer to Appendix 3 which lists
the documentation we need to receive and review before you can open your account with us
NOTE: Anti-Money laundering legislation requires us to have you indicate the purpose/intended use of the account(s). In
2014 FINTRAC issued guidance regarding the “intended purpose” of the account stating that it was insufficient to state simply
that the account was for investment purposes. FINTRAC has stated that they would find acceptable the following nonexhaustive examples of the intended purpose of the account: capital preservation, capital growth, income generation, liquidity
management, savings for retirement, saving for purchase of property.

Accordingly, I have listed below the intended use of the account(s):
__________________________________________________________________________
NOTE: Anti-Money laundering legislation requires us to have you confirm that neither you nor your immediate family (as
defined below) is a politically exposed domestic or foreign person (as defined below) or is the head of an international
organization.
Politically Exposed Domestic Person:
 Governor General, lieutenant-governor or head of federal or provincial government
 member of the Senate or House of Commons or member of a provincial legislature
 deputy minister of federal or provincial government or equivalent rank
 ambassador, or attaché or counsellor of an ambassador
 military officer with a rank of general or above
 president of a corporation that is wholly owned directly by the Crown in right of Canada or a province
 head of a federal or provincial government agency
 judge of an appellate court in a province, the Federal Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court of Canada
 leader or president of a political party represented in a legislature
 mayor
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Politically Exposed Foreign Person :
 A head of state or government
 A member of the executive council of government or member of a legislature
 A deputy minister (or equivalent)
 An ambassador or an ambassador’s attaché or counselor
 A military general (or higher rank)
 A president of a state-owned company or bank
 A head of a government agency
 A judge
 A leader or president of a politically party in a legislature
A politically exposed domestic or foreign person or a person that is the head of an international organization also includes the
following family members of that person:
 Mother or father
 Child
 Spouse or common-law partner
 Spouse’s or common-law partner’s mother or father
 Brother, sister, half-brother or half-sister
By executing this Investment Management Agreement I am confirming that neither I nor my family members (as defined
above) are a politically exposed domestic or foreign person or head of an international organization.
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APPENDIX 2
Fund Company

Fund & Administrative Fees
RRSP
Description
Eligible

Taxable Plan
Eligible

Deloitte Program
Fee (per annum)**

Retail Management
Fee (per annum)
1.75%

Franklin Bissett Funds
Frankl i n Bi s s ett Ca na di an Bal a nced Fund

Bal a nced

Yes

Yes

0.40%

Frankl i n Bi s s ett Ca na di an Equi ty Fund

Ca na dia n Equi ty GARP

Yes

Yes

0.40%

2.00%

Frankl i n Bi s s ett Smal l Ca p Fund

Smal l Ca p Equity

Yes

Yes

0.95%

2.50%

BG Ameri ca n Equi ty Fund

US Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.60%

1.25%

BG Ba la nced Fund

Bal a nced

Yes

Yes

0.60%

1.00%

BG Ca nadi an Dividend Fund

Ca na dia n Di vi dend

Yes

Yes

0.40%

1.25%

BG Ca nadi an Equity Fund

Ca na dia n Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.60%

1.25%

BG Global Fund

Gl oba l Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.75%

1.25%

Beutel Goodman

BG Income Fund

Income Fund

Yes

Yes

0.30%

0.50%

BG Interna tiona l Equity Fund

Interna tional Equity

Yes

Yes

0.75%

1.25%

BG Short Term Bond Fund

Fi xed Income

Yes

Yes

0.20%

N/A

Integra Funds
Aca dia n Interna ti ona l Equi ty Fund

Interna tional Equity

No

Yes

0.75%

N/A

Integra Ba la nced Fund

Bal a nced

Yes

Yes

0.50%

N/A

Integra Bond

Fi xed Income

Yes

Yes

0.40%

N/A

Integra Ca nadi a n Va lue Growth Fund

Ca na dia n Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.50%

N/A

Integra Emerging Markets Equi ty Fund

Emergi ng Ma rkets Equity

No

Yes

0.85%

N/A

Integra Equity Fund

Tota l Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.50%

N/A

Integra Internati ona l Equi ty Fund

Interna tional Equity

Yes

Yes

0.75%

N/A

Integra US Va l ue Growth Fund

US Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.70%

N/A

Li ncl uden Short Term Inves tment Fund

Money ma rket

Yes

Yes

0.11%

N/A

Lincluden
Li ncl uden Income Plus Pooled Fund

Bal a nced

Yes

Yes

0.45%

1.75%

Li ncl uden Pri vate Cli ent Bond Pooled Fund

Fi xed Income

Yes

Yes

0.30%

N/A

Invesco Funds
Inves co Acti ve Multi ‐Sector Credi t Fund

Fi xed Income

Yes

Yes

0.75%

1.75%

Inves co Cana dia n Fund

Ca na dia n Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.70%

1.75%

Inves co Gl oba l Compani es Fund

Gl oba l Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.70%

1.75%

Inves co Gl oba l Endeavour Fund

Gl oba l Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.70%

1.75%

Inves co Income Growth Fund

Bal a nced

Yes

Yes

0.70%

1.75%

Inves co U.S. Compa nies Fund

US Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.70%

1.75%

Frankl i n U.S. Ris i ng Di vi dends Fund

US Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.65%

2.00%

Templ eton Gl oba l Bond Fund

Fi xed Income

Yes

Yes

0.75%

2.00%

Templ eton Gl oba l Sma l l er Compa nies

Gl oba l Smal l Cap Equity

Yes

Yes

0.85%

2.00%

Templ eton Growth Fund

Gl oba l Equi ty

Yes

Yes

0.85%

2.00%

Templ eton Interna ti onal Stock Fund

Interna tional Equity

Yes

Yes

0.85%

Templeton Funds

2.00%
01‐Jul ‐18

Administrative Fees: The Administration fee that your record‐keeper charges for your accounts is 0.10% per annum or 1/12th of this amount monthly, plus
applicable taxes (guaranteed for a period of one year).
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APPENDIX 3
VERIFICATION OF IDENTITY DOCUMENTATION FOR NON-REGISTERED ACCOUNTS
Effective June 27, 2017, Canadian Anti Money Laundering (“AML”) Legislation requires Integra to verify the identification
of an investor. This legislation has been set by the Canadian Securities regulators. Both Integra and Deloitte understand that
this requirement is onerous but must abide by legislation.
A. If you meet face to face with an Integra representative to open your investment account, please bring one (1) of the
following pieces of identification. It must be a valid, and original document. When you meet with us, we will review the
original and retain a copy:
Document
Issuing Jurisdiction
Passport
Canada
Permanent Resident Card
Canada
Citizenship Card
Canada
Secure Certificate of Indian Status
Canada
Driver’s License
Any Province or Territory of Canada
Provincial Services Card
British Columbia
Provincial or Territorial Identity Cards
Any Province or Territory
OR
B. If you are unable to meet with us face to face, in order to open the investment account, AML Legislation requires
Integra to conduct what is referred to as a “Dual Process Method” of identification. We need to obtain two
ORGINAL (scanned or photocopies are not permitted) documents from two independent, reliable sources to ascertain
your identity. For Example: If you select one document from column A, below, the other must be selected from either
column B or Column C and the same document cannot be used to satisfy the requirements from the different columns. All
the information must match the information provided by you on your Enrolment form. If you submit an original document
that has an expiry date, it must be current, and if there is no expiration date, it must be a recent version of the document.
One single document cannot be used for both reviews. Further, if such documents were originally provided to you via
electronic means, they can also be submitted to Integra electronically, in order to confirm your identity. If you provide us
with original paper documents, we can return them to you, if you so notify us.
Table 2 (below) provides examples of information that can be relied on to ascertain a client’s identity using the dual process
method.
Table 2: Examples of reliable sources of information under the dual process method
Documents or information to verify name
and address

Documents or information to verify name and
date of birth

Documents or information to verify name and
confirm a financial account

Column A

Column B

Column C

Issued by a Canadian government body

Issued by a Canadian government body

Confirm that your client has a deposit account,
credit card or loan account,

Any card or statement issued by a Canadian
government body (federal, provincial,
territorial or municipal)

Any card or statement issued by a Canadian
government body (federal, provincial,
territorial or municipal)



by means of:


Credit card statement

Canada Pension Plan (CPP)
statement of contributions



Bank statement



Original birth certificate





Loan account statement (for
example mortgage)

Marriage certificate or government
issued proof of marriage document

Canada Pension Plan (CPP)
statement





Property tax assessment issued
by a municipality



Provincially issued vehicle
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(long form which includes date of
birth)

registration



Cheque that has been processed
(cleared, non sufficient funds) by a
financial institution



Telephone call, email or letter from
the financial entity holding the
deposit account, credit card or loan
account



Identification product from a
Canadian credit bureau (containing
two trade lines in existence for at
least 6 months)



Use of micro‐deposits to confirm
account

Benefits statement


Federal, provincial, territorial and
municipal levels

CRA documents:


Notice of Assessment



Requirement to pay notice



Installment reminder/receipt



Divorce documentation



A permanent resident card



Citizenship certificate



Temporary driver’s license (non
photo)

Issued by other Canadian sources



GST refund letter



Benefits statement



Referring to a client’s Canadian
credit file that has been in
existence for at least 6 months



Insurance documents (home, auto,
life)



Identification product from a
Canadian credit bureau (containing
two trade lines in existence for at
least 6 months)

Issued by other Canadian sources


Referring to the client’s Canadian
credit file that has been in existence
for at least 6 months



Utility bill (for example electricity,
water, telecommunications)



T4 statement



Record of Employment



Investment account statements (for
example RRSP, GIC)



Identification product from a Canadian
credit bureau (containing two trade
lines in existence for at least 6 months)

Issued by a foreign government


Travel visa

FOR EXAMPLE: if you elected to submit a credit card statement (from column C) and a Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
notice of assessment (from column B), this would satisfy the requirements for two pieces of identification from two
independent, reliable sources, as laid out in the table above.
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APPENDIX 4
PROVINCIAL REGULATORY DISCLOSURE
Provincial Securities legislation requires us to inform you as follows:
Province of Alberta
You have recently opened an account with our firm. We agree that the laws of the province of Alberta apply to any
matter that may arise between us. We also agree to submit and attorn to the jurisdiction of the courts of the
Province of Alberta with respect to any disputes which may arise out of our actions or conduct in relation to your
account(s) notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in any contract, agreement or document executed by you
at the time your account is opened or at any time thereafter.
Province of New Brunswick
Any unresolved complaints concerning Integra or any of its salespersons should be made to the Administrator of
Securities. The Administrators address is:
Department of Justice, Securities Administration Branch
85 Charlotte Street, Suite 300
Saint John, New Brunswick
E2L 2J2
Telephone: (506) 658-3060
Fax: (506) 658-3059
E-mail: securities.branch@gnb.ca
Province of Saskatchewan
You have recently opened an account with our firm. We agree that the laws of the province of Saskatchewan
apply to any matter that may arise between us. We also agree to submit and attorn to the jurisdiction of the courts
of the Province of Saskatchewan with respect to the matter.
Province of Manitoba
You have recently opened an account with our firm. We agree that the laws of the Province of Manitoba apply to
any matter that may arise between us. We also agree to submit and attorn to the jurisdiction of the courts of the
Province of Manitoba with respect to the matter.
Province of Newfoundland
You have recently opened an account with our firm. We agree that the laws of the Province of Newfoundland
apply to any matter that may arise between us. We also agree to submit and attorn to the jurisdiction of the courts
of the Province of Newfoundland with respect to the matter.
Prince Edward Island
You have recently opened an account with our firm. We agree that the laws of the Province of Prince Edward
Island apply to any matter that may arise between us. We also agree to submit and attorn to the jurisdiction of the
courts of the Province of Prince Edward Island with respect to the matter.
Province of Quebec
You have recently opened an account with our firm. We agree that the laws of the Province of Quebec apply to any
matter that may arise between us. We also agree to submit and attorn to the jurisdiction of the courts of Quebec
with respect to the matter.
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INTEGRA GROUP OF FUNDS
STATEMENT OF INVESTMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION

Integra Capital Limited (“Integra”), is a Canadian investment management firm that
partners with investment managers from Canada and around the world. Integra provides
investment management services primarily to defined benefit and defined contribution
pension plan sponsors, endowment funds, charities, and foundations. Integra is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Integra Capital Management Corporation (“ICMC”), which
was founded in 1987. Integra is an employee operated investment management firm.
Employees (current and former) own 90.5% of the shares of ICMC.
This Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures addresses the following key
investment points with respect to the Integra Group of Funds:





Portfolio diversification
Asset mix policy and guidelines
Rate of return expectations
Permissible Investments

The Integra Group of Funds has been established to comply with and adhere to
prevailing Canadian pension, tax and securities legislation. All of the Integra Funds,
unless otherwise noted, will be managed such that no single investment, other than
investments in other underlying Funds or Government of Canada Bonds, the
Government of a Province, or an agency thereof, will exceed 10% (market value) of the
Funds’ assets, at time of purchase. To the extent that an Integra Fund invests more than
10% of its assets (market value) in an underlying Integra Fund, the underlying Fund
will adhere to and comply with the 10% restriction.

RISK DISCLOSURE

Important risk disclosures with respect to the Integra funds are set out in our Relationship
Disclosure Statement in Schedule B.
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DIVERSIFICATION

The Integra Funds are managed to meet or exceed portfolio investment objectives while
providing clients with improved risk characteristics through proper diversification of
securities, and/or of strategies, asset classes and/or manager styles.
Strategy and manager diversification in the multi-manager/multi-style funds are
achieved by having separate sub-accounts within each Fund or through the use of
pooled funds. All cash flows into the Integra multi-manager/multi-style funds are
distributed to the above noted sub-accounts/pooled funds. Each month, the market
value of an investment team’s sub-account is reviewed. If the weighting of the subaccount within the portfolio varies from the desired target weight, Integra may at its
discretion readjust cash flow to make the sub-account of the other investment team(s)
equal. The asset mix of any one fund is the result of blending the approach of the
separate investment strategies and managers.
Certain of the Integra Funds have a single manager. Specifically, these include the
Acadian Core International Equity Fund, ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund,
Integra Bond Fund, Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund, Integra International
Equity Fund, ICL Global Equity Fund, and Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund.
These single strategy funds are designed to be completion or complementary strategies
to be implemented for clients as part of a Total Portfolio solution to achieve the same
aims of manager and strategy diversification.
A description of all managers can be found in Schedule A.
MANAGER CHANGES

Integra Capital Limited, in its capacity as manager of the Integra Group of Funds, has
discretionary authority to appoint investment specialist firms to oversee the investments
within the Integra Group of Funds. When required, Integra will make changes to the
list of sub-advisors overseeing investments in the Fund. Market conditions or exigent
circumstances may not always allow for the issue of an updated Statement of
Investment Policies in advance of a change in a sub-advisor. In such circumstances,
Integra will issue an updated Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures to clients
as soon as practical following a sub-advisor change.
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PURCHASES, SWITCHES AND REDEMPTIONS

General
Investors may buy, switch (from one Integra Fund to another) or redeem units in our
Funds (“Units”) in two ways:



Directly through Integra Capital Limited (“Integra”)
Through another registered broker or dealer or through another party that is not
required to be registered as a broker or dealer

Subject to what is disclosed below under Purchases and Redemptions, the issue and
redemption price of Units is based on a Fund’s net asset value next determined after
receipt by us of a redemption or purchase order.
Each Unit has a Unit price equal to its net asset value (NAV) per Unit. The NAV per Unit
is calculated by taking the total assets of the Fund, subtracting the liabilities, and then
dividing by the number of Units outstanding. Under exceptional circumstances, a Fund
may suspend redemption of Units.
All requests for any purchases, switches or redemptions of Units in the Funds must be
received by Integra prior to 3:00 p.m. on a “trading day” in order to receive that trading
day’s Unit price. If your request is received after 3:00 p.m., the Unit price applied to your
request will be determined on the next following trading day.
Calculation of Net Asset Value Per Share
The net asset value of a fund is calculated on a valuation date by subtracting its liabilities
from its assets. The net asset value per unit of a fund (NAVPU) is obtained by dividing
the net asset value of the fund, expressed in Canadian dollars, by the total number of units
of the fund outstanding at the time as of which the calculation is made and adjusting the
resulting amount to four decimal places.
The Unit price will fluctuate with the value of the Fund's investments. The Unit prices are
calculated at the close of business on each trading day. The expression “valuation date”
means (a) each trading day, and (b) December 31 in each year or such other date as may
be permitted under the tax act as the fund’s taxation year-end. A “trading day” for a
Fund is a day on which the Toronto stock exchange is open for trading.
The value of the assets of the funds is determined from on each valuation date by CIBC
Mellon Global Securities Services Company (CIBC Mellon), an independent third-party
service provider. CIBC Mellon values all regularly traded investments using
commercially available and independent pricing sources. Where any security is not
regularly traded, the fair value thereof shall be determined by CIBC Mellon Global
Securities Services Company in accordance with the Integra’s Manual Fair Valuation
Policy.
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For valuation purposes, any securities transactions within a fund which have been
reconciled by the fund’s custodian prior to its published accounting cut-off time, will be
reported on valuation date and included in the fund’s NAVPU for that date. Otherwise,
any securities transactions not reported to the fund custodian by the cut-off time will be
included in the fund’s NAVPU on the next valuation date. Notwithstanding, if a
securities transaction is not reconciled by the custodian’s accounting cut-off time is then
included in the fund’s NAVPU on the next valuation date, if it is deemed to be material,
then the fund’s NAVPU for the previous valuation date will be revised.
The issue and redemption price for units of each fund is based on the fund’s NAVPU
determined after receipt of a purchase order or a redemption order.
In the case of the Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund, it is intended to maintain the
net asset value per unit at a constant $1.00. This is done by distributing realized net
income and capital gains, if any, daily.
Purchases
Subject to investor eligibility requirements, for investors purchasing Units directly from
Integra the minimum initial investment in each Fund or in a combination of Funds is
$1,000,000. Each subsequent investment (except upon reinvestment of a distribution) for
all Funds must be at least $100. At the discretion of Integra, these minimums may be
waived.
Integra reserves the right to redeem Units of a Fund if the aggregate net asset value of the
units in an account is less than the minimum amount established from time to time,
pursuant to the terms of the Trust Agreement of the Fund. In addition, the Funds may
require the redemption of Units held by a unitholder, including where it is adverse to the
Fund and its Unitholders.
Integra may reject your purchase or a switch order within one business day of receiving
it. Any monies sent with your order will be returned immediately.
Switches
Subject to investor eligibility requirements, you can switch from one Integra Fund to any
other Integra Fund. Depending upon the terms of any contractual arrangements between
us, there may be notice requirements in respect of switch orders.
If you switch your Units through a registered broker or dealer or a party other than
Integra, they may charge you a sales commission or "load". This will reduce the amount
of money you switch into a Fund. The amount of the load is a matter between you and
your registered broker, dealer or other party. Integra has the right to limit switches at any
time without notice.
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Redemptions
Investors may redeem Units in the Integra Funds at any time by providing written notice
to us. All redemption requests must be signed. If all the required information is received
before 3:00 p.m. on a trading day you, subject to any contractual agreement to the
contrary, will receive that trading day’s Unit price. If all the information is received after
3:00 p.m. the Unit price will be determined on the next trading day. Depending upon the
terms of any contractual arrangements between us, there may be notice requirements in
respect of the size of and processing time of redemption orders. Generally speaking,
redemptions in an amount greater than $250,000 require five business days prior written
notice.
Under exceptional circumstances we may be unable to process your redemption order.
This would most likely occur if market trading were suspended on any stock exchange on
which shares are listed which represent more than 50% of the value of the total assets of a
Fund and if those securities are not traded on any other exchange that represents a
reasonable alternative for the Fund, or with the consent of securities regulatory
authorities. We will not act on a redemption order where you are transferring your
investment from one registered tax plan to another registered tax plan until we have
received all required tax forms.
Investors as unitholders in the Integra Funds, at the discretion of the Investment Manager,
bear the subscription and redemption costs for any transaction initiated into or out of the
Integra Funds, except in the case where on any given transaction date there are offsetting
cash flows from another transacting unitholder in the same Integra Fund. The
subscription or redemption expenses of the Integra Funds to be absorbed by a subscribing
or redeeming unitholder are expected to include, but are not limited to, transaction costs,
brokerage commissions and, if necessary, market impact costs.
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ACADIAN CORE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND

ACADIAN CORE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation through a portfolio of
non-North American Stocks that is sufficiently diversified to minimize investment risk.
This will include stocks in both large and small-cap issuers as well as opportunistic
exposure to issuers in the emerging markets.

RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
4% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, e.g. less than five
years, a real rate of return of 4% may not be achieved.
Using an appropriate capital market index, the benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes is as follows:
100.0%

Morgan Stanley Capital International – EAFE (ND) Index*

The objective of the Acadian Core International Equity Fund is to add at least 1.5% to
this hypothetical or passive portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a
relative performance basis, the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted
performing pooled international (EAFE) equity funds on a four year moving average
basis.
*EAFE (ND) - European, Australasian, and Far East Index with Net Dividends.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISOR

The Acadian Core International Equity Fund is managed by Acadian Asset
Management LLC.
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
ACADIAN CORE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND
International Stocks (1)
Cash and Short Term Investments(2)
(1)
(2)

95.0%
5.0%

Includes non-North American stocks with limited exposure to emerging markets stocks
with a term to maturity of less than 365 days
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
ACADIAN CORE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND
International Stocks
Emerging Market Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

80.0% - 100%
0.0% - 15.0%
0.0% - 5.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, and treasury bills rated R-1
or better, excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles.
3.
All cash and short term investments with a term to maturity of less than one year.
4.
Common stocks trading on global stock exchanges.
5.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
6.
American depository receipts, global depository receipts, participation notes and
exchange traded funds. Exchange Traded Funds and iShares registered as Trusts
must qualify as mutual fund trusts (as defined under the Income Tax Act of
Canada) in order to be considered an eligible investment for the fund.
7.
Foreign exchange forward contracts whose use is restricted to reducing risk as
part of a hedging strategy. Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
8.
For all forward currency contracts executed, the counterparties must have a
minimum credit rating of A from a recognized credit rating agency (or the
respective agency's equivalent), at the time of execution.
9.
Forward currency contracts are not to exceed more than 5% of the Fund’s Net
Asset Value with any one single issuer, regardless of their credit rating.
10. Investments in emerging markets stocks will be limited to 15% of the total
portfolio.
11. The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian. For the
purpose of clarity, closed-end funds and non-redeemable investment funds are not
permissible investments.
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12.

Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities of any one issuer, other than the Government of
Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency thereof.
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ICL GLOBAL LOW VOLATILITY EQUITY FUND

ICL GLOBAL LOW VOLATILITY EQUITY FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The objective is to pursue a low volatility strategy by constructing a portfolio with
forecasted below average risk characteristics in an effort to achieve market-like returns
with considerably less volatility than the global equity market as a whole. The Fund
seeks to achieve this objective by employing an actively managed, liquid, long-only
equity strategy.

RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
4% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, e.g. less than five
years, a real rate of return of 4% may not be achieved.
Over a complete market cycle, the benchmark portfolio for relative performance
comparison purposes is as follows:
100.0%

Morgan Stanley Capital International – World (ND) Index*

The objective of the ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund is to add at least 0.3% to
this passive portfolio on a five year moving average basis, with a targeted risk reduction
of 20-40% measured in (US dollar) standard deviation terms.
The ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund is expected to demonstrate a lower
correlation to the overall market than traditional long only equity strategies. The
strategy is expected to outperform in falling markets and to lag in sharply rising
markets. However, over the fullness of a complete market cycle, the Fund is expected
keep pace with the broader market MSCI World (ND) Index. Given the reduced
correlation of the strategy it may also produce a higher tracking error relative to
capitalization-weighted indices than traditional equity strategies.

INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISOR

The ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund is managed by Analytic Investors LLC.
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ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
ICL GLOBAL LOW VOLATILITY EQUITY FUND
Global Stocks (1)
Cash and Short Term Investments(2)

99.0%
1.0%

(1) Includes North American and non-North American stocks
(2)
with a term to maturity of less than 365 days

RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
ICL GLOBAL LOW VOLATILITY EQUITY FUND
Global Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

95.0% - 100%
0.0% - 5.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
Demand deposits and cash on hand.
2.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, and treasury bills rated R-1
or better, excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles. The fund may also participate in a cash sweep program at the fund’s
custodian.
3.
All cash and short term investments with a term to maturity of less than one year.
4.
Stocks of companies located in countries included in the MSCI World index are
permitted for investment.
5.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
6.
Not more than 5% of the market value of the portfolio was invested in a single
security.
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

American depository receipts, European depository receipts and global depository
receipts are permitted for investment. ADR’s, EDR’s and GDR’s are considered
to be domiciled in the country where the ADR/EDR/GDR is listed for trading.
No more than 50% of the portfolio may be concentrated in securities of issuers
domiciled in any one region.
No more than 15% of the portfolio may be concentrated in any one industry.
Minimum weight of any one region in the portfolio must be at least 50% of that
region’s weight in the MSCI World Index.
The use of exchange traded funds (“ETFs”) is permitted for the short term
equitization of cash. Only ETFs that invest directly in the underlying constituent
securities/stocks are permitted. Exchange Traded Funds must be traded on either
an American or Canadian Exchange. Exchange Traded Funds selected for the
fund cannot be leveraged nor invest in physical commodities.
While it is expected that currency exposures shall be typically unhedged; currency
hedging whose use is restricted to reducing risk as part of a hedging strategy is
permitted. Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, was
invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other than
the Government of Canada.
The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.
The market value of the Canadian equity exposure is not to exceed the weight in
the MSCI World Index, at time of rebalancing.

PROHIBITED INVESTMENTS

The portfolio manager shall not invest in the following instruments:




With the exception of foreign exchange forward contracts, the use of derivative
instruments is not permitted.
Synthetic Exchange Traded Funds that replicate the rate of return of the
underlying constituent through a total return swap or a combination of total return
swaps.
Securities sold short or the use of leverage.
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INTEGRA BALANCED FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation and income through an
actively managed mix of stocks, bonds and treasury bills while also ensuring short-term
preservation of capital.

RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

Integra’s objective is to provide clients with above average performance consistent with
preservation of capital. A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a
real rate of return of at least 3% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term
periods, i.e. less than five years a real rate of return of 3% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
30.0%
27.0%
40.0%
3.0%

S&P/TSX Composite Index
Morgan Stanley Capital International- All Country World Index (ND)*
FTSE TMX Canada Universe Bond Index
FTSE TMX 91 Day Government of Canada Treasury Bill Total Return Index

The objective of the Integra Balanced Fund is to add at least 1% to this hypothetical or
passive portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a relative performance basis,
the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted performing balanced funds on a
four year moving average basis and to achieve this return with moderate volatility.
*“ACWI” (ND) – All Country World Index with Net Dividends.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISORS

The Integra Balanced Fund is managed by Acadian Asset Management LLC, CIBC
Atlantic Trust, Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney & Strauss LLC, Columbia Management
Investment Advisers, LLC, Highstreet Asset Management Inc., Lincluden Investment
Management Limited, Newton Investment Management (North America) Limited and
State Street Global Advisors Ltd.
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ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA BALANCED FUND (1)
Canadian Stocks
Foreign Stocks (2)
Bonds
Cash and Short Term Investments(3)

30.0%
27.0%
40.0%
3.0%

(1) Fund qualifies as a Registered Investment
(2) Includes non-North American stocks with exposure to emerging markets stocks
(3) with a term to maturity of less than 365 days

RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA BALANCED FUND
Canadian Stocks
Global Stocks (Developed)
Emerging Market Stocks
Bonds
Cash and Short Term Investments

20.0% - 40.0%
10.0% - 40.0%
0.0% -15.0%
30.0% - 50.0%
0.0% - 15.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.

3.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, and treasury bills rated R-1
or better; excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles. All cash and short term investments with a term to maturity of less than
one year.
Stocks and preferred shares trading on Canadian and non-Canadian stock
exchanges.
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4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index depository receipts, American depository receipts,
global depository receipts, European depository receipts, participation notes and
exchange traded funds. Exchange Traded Funds and iShares registered as Trusts
must qualify as mutual fund trusts (as defined under the Income Tax Act of
Canada) in order to be considered an eligible investment for the fund.
Canadian and non-Canadian bonds and debentures (including foreign pay bonds),
e.g. Government of Canada, Provincials and corporates, maple bonds, nonviability contingent capital bonds, asset-backed securities and mortgage backed
securities; excluding collateralized debt obligations.
Floating rate investments, real return and inflation linked bonds.
The overall minimum average quality rating of the bond portfolio is A, as
calculated according to the FTSE TMX Index methodology. For greater clarity,
the minimum average quality rating is inclusive of bonds rated A (High) to
A(Low), by the rating agencies.
The minimum quality rating for bond purchases is BBB (as rated by a recognized
bond rating service), at the time of purchase. For greater clarity, the minimum
BBB quality rating is inclusive of bonds rated BBB(High) to BBB(Low).
The maximum purchase of corporate bonds rated BBB is 10.0% for the total
portfolio, at the time of purchase. For greater clarity, the minimum BBB quality
rating is inclusive of bonds rated BBB(High) to BBB(Low).
Collectively, corporate bonds rated BBB cannot exceed 12.5% of the total
portfolio. For greater clarity, the minimum BBB quality rating is inclusive of
bonds rated BBB(High) to BBB(Low).
Foreign and foreign pay bonds shall not exceed 12.5% of the total portfolio.
Fixed income holdings must not exceed 6.5% of the total portfolio in a single
issuer of any non-government backed securities.
Collectively, corporate bonds cannot exceed 30% of the total balanced fund
portfolio.
Foreign Exchange forward contracts whose use is restricted to reducing risk as
part of a hedging strategy. Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
For all forward currency contracts executed, the counterparties must have a
minimum credit rating of A from a recognized credit rating agency (or the
respective agency's equivalent), at the time of execution.
Forward currency contracts are not to exceed more than 5% of the Fund’s Net
Asset Value with any one single issuer, regardless of their credit rating.
Investments in emerging markets stocks will be limited to 15.0% of the total
portfolio.
Canadian income trusts trading on Canadian stock exchanges that have been
established pursuant to the laws of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, or Manitoba. The
Managers shall not take part in the management of any Canadian income trust that
the Fund invests in and the Managers may only purchase Canadian income trusts
based upon their reasonable analysis that any liabilities associated with any
investments in income trusts are limited to those income trust investments only.
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20.

21.
22.

The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.
Mutual, segregated or pooled funds that restrict their holdings to the above noted
investments.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
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INTEGRA BOND FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide relatively stable, consistent rates of return through a
portfolio of primarily Canadian bonds.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
2% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, i.e. less than five
years, a real rate of return of 2% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
100.0%

FTSE TMX Canada Universe Bond Index

The objective of the Bond Fund is to add at least 0.5% to the annualized return of this
hypothetical or passive portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a relative
performance basis, the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted performing
bond pooled funds on a four year moving average basis.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISORS

The Integra Bond Fund is managed by Lincluden Investment Management Limited.
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA BOND FUND (1)
Bonds
Cash and Short Term Investments(2)

95.0%
5.0%

(1) Fund qualifies as a Registered Investment
(2) with a term to maturity of less than 365 days
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA BOND FUND
Bonds
Cash and Short Term Investments

75.0% - 100%
0.0% - 25.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, and treasury bills rated R-1
or better; excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles. All cash and short term investments with a term to maturity of less than
one year.
Canadian and non-Canadian bonds and debentures (including foreign pay bonds),
e.g. Government of Canada, Provincials and corporates, maple bonds, nonviability contingent capital bonds, asset-backed securities and mortgage backed
securities; excluding collateralized debt obligations.
Floating rate investments, real return and inflation linked bonds.
The overall minimum average quality rating of the bond portfolio is A, as
calculated according to the FTSE TMX Index methodology. For greater clarity,
the minimum average quality rating is inclusive of bonds rated A(High) to
A(Low), by the rating agencies.
The minimum quality rating for bond purchases is BBB (low), as rated by a
recognized bond rating service, at the time of purchase.
The maximum purchase of corporate bonds rated BBB is 20.0% for the total
portfolio at the time of purchase. For greater clarity, the minimum BBB quality
rating is inclusive of bonds rated BBB(High) to BBB(Low).
Collectively, corporate bonds rated BBB cannot exceed 22.5% of the Fund. For
greater clarity, the minimum BBB quality rating is inclusive of bonds rated
BBB(High) to BBB(Low).
Foreign bonds shall not exceed 25.0% of the total portfolio.
Foreign pay and foreign bonds shall not exceed 25.0% of the total portfolio. For
greater clarity, Maple Bonds (foreign issuers issuing Canadian debt instruments)
are excluded from this constraint for calculation purposes.
Foreign exchange forward contracts whose use is restricted to reducing risk as
part of a hedging strategy. Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
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12.
13.
14.

15.

For all forward currency contracts executed, the counterparties must have a
minimum credit rating of ‘A’ from a recognized credit rating agency (or the
respective agency's equivalent), at the time of execution.
Forward currency contracts are not to exceed more than 5% of the Fund’s Net
Asset Value with any one single issuer, regardless of their credit rating.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
Collectively, corporate bonds cannot exceed 60% of the total portfolio.
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INTEGRA CANADIAN VALUE GROWTH FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation through a portfolio of
Canadian stocks that is sufficiently diversified to minimize investment risk.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
4% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, i.e. less than five years
a real rate of return of 4% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
100.0%

S&P/TSX Composite Index

The objective of the Canadian Value Growth Fund is to add at least 1.5% to this
hypothetical or passive portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a relative
performance basis, the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted performing
pooled Canadian stock funds on a four year moving average basis.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISORS

The Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund is managed by Highstreet Asset
Management Inc., and State Street Global Advisors Ltd.
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA CANADIAN VALUE GROWTH FUND (1)
Canadian Equities
Cash and Short Term Investments(2)

97.5%
2.5%

(1) Fund qualifies as a Registered Investment
(2) with a term to maturity of less than 365 days
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA CANADIAN VALUE GROWTH FUND
Canadian Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

90.0% - 100%
0.0% - 10.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government of short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, corporate paper and
treasury bills rated R-1 or better, e.g. federal, provincial and major financial
institutions; excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles.
Stocks, preferred shares and income trusts trading on Canadian stock exchanges
or Canadian companies trading on recognized stock exchanges.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
Index replicating trust units, exchange traded funds and iShares registered as
Trusts must qualify as mutual fund trusts (as defined under the Income Tax Act of
Canada) in order to be considered an eligible investment for the fund. For the
purpose of clarity, closed-end funds and non-redeemable investment funds are not
permissible investments.
Canadian income trusts trading on Canadian stock exchanges that have been
established pursuant to the laws of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, or Manitoba. The
Managers shall not take part in the management of any Canadian income trust that
the Fund invests in and the Managers may only purchase Canadian income trusts
based upon their reasonable analysis that any liabilities associated with any
investments in income trusts are limited to those income trust investments only.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
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INTEGRA DIVERSIFIED FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation and income through an
actively managed mix of stocks, fixed income instruments and treasury bills while also
ensuring short-term preservation of capital.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
3% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, i.e. less than five years
a real rate of return of 3% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
30.0%
27.0%
40.0%
3.0%

S&P/TSX Composite Index
Morgan Stanley Capital International- All Country World Index (ND)*
FTSE TMX Canada Universe Bond Index
FTSE TMX 91 Day Government of Canada Treasury Bill Total Return Index

*“ACWI” (ND) – All Country World Index with Net Dividends.

The objective of the Integra Diversified Fund is to add at least 1% to this hypothetical
or passive portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a relative performance
basis, the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted performing balanced funds
on a four year moving average basis and to achieve this return with moderate volatility.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISORS

The Integra Diversified Fund is managed by Acadian Asset Management LLC, CIBC
Atlantic Trust Company, Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney & Strauss LLC, Columbia
Management Investment Advisers, LLC, Highstreet Asset Management Inc., Newton
Investment Management (North America) Limited, Lincluden Investment Management
Limited, and State Street Global Advisors Ltd.
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ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA DIVERSIFIED FUND
Canadian Stocks
Foreign Stocks (1)
Bonds(3,4,5)
Cash and Short Term Investments(2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

30.0%
27.0%
40.0%
3.0%

Includes non-North American stocks with exposure to emerging markets stocks
with a term to maturity of less than 365 days
Fund is permitted to make limited use of certain derivatives
Fund is permitted to make limited use of shorting
Primarily hedged back to the Canadian dollar, with limited active currency exposure

RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA DIVERSIFIED FUND
Canadian Stocks
Global Stocks (Developed)
Emerging Market Stocks
Bonds
Cash and Short Term Investments

20.0% - 40.0%
10.0% - 40.0%
0.0% - 15.0%
30.0% - 50.0%
0.0% - 15.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.
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PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Short term notes, banker acceptances, time deposits, corporate paper, certificate of
deposits and treasury bills rated R-1 or better at time of purchase. Any Asset
Backed Commercial Paper purchased for the portfolio shall be backed 100% by
global-style liquidity lines and liquidity commitments shall not be subject to
‘market disruption’ clauses.
Stocks and preferred shares trading on Canadian and non-Canadian stock
exchanges.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index depository receipts, American depository receipts,
global depository receipts, European depository receipts, participation notes and
exchange traded funds. Exchange Traded Funds and iShares registered as Trusts
must qualify as mutual fund trusts (as defined under the Income Tax Act of
Canada) in order to be considered an eligible investment for the fund.
Canadian income trusts trading on Canadian stock exchanges that have been
established pursuant to the laws of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, or Manitoba. The
Managers shall not take part in the management of any Canadian income trust that
the Fund invests in and the Managers may only purchase Canadian income trusts
based upon their reasonable analysis that any liabilities associated with any
investments in income trusts are limited to those income trust investments only.
The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.
Canadian and non-Canadian bonds and debentures (including foreign & foreign
pay bonds), e.g. Government of Canada, Provincials and corporates, treasury debt,
supranational debt, local authority debt, agency debt, maple bonds, asset-backed
securities, non-viability contingent capital bonds, and mortgage backed securities.
Fixed and floating rate investments, such as inverse floating obligations, mortgage
and asset backed securities, collateralized debt mortgage and loan obligations,
zero-coupon bonds, convertible bonds, loan assignments and participations,
government, corporate, agency and supranational debt, SEC Rule 144A securities
and payment-in-kind bonds.
The overall minimum average quality rating of the bond portfolio is A, as
calculated according to the FTSE TMX Index methodology. For greater clarity,
the minimum average quality rating is inclusive of bonds rated A(High) to
A(Low), by the rating agencies.
The minimum quality rating for bond purchases is BBB (low), or if unrated,
deemed equivalent by the manager, at the time of purchase. For greater clarity,
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.

22.
23.

the minimum BBB quality rating is inclusive of bonds rated BBB (High) to
BBB(Low).
The maximum purchase of corporate bonds rated BBB is 10.0% for the total
portfolio, at the time of purchase. For greater clarity, the minimum BBB quality
rating is inclusive of bonds rated BBB(High) to BBB(Low).
Collectively, corporate bonds rated BBB cannot exceed 12.5% of the total
portfolio. For greater clarity, the minimum BBB quality rating is inclusive of
bonds rated BBB(High) to BBB(Low).
Fixed income holdings must not exceed 4.0% of the total portfolio in a single
issuer of any non-government backed securities.
Foreign exchange forward contracts whose use is restricted to reducing risk as
part of a hedging strategy. Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
For all forward currency contracts executed, the counterparties must have a
minimum credit rating of ‘A’ from a recognized credit rating agency (or the
respective agency's equivalent), at the time of execution.
Forward currency contracts are not to exceed more than 5% of the Fund’s Net
Asset Value with any one single issuer, regardless of their credit rating.
Investments in emerging markets stocks will be limited to 15.0% of the total
portfolio.
The maximum equity percentage range of the Integra Diversified Fund as a
percentage of net asset value will not exceed 70.0% of the total portfolio.
Within the fixed income component of the Fund, the fund may also invest in
derivatives, including but not limited to, credit default swaps, interest rate swap
contracts, foreign currency forwards, options and futures instruments. Derivatives
(including futures, options and swaps), can be used for:
a. hedging
b. alternative to investing in permitted cash markets
c. managing portfolio characteristics such as position on the yield curve.
d. shorting certain securities or markets
e. currency management
Derivatives can be used provided that they add no more investment risk than is
allowed under these guidelines and that the overall portfolio strategy including the
derivatives will be consistent with the investment objectives and risk tolerance of
the Fund. The Manager monitors leverage based on the foregoing consideration
which is an economic definition of leverage, not the notional value of the
derivative positions.
Derivative instruments may not be used to create exposures to securities which
would not otherwise be permitted under this Policy or which would be outside the
limits under this Policy had the exposure been obtained in the cash markets.
The fund is permitted to invest in short enabled investment strategies, through the
use of pooled funds.
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24.

25.

26.

The Integra Diversified Fund invests in the following underlying Integra funds:
the Acadian Core International Equity Fund, Integra Canadian Value Growth
Fund, ICL Global Equity Fund, Integra Bond Fund, Integra U.S. Value Growth
Fund and the Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund. Permissible investments for
these Funds are set out elsewhere in this SIPP and equally apply for the Integra
Diversified Fund.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
Mutual, segregated or pooled funds that restrict their holdings to the above noted
investments.
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INTEGRA EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

This Fund’s objective is to provide long-term capital growth through a portfolio of
emerging market equities which are sufficiently diversified to reduce some of the
investment risk inherent in investing in emerging market countries - which can be
potentially volatile. To achieve its objective, the Integra Emerging Markets Equity
Fund invests in a diverse portfolio of equities primarily issued by companies in
emerging or developing countries. The Fund may hold up to an aggregate of 10% in
cash or cash equivalents.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
3% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, i.e. less than five years
a real rate of return of 3% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
100%

Morgan Stanley Capital International – Emerging Markets (ND) Index*

* Emerging Markets with Net Dividends.
The objective of the Emerging Markets Equity Fund is to add at least 2.0% to this
hypothetical or passive portfolio over a four year moving average basis. The strategy is
expected to operate within a tracking error range of 3-7% per annum, with an allowable
tracking error maximum of 8% per annum, as measured on an ex-ante basis.

INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISOR

The Integra Emerging Market Equity Fund is managed by Columbia Management
Investment Advisers, LLC

ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND
Emerging Market Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

97.0%
3.0%
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA EMERGING MARKET EQUITY FUND
Emerging Market Stocks
Frontier Market Stocks
Other Equity Market Stocks (Developed)*
Cash and Short Term Investments

75.0% - 100.0%
0.0% - 10.0%
0.0% - 20.0%
0.0% - 10.0%

*ADRs/EDRs/GDRs – will be classified according to their country of risk
Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
All cash equivalents and short term investments are to have a term to maturity of
less than one year.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances and treasury bills rated R-1 or
better; excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles. (All else being equal, short-term instruments issued by Canadian entities
in Canadian dollar terms are preferred.)
Markets included in the MSCI Emerging Markets index are permissible for
investment. In addition, investment in countries not described above is permitted
on an opportunistic basis up to 20% of the portfolio value at time of purchase.
For the purpose of clarity, ADRs/EDRs/GDRs shall not be counted towards this
20% limit, provided that the underlying security is domiciled or have the majority
of its primary revenues, operations or assets in a country represented in the MSCI
Emerging Markets Index.
Exposure to frontier markets shall not exceed 10% of the portfolio, at time of
purchase. The definition of frontiers markets shall include all markets not
otherwise designated/defined by MSCI as either developed or emerging markets.
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6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Listed and OTC traded American depository receipts, European depository
receipts and global depository receipts, participation notes and exchange traded
funds. Regulation S (“Reg S”) securities representing equity exposure consistent
with these investment guidelines are permissible for investment.
Exchange Traded Funds must be traded on either an American or Canadian
Exchange, meet the National Instrument 81-102 definition of an index
participation unit, be established as a mutual fund and invest only in a market
index that holds securities of emerging market stocks. The Exchange Traded Fund
cannot be leveraged nor invest in physical commodities or primarily in synthetic
securities. Cumulative exposure to Exchange Traded Funds is not to exceed 15%
of the market value of the portfolio at time of purchase.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
Warrants and rights may not be purchased, but may be held, exercised or sold if
received through a corporate action. Participation in close-ended entitlement
offers are permissible as deemed appropriate by the manager.
Preferred shares are not to exceed 5% of the market value of the portfolio, at the
time of purchase.
Convertible securities are not to exceed 5% of the market value of the portfolio, at
the time of purchase.
Holdings in any single security will not exceed more than +/- 5% of the
Benchmark weight at the time of purchase.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, was
invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other than
the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency thereof.
Holdings in any single GICs sector may not exceed more than +/- 10% of the
Benchmark weight, at the time of purchase.
Holdings in any single country may not exceed more than +/- 10% of the
Benchmark weight, at the time of purchase.
Holdings in a single issuer cannot exceed more than 5% of the outstanding voting
stock of the issuer.
The targeted number of equity holdings is expected to be between 100 – 175
holdings.
The portfolio is expected to be operated with an annual portfolio turnover range
of 150% or less.
While it is expected that currency exposures shall remain typically unhedged;
currency hedging whose use is restricted to reducing risk as part of a hedging
strategy is permitted.
Foreign exchange forward contracts whose use is restricted to reducing risk as
part of a hedging strategy. Only currency forward contracts executed on a net
payment basis between the fund and the counterparty are permissible for use by
the fund. The fund is prohibited from investing in any currency forward that
requires an exchange of payments from both counterparties at time of reset or in
the event of bankruptcy. Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
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21.

The Fund may participate in initial public offerings (IPOs), provided the
Investment manager believes in good faith that sufficient liquidity and secondary
market trading volume will exist for the security after issuance. At no time will
the cumulative exposure to IPO securities not listed in the benchmark exceed
10.0% of the Fund.
22. The minimum credit rating for any counterparty for any OTC derivative is ‘A’, at
the time of execution. Any counterparty that may be the subsidiary of a rated
entity must provide an explicit guarantee from the rated entity, in order to qualify
as an acceptable counterparty. The forward currency contract counterparty must
have and maintain an ‘A’ rating or higher, as determined by the manager and a
recognized credit rating agency.
23. Forward currency contracts did not exceed more than 5% of the portfolio’s net
asset value with any one single issuer, regardless of their credit rating.
24. The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.

Prohibited Investments
The portfolio shall not invest in any of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Private Equity (which includes investments in venture capital, buyouts,
subordinated or mezzanine debt, distressed securities, energy, mining, timber and
real estate properties).
Securitized securities are not permitted (including, but not limited to, covered
bonds, MBS, CMBS, ABS, CDO, CLO).
Asset Backed Commercial Paper - The fund is expressly prohibited from
purchasing short-term instruments with collateral containing structured
investment vehicles (i.e. CDOs).
Securities sold short or the use of leverage.
Any private placements that are illiquid or not readily marketable.
Derivatives, including options and swaps, other than currency forward contracts.
Closed-end funds and non-redeemable investment funds.
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INTEGRA EQUITY FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation through a portfolio of
Canadian, U.S. and International stocks that is sufficiently diversified to minimize
investment risk.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor investing in equities is a real
rate of return of at least 4% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term
periods, i.e. less than five years, a real rate of return of 4% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
70.0%
15.0%
15.0%

S&P/TSX Composite Index
Russell 1000 Index
Morgan Stanley Capital International- EAFE Index (ND)*

The objective of the Equity Fund is to add at least 1% to this hypothetical or passive
portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a relative performance basis, the
objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted performing pooled equity funds on a
four year moving average basis.
*EAFE (ND) - European, Australasian, and Far East Index with Net Dividends.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISORS

The Integra Equity Fund is managed by CIBC Atlantic Trust, Barrow, Hanley,
Mewhinney & Strauss LLC, Highstreet Asset Management Inc, Newton Investment
Management (North America) Limited, and State Street Global Advisors Ltd.
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA EQUITY FUND (1)
Canadian Stocks
U.S. Stocks
International Stocks (2)

70.0%
15.0%
15.0%

(1) Fund qualifies as a Registered Investment
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA EQUITY FUND
Canadian Stocks
U.S. Stocks
International Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

60.0% - 75.0%
10.0% - 20.0%
10.0% - 20.0%
0.0% - 12.5%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, corporate paper and treasury
bills rated R-1 or better; excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured
investment vehicles. All cash and short term investments with a term to maturity
of less than one year.
Stocks and preferred shares trading on Canadian and non-Canadian stock
exchanges.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index depository receipts, american depository receipts,
global depository receipts, european depository receipts, and exchange traded
funds. Exchange traded funds and iShares registered as Trusts must qualify as
mutual fund trusts (as defined under the Income Tax Act of Canada) in order to be
considered an eligible investment for the fund.
Canadian income trusts trading on Canadian stock exchanges that have been
established pursuant to the laws of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, or Manitoba. The
Managers shall not take part in the management of any Canadian income trust that
the Fund invests in and the Managers may only purchase Canadian income trusts
based upon their reasonable analysis that any liabilities associated with any
investments in income trusts are limited to those income trust investments only.
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7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.
Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
.
Mutual, segregated or pooled funds that restrict their holdings to the above noted
investments.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
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INTEGRA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation through a portfolio of
non-North American stocks that is sufficiently diversified to minimize investment risk.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
4% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, e.g. less than five
years, a real rate of return of 4% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
100%

Morgan Stanley Capital International – EAFE Index (ND)*

The objective of the International Equity Fund is to add at least 1.5% to this passive
benchmark portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a relative performance
basis, the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted performing pooled
international (EAFE) equity funds on a four year moving average basis.
*EAFE (ND) - European, Australasian, and Far East Index with Net Dividends.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISOR

The Integra International Equity Fund is managed by Newton Investment
Management (North America) Limited.
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND
International Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments(2)

97.5%
2.5%

(1) with a term to maturity of less than 365 days
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND
International Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

90.0% - 100%
0.0% - 10.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, and treasury bills rated R-1
or better; excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment
vehicles. All cash and short term investments with a term to maturity of less than
one year.
Stocks trading on International stock exchanges.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
American depository receipts, global depository receipts, european depository
receipts,) and exchange traded funds. Exchange Traded Funds and iShares
registered as Trusts must qualify as mutual fund trusts (as defined under the
Income Tax Act of Canada) in order to be considered an eligible investment for
the fund. For the purpose of clarity, closed-end funds and non-redeemable
investment funds are not permissible investments.
. Only spot foreign exchange trades are permitted. The use of currency forwards
is prohibited.
The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
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ICL GLOBAL EQUITY FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation through a portfolio of
global stocks that is sufficiently diversified to minimize investment risk. This will
include stocks in both large and small-cap issuers as well as opportunistic exposure to
issuers in the emerging markets.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

The objective of the Portfolio is to seek long term capital appreciation by investing
primarily in common stock of global issuers.
A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
4% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, e.g. less than five
years, a real rate of return of 4% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes will be:
100%

Morgan Stanley Capital International – World Index (ND)*

The objective of the Fund is to add at least 2.5% per annum to this hypothetical or
passive portfolio on a five year moving average basis. On a relative performance basis,
the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted performing global equity pooled
funds on a five year moving average basis.
*World (ND) – MSCI World Index with Net Dividends.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISOR

The ICL Global Equity Fund is managed by Newton Investment Management (North
America) Limited.
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
ICL GLOBAL EQUITY FUND (1)
Global Stocks

100.0%

(1) Includes non-North American stocks with limited exposure to emerging markets stocks.
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
ICL GLOBAL EQUITY FUND
Global Stocks (Developed)
Emerging Market Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

75.0% - 100%
0.0% - 25.0%
0.0% - 10.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government short term notes, bankers’ acceptances, corporate paper and treasury
bills rated R-1 or better at time of purchase, not to exceed a 365 day term;
excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment vehicles.
Common stocks trading on developed public exchanges within the MSCI World
Index and Emerging Market Stocks traded on public exchanges (including
ADR’s, EDR’s, GDR’s and equity-linked participation notes representing such
stocks). All securities shall be listed on a recognized stock exchange or publicly
traded through an organized facility where market prices are readily available.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
Investments in warrants and stock rights shall be limited to an aggregate of 5% of
the Fund Assets.
American depository receipts, global depository receipts, European depository
receipts, equity-linked participation notes, iShares and exchange traded funds.
Exchange Traded Funds and iShares registered as Trusts must qualify as mutual
fund trusts (as defined under the Income Tax Act of Canada) in order to be
considered an eligible investment for the fund.
Canadian income trusts trading on Canadian stock exchanges that have been
established pursuant to the laws of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, or Manitoba. The
Managers shall not take part in the management of any Canadian income trust that
the Fund invests in and the Managers may only purchase Canadian income trusts
based upon their reasonable analysis that any liabilities associated with any
investments in income trusts are limited to those income trust investments only.
The fund shall be diversified by country and shall invest in a minimum of 5
countries in the MSCI World Index.
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8.

The fund shall maintain a 75% minimum investment in countries represented in
MSCI World Index.
9.
The number of stocks held shall be between 50 and 75.
10. Investments in emerging markets stocks will be limited to 25% of the portfolio, at
the time of purchase. Developed market stocks are as those defined by the MSCI
World Index, all other markets shall be considered emerging markets.
11. Collectively, the maximum investment of the total portfolio in a single issuer
should not exceed 5% of the total portfolio at time of purchase.
12. At no time shall the portfolio exceed 10% by market value in a single issuer;
excluding short-term notes and treasury bills issued by the Government of
Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency thereof.
13. The Fund is permitted to use forward foreign exchange contracts to hedge or cross
hedge the currency exposure of the Assets. This will be used to reduce risk by
switching the exposure of all or part of the Portfolio away from a currency that
the Manager considers to be unduly prone to risk. Forward sales of any currency
may not exceed the total market value of the Assets denominated in that currency
(i.e. there should be no net currency shorts). Spot foreign exchange trades are
permitted.
14. For all forward currency contracts executed, the counterparties must have a
minimum credit rating of ‘A’ from a recognized credit rating agency (or the
respective agency's equivalent), at the time of execution.
15. Forward currency contracts are not to exceed more than 5% of the Fund’s Net
Asset Value with any one single issuer, regardless of their credit rating.
16. Collectively, the maximum outstanding voting securities of an acquired issuer
shall not exceed 10%.
17. The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.

PROHIBITED INVESTMENTS

The portfolio manager shall not:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Invest in securities not specifically provided for in this above, including
commodities, precious metals, mineral rights, bullion or collectibles;
Purchase securities on margin or engage in short sales;
Purchase instalment receipts;
The Investment Manager shall not borrow money, pledge or otherwise encumber
any of the Managed Assets, except to the extent that temporary overdrafts occur
in the normal course of day-to-day portfolio management.
Closed-end funds and non-redeemable investment funds are not permissible
investments.
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INTEGRA U.S. VALUE GROWTH FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide long-term capital appreciation through a portfolio of
U.S. large and mid-capitalization stocks that are sufficiently diversified to minimize
investment risk.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

A meaningful expectation for the conservative investor is a real rate of return of at least
4% over ten years. It is recognized that over short-term periods, e.g. less than five years,
a real rate of return of 4% may not be achieved.
Using the appropriate capital market indices a benchmark portfolio for relative
performance comparison purposes has been developed as follows:
100% Russell 1000 Index
The objective of the U.S. Value Growth Fund is to add at least 1.5% to this passive
benchmark portfolio on a four year moving average basis. On a relative performance
basis, the objective is to be one of the premier risk-adjusted pooled U.S. stock funds on a
four year moving average basis.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISORS

The Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund is managed by Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney &
Strauss LLC and CIBC Atlantic Trust
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
INTEGRA U.S. VALUE GROWTH FUND
U.S. Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments(1)

95.0%
5.0%

(1) with a term to maturity of less than 365 days
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RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The permitted
ranges are as follows:
INTEGRA U.S. VALUE GROWTH FUND
U.S. Stocks
Cash and Short Term Investments

80.0% - 100.0%
0.0% - 20.0%

Note: Only in exceptional market conditions will the asset mix ranges of the above noted fund be
exceeded.

PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Short term notes and treasury bills rated R-1 or better, at time of purchase;
excluding asset backed commercial paper and structured investment vehicles. All
cash and short term investments with a term to maturity of less than one year.
U.S. company stocks and stocks trading on U.S. exchanges, American and Global
depository receipts and exchange traded funds. It is noted that Canadian stocks
may be held from time to time. Exchange Traded Funds and iShares registered as
Trusts must qualify as mutual fund trusts (as defined under the Income Tax Act of
Canada) in order to be considered an eligible investment for the fund. For the
purpose of clarity, closed-end funds and non-redeemable investment funds are not
permissible investments.
Rights, warrants, convertible securities, and preferred stocks, if issued by
companies whose common stocks would be properly held in the portfolio.
The maximum market value of the portfolio invested in American depository
receipts, global depository or Canadian equity securities shall not exceed 15%.
Foreign exchange forward contracts whose use is restricted to reducing risk as
part of a hedging strategy. Spot foreign exchange trades are permitted.
For all forward currency contracts executed, the counterparties must have a
minimum credit rating of ‘A’ from a recognized credit rating agency (or the
respective agency's equivalent), at the time of execution.
Forward currency contracts are not to exceed more than 5% of the Fund’s Net
Asset Value with any one counterparty, regardless of their credit rating.
The fund may invest in non-resident trusts (defined as non-Canadian, “NRTs”)
including REITS, provided the NRTs are listed and traded on a public exchange;
where the shares of the trust were traded at least 10 times within the previous 30
day period; and they are widely held by over 150 shareholders with each
shareholder holding an investment in the NRT of at least $500 Canadian.
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10.

Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
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LINCLUDEN SHORT TERM INVESTMENT FUND
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & RISK TOLERANCE

The fund objective is to provide a stable rate of return over a short investment period.
RATE OF RETURN EXPECTATIONS

The Short Term Investment Fund was established for conservative short-term investors
to address their need for capital preservation. A meaningful expectation is a rate of
return equal to that of the Government of Canada 91-Day Treasury Bill Index on a four
year moving average basis.
INVESTMENT SUB-ADVISORS

The Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund is managed by Lincluden Investment
Management Limited.
ASSET MIX POLICY WEIGHTS

The long-term (ten-year) target asset mix of the fund is as follows:
LINCLUDEN SHORT TERM INVESTMENT FUND (1)
Cash and Short Term Investments(2)

100.0%

(1) Fund qualifies as a Registered Investment
(2) with a term to maturity of less than 365 days

RANGES OF THE ASSET MIX

The portfolio is managed to the long-term target or policy asset mix. However, shortterm strategic decisions make it necessary to have a range of asset mixes. The
permitted ranges are as follows:
LINCLUDEN SHORT TERM INVESTMENT FUND
Cash and Short Term Investments

100.0%
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PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION – Permissible Investments

The following asset classes and security types form the portfolio options for the Fund:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Demand deposits and cash on hand.
Government of Canada short term notes, treasury bills, corporate paper and
bankers’ acceptances, rated R-1 or better; excluding asset backed commercial
paper and structured investment vehicles.
Canadian issued bonds and debentures (including maple bonds) e.g. Government
of Canada, Provincial and Corporate. All cash and short term investments with a
term to maturity of less than one year.
Not more than 10% of the market value of the portfolio, at time of purchase, is to
be invested in the securities (combined debt and stock) of any one issuer, other
than the Government of Canada, the Government of a Province, or an agency
thereof.
A minimum 30% of the portfolio by market value, will be invested at all times in
issues guaranteed by the government of a province, the Government of Canada or
an agency thereof if such agency issues are explicitly backed by the full faith and
credit of the government of Canada.
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DESCRIPTION OF INVESTMENT MANAGERS

ACADIAN ASSET MANAGEMENT LLC
Manager of the Integra Diversified Fund and the Acadian Core International
Equity Fund.
Acadian Asset Management LLC (“Acadian”) is a leader in the use of advanced
quantitative methodologies in the management of international and global equity
mandates. Acadian uses disciplined, quantitative investment techniques in a style we call
Enhanced Value investing.
Acadian believes that stocks are often miss-priced relative to fair value, and that these
pricing inefficiencies can be exploited by an active, disciplined valuation process. Adding
value requires using multiple valuation factors and a structured, risk-controlled approach.
Acadian seeks to create portfolios with attractive fundamental value characteristics,
favourable near-term earnings trends and customized risk control. The team achieves this
by evaluating the broadest possible universe of investment opportunities, using multiple
stock and regional valuation factors.
The team employs sophisticated analytical models for active stock selection as well as
regional sector and currency valuation, using a proprietary database covering over 20,000
securities in more than 40 equity markets worldwide.
Acadian has an active, bottom-up strategy with a strong value orientation and focuses on
attractive stocks across the range of the capitalization spectrum. Their strategy
incorporates both active stock valuation and active regional and sector valuation
techniques to target a diverse array of under-valued stocks with positive earnings trends
and prospects.
The Firm is a wholly owned subsidiary of Old Mutual Asset Manager (US) LLC, and
provides investment management services to individual and institutional investors.
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CIBC ATLANTIC TRUST PRIVATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT -

Manager of the Integra Balanced Fund, the Integra Diversified Fund and the
Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund
CIBC Atlantic Trust Private Wealth Management - (previously known as Atlantic Trust Pell
Rudman ) was founded in 1980 and has offices in Boston, Baltimore, Washington D.C.
and Denver. The Firm is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce), and provides investment management services to individual and institutional
investors. The firm has a highly disciplined and experienced group of investment
professionals who operate closely together in a team approach.
CIBC Atlantic Trust has a “quality-growth” investment philosophy. Portfolio
construction emphasizes a bottom-up-fundamentals based approach to stock selection
aimed at controlling stock specific risk and delivering consistent results. The firm’s
longer-term quality, growth orientation leads to relatively low turnover.
Companies held in the portfolio must demonstrate the capability to deliver above average
growth in earnings, cash flow and return on shareholder equity. CIBC Atlantic Trust
looks for a proven history of growth that is well supported by underlying franchises or
niches, management ability and industry position. Finally, they require a shareholdermotivated management pursuing a clear profit-oriented business strategy.
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BARROW, HANLEY, MEWHINNEY & STRAUSS, LLC

Manager of the Integra Balanced Fund, the Integra Diversified Fund and the
Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund
Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney & Strauss (“Barrow Hanley”) was founded in July of 1979
to manage U.S. tax-exempt portfolios for a limited number of major institutional clients.
They began managing large cap equity assets in October of that same year. From
inception their strategy has been defined as a “value” approach.
In 2000, Barrow Hanley’s former parent company, United Asset Management, was
acquired by Old Mutual plc, an international financial services group based in London.
Barrow Hanley subsequently became an affiliate of Old Mutual Asset Management, a
subsidiary of Old Mutual plc. Barrow Hanley is majority owned by Old Mutual, a parent
with substantial resources dedicated to the investment management business. Barrow
Hanley remains an independently managed company and continues to operate
autonomously from its Dallas, Texas headquarters.
Barrow’s expertise is managing equity portfolios through a value-oriented research
intensive process of individual stock selection. Experience has taught them that the equity
markets are inefficient and that short term earnings disappointments or changes in market
perception create long term opportunities to invest in high quality or improving
companies. They spend all of their time and resources working to identify securities
which are temporarily undervalued for reasons which they can understand and document.
The large cap value team is exacting in their definition of “value”. They implement their
large cap value strategy by constructing portfolios of individual stocks which reflect all
three-value characteristics: price/earnings and price/book ratios below the market and
dividend yields above the market (S&P 500).
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COLUMBIA MANANGEMENT INVESTMENT ADVISORS, LLC

Manager of the Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund, Integra Diversified Fund
and Integra Balanced Fund.
Columbia Threadneedle Investments is the global asset management group of Ameriprise
Financial, Inc. (NYSE: AMP). Columbia Threadneedle Investments is the global brand
name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies. Columbia Management
Investment Advisers, LLC is a U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission registered
investment adviser that offers investment products and services under the names
Columbia Management Investments, Columbia Management Capital Advisers and
Seligman Investments. Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC is a whollyowned subsidiary of Ameriprise Financial, Inc. (“Ameriprise Financial”). In 2005,
American Express Financial Corporation was spun off from American Express Company.
As a result of this transaction, American Express Financial Corporation was renamed
Ameriprise Financial, Inc. and became a publicly traded company no longer affiliated
with American Express Company.
The emerging market equity team’s disciplined investment process combines
fundamental research, bottom up and top down views, with quantitative tools to deliver
better risk adjusted returns over time. Top-down and bottom- up factors complement each
other in developing the opportunity, which is critical in constructing a portfolio and
selecting individual securities.
The Columbia Threadneedle Emerging Markets Equity Team’s investment philosophy is
based on four core beliefs:
 Evaluating stocks with a combination of fundamental and quantitative methods –
analyzing multiple sources of alpha – is superior to any single approach because it
yields a more comprehensive understanding of factors that drive performance.
 Bottom-up stock selection is as important as top-down macro analysis because the
number of investable emerging markets stocks has increased dramatically over the
last decade.
 “Stewards of capital” – companies that know how to sustain and accelerate
profitable growth – are best positioned to realize the immense growth potential
created by the under-penetration of many emerging-market industries.
 A less-concentrated portfolio lowers overall risk without sacrificing performance
potential
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Bottom-up research analysis is also conducted at the company level is to confirm or
disprove broad macro conclusions. Companies that have been identified as being
beneficiaries of a given economic scenario or theme are, in fact positioned to benefit and
won’t be impeded by idiosyncratic factors. Valuation and risk/reward analysis conducted
at the company level to identify the best relative return potential. Portfolio and risk
monitoring helps eliminate unintended bets, helps to promote consistently competitive
returns and helps ensure portfolio alignment with portfolio manager conviction and style
integrity.
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HIGHSTREET ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.

Manager of the Integra Balanced Fund, Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund,
Integra Diversified Fund, and the Integra Equity Fund
Founded in 1998, Highstreet Asset Management Inc. is an investment counsel firm with
headquarters in London, Ontario. Highstreet manages investment assets for pensions,
foundations, corporations, and high-net worth families.
As a quantitative manager, Highstreet uses computerized portfolio management models
to rank and evaluate stocks based on balance sheet and income statement analysis.
Highstreet also carefully assesses a security’s risk profile. The quantitative method
provides an unbiased approach to selecting stocks based on facts instead of being
emotionally influenced by market forecasts.
Highstreet believes that stock market success can be achieved by consistently applying a
disciplined, fact-based approach to investing. They believe that efficient markets will
reward companies with strong fundamental characteristics. Highstreet’s Canadian core
equity portfolio follows their GVQ+RTM philosophy - focusing on strong growth, value,
quality and risk attributes.
Highstreet strives to construct a Canadian core equity portfolio that has:





A better earnings growth rate than the TSX (Growth)
A more attractive price/earnings ratio than the TSX (Value)
An above average reinvestment rate (Quality)
Market-like volatility (Risk)
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LINCLUDEN INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED

Manager of the Integra Balanced Fund, the Integra Bond Fund, the Integra
Diversified Fund and the Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund.
Lincluden Investment Management Limited (“Lincluden”) was founded in 1982. The
firm, located in Oakville, is Integra’s “value buyer” investment team.
Lincluden believe that the economy and financial markets are cyclical in nature, and that
the markets are not always efficient in recognizing value and risk. Lincluden’s fixed
income portfolios are structured to achieve the most efficient combination of duration,
credit, yield curve and foreign exposure from a long-term, risk-reward perspective.
In the fixed-income portfolio, Lincluden diligently monitor the relationship between risk
and return in the context of duration, yield curve and credit analysis. Duration and yield
curve analysis factor in monetary and fiscal policy, economic growth, productivity, longterm inflation trends and real interest rates. The team bases credit decisions on a thorough
analysis of current and historical spreads, supported by independent research. The
Lincluden fixed-income team actively manages investments in real return bonds.
Exposure to credit risk through corporate, provincial and municipal government issues is
a reflection of their diligent risk-reward analysis and detailed credit analysis. Lincluden
does not rely on rating agency reports to make our investment decisions; instead, we
emphasize internal analysis by the fixed income team, with support from the equity team.
In searching for the best value opportunities in fixed income markets, Lincluden consider
both domestic and foreign securities. When they find better value opportunities in foreign
markets, their preference is to eliminate foreign exchange risk through the use of
hedging.
For money markets, Lincluden invest in high quality, short term debt securities rated at
least R-1(low) and maturing in less than 1 year. Securities are managed dynamically
through careful credit selection as well as maintaining a portfolio sector mix and term
structure that are consistent with Lincluden’s economic outlook. Detailed credit analysis
is performed on every corporate issuer that is considered for selection. Once credit
quality has been assessed, key determinants for inclusion in the fund are the investment’s
yield and maturity.
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NEWTON INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT (NORTH AMERICA) LIMITED

Manager of the Integra Balanced Fund, the Integra Diversified Fund, the Integra
Equity Fund, the Integra International Equity Fund, and the ICL Global Equity
Fund
Newton Investment Management Limited. (“Newton”) is owned by Mellon Financial
Corporation, one of the largest banking groups in the United States of America. Newton
has been providing investment management for clients’ funds since inception in 1978,
managing portfolios for a wide variety of mandates including UK equity, global equity
and multi-asset accounts. Newton Investment Management (North America) is a U.S.
registered subsidiary that uses the resources of Newton Investment Management Limited.
Newton is renowned for its distinctive, proven global investment approach. The process
combines global bottom up stock-picking based on proprietary stock and sector research
within a strategic framework, based on powerful and tangible investment trends and
themes.
Newton's investment philosophy is structured around the central tenet of their business
that no company, market or economy, should be considered in isolation. Each must be
understood in a global context.
Newton's economists, fund managers and globally focused research analysts work as a
team to stimulate fresh ideas on investment themes and stocks with the greatest potential.
They work in close proximity to allow quick communication.
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STATE STREET GLOBAL ADVISORS, LTD

Manager of the Integra Balanced Fund, the Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund,
and the Integra Diversified Fund.
State Street Global Advisors (SSgA) has grown from a single location to become the
world’s largest institutional fund manager with offices in 28 cities, 11 investment centres.
SSgA is a division of State Street Bank and Trust Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary
of State Street Corporation. State Street Corporation is a publicly traded bank holding
company whose shares are traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol
“STT.”
Within the Canadian Equity strategy, SSgA first seek to identify the best stocks within an
industry. Their multi-factor model employs three powerful, independent, and
uncorrelated stock evaluation techniques to select stocks for inclusion in the portfolio:
growth, value and sentiment. Their systematic and quantitative process identifies stocks
that are undervalued by the market and possess superior earnings growth potential. The
multifactor model includes: earnings estimates, fundamental ratio analysis, and sentiment
factors. These factors outperform at different times, thus providing diversification to the
return expectations and improving consistency in the portfolio's results.
SSgA’s strategy focuses on stock selection. The team does not take intentional bets on
sector nor industries. The Strategy emphasizes risk control when constructing portfolios
generally comprised of the most attractive stocks in each industry. Risk controls seek to
ensure that the strategy does not have a style or size bias relative to the underlying
benchmark. Because the Canadian equity portfolio intends to remain well diversified
across all industries, the portfolio characteristics should be very similar to those of the
S&P/TSX Composite Index. The strategy aims to be fully invested at all times.
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WELLS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED (FORMERLY ANALYTIC
INVESTORS LLC)
Manager of the ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund
WELLS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED (“WELLSCAP”) WellsCap employs a
disciplined quantitative investment process in managing assets for institutional and
mutual fund investors in the United States, Canada and Japan.
WellsCap applies modern quantitative tools for the management of the Low Volatility
Equity Fund. The WellsCap investment team believes that the use of such techniques
allows it to fulfil clients' objectives through rational, systematic identification of market
opportunities, while minimizing the impact of human emotions which often dominate
investment decision making. The firm is recognized as a leader in the application of riskmanaged investment strategies.
The WellsCap Low Volatility Equity investment process is a non-benchmark-oriented
strategy that is designed to target significantly less volatility than the broad equity market
and keep pace or add value in terms of return. It is an actively managed, highly liquid,
long-only equity strategy.
The primary investment tenet used in this strategy is that there is no material long-run
relationship between risk and return in developed equity markets. Thus, by using
WellsCap’s risk model and creating a low volatility equity portfolio, WellsCap target
market-like returns over the long term with considerably less volatility (as defined by
standard deviation) than the equity market as a whole, and more downside protection.
The ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund strives to outperform in falling markets, but
may lag in sharply rising markets. It may also produce a high tracking error relative to
capitalization-weighted indices.
The portfolio construction methodology strives for diversification with strict adherence to
investment guidelines.

.
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RELATIONSHIP DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Purpose of this statement:
Securities legislation requires a registered firm to provide its clients with all information
that a reasonable investor would consider important about each client’s relationship with
the registrant.
This Relationship Disclosure Statement has been prepared for clients further to Integra’s
registration in the Canadian provinces to provide pertinent and relevant information per
our advisory and dealer business and to meet the requirements of National Instrument 31103.
Any questions regarding this statement should be directed to:
Integra Capital Limited
Attn.: Compliance Department
2020 Winston Park Drive, Suite 200
Oakville, ON
Canada L6H 6X7
Tel.: (905) 829-1131
Fax.: (905) 829-2726
Email: contactus@integra.com
Our Firm:
Integra Capital Limited (“Integra”), a legally incorporated company under the laws of
Ontario, was established in 2002 and is registered in every Province and in the Yukon as
a portfolio manager and as an exempt market dealer. In the Province of Ontario Integra is
also registered as a commodity trading manager and registered as an Investment Fund
Manager in Ontario, Newfoundland and Quebec.
Integra’s parent company, established in 1987, is Integra Capital Management
Corporation (“ICMC”). Integra is engaged in arranging for access to fund management
services as well as advisory services provided by Integra and sub-advisors to it. The fund
management and advisory services of Integra may be rendered through proprietary
prospectus-exempt pooled funds managed and distributed by Integra. A list of our
proprietary funds is included in this document. The Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce is the custodian of the assets of the Integra funds. Permissible investments and
securities for our funds are listed in the Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures
of the Integra Funds (“SIPP”). The SIPP can be accessed on our website
(www.integra.com). The annual audited financial statement and semi-annual unaudited
financial of our funds can also be accessed through our website.
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Third party prospectus-exempt funds may also be used to carry out the advisory mandates
of our clients as can prospectus qualified funds for fully managed accounts. Where a
dealer is required by law, Integra is the dealer in connection with all trades on a private
placement basis for our fund management and advisory clients in the Integra funds or in
third party funds or investment products. Where prospectus qualified funds are used for
fully managed accounts, Integra solely acts as the portfolio manager and the dealer
function is conducted by the third party fund firm.
Unless otherwise disclosed in the client agreement, investments in third party products
are registered in the name of the client. Integra may also act as the dealer in respect of
trades where the investor is not an advisory client of Integra but invests directly in the
third party fund or products.
For some of our advisory clientele Integra has been granted discretionary authority and
can therefore determine, without specific client consent, the securities and amount of
securities to be bought or sold within our proprietary funds. For our non-advisory clients
we act as the dealer on the private placement of proprietary and non-proprietary funds.
Integra Funds Risk Disclosure Statement
The risks associated with investing in an investment fund are the risks associated with the
securities in which the investment fund invests. The value of these investments will
change from day to day, reflecting changes in interest rates, economic conditions, and
market and company news. As a result, the value of an investment fund's units may go up
and down, and the value of an investment in an investment fund may be more or less
when it is redeemed than when it was purchased. Integra does not guarantee that the full
amount of the original investment in any of the Integra funds made by an investor will be
returned. Unlike bank accounts or GICs, fund units are not covered by the Canada
Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government deposit insurer.
Some of the Integra Funds (a “Fund”, and collectively the “Funds”), whether with equity
or income investment objectives, follow in whole or in part trading strategies resulting in
the use of more complex transactions and instruments. A Fixed Income Fund, for
example, may use derivatives such as credit default swaps, interest rates swaps,
swaptions, futures or forwards to manage credit exposure, duration, volatility or yield
curve positioning.
The chart below depicts the risks that the Funds may be exposed to in the standard course
of implementing their investment strategies. The Funds may be subject to some but not
all of these risks at certain times or may be subject to a particular risk only to a certain
degree. Set out below the chart is a Risk Disclosure Appendix which provides an
explanation of the various risks listed for the Fund. For more information on risks with
the investment strategies, please contact us.
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An investment in a Strategy(s) listed below is subject to a number of risks, which include
but are not limited to:
Acadian Core International Equity Fund
Active Management Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Currency Risk, Custodial Risk, Depositary Receipts
Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, ETF Risk, ETN Risk, Hedging Transactions
and Related Risks, Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large
Shareholder Risk, Limited Investment Program Risk, Market Risk, Market Disruption and Geopolitical
Risk, No Guarantee of Performance, Quantitative Model Risk, Regulatory Uncertainty, Risks of
Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Securities Lending Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Small and
Mid-Size Company Risk, Special Situations Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Value Securities Risk,
Valuation Risk and Warrants Risk.
ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund
Active Management Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Custodial Risk, Currency Risk, Depositary Receipts
Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, ETF Risk, ETN Risk, Initial Public Offering
(IPO) Risk, Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Limited Investment Program
Risk, Market Risk, Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee of Performance, Quantitative
Model Risk, Regulatory Uncertainty, Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Securities Lending
Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Small and Mid-Size Company Risk, Special Situations Risk, Strategy
Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Value Securities Risk, Valuation Risk and Warrants Risk.
Integra Balanced Fund
Active Management Risk, Asset Back Securities Risk, Call Risk, Canadian Equity Risk, Canadian
Government Securities Risk, Cash Position Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Credit Risk, Currency Risk,
Custodial Risk, Depositary Receipts Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, ETF
Risk, ETN Risk, Growth Securities Risk, Hedging Transactions and Related Risks, Inflation Protected
Securities Risk, Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Interest Rate Risk, Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer
Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Liquidity Risk, Market Risk, Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No
Guarantee of Performance, Prepayment and Extension Risk, Provincial Obligations Risk, Quantitative
Model Risk, Regulatory Uncertainty, Real Estate Industry and REIT Risk, Reinvestment Risk, Risks of
Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Risk of Investment in Other Pools, Securities Lending Risk,
Significant Withdrawal Risk, Small and Mid-Size Company Risk, Special Situations Risk, Sovereign
Default Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, US Government Obligation Risk, Value Securities Risk,
Valuation Risk, Warrants Risk and Zero Coupon Bond Risk.
Integra Bond Fund
Active Management Risk, Asset Back Securities Risk, Call Risk, Canadian Government Securities Risk,
Cash Position Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Credit Risk, Currency Risk, Custodial Risk, Deflation
Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, ETF Risk, Geographic Concentration Risk,
Hedging Transactions and Related Risks, Inflation Protected Securities Risk, Initial Public Offering (IPO)
Risk, Interest Rate Risk, Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Limited
Investment Program Risk, Liquidity Risk, Market Risk, Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No
Guarantee of Performance, Prepayment and Extension Risk, Provincial Obligations Risk, Regulatory
Uncertainty, Reinvestment Risk, Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Securities Lending Risk,
Significant Withdrawal Risk, Sovereign Default Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, US Government
Obligation Risk, Valuation Risk and Zero Coupon Bond Risk.
Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund
Active Management Risk, Canadian Equity Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Custodial Risk, ETF Risk,
Geographic Concentration Risk, Growth Securities Risk, Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Investment
Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Limited Investment Program Risk, Market Risk,
Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee of Performance, Quantitative Model Risk,
Regulatory Uncertainty, Real Estate Industry and REIT Risk, Securities Lending Risk, Significant
Withdrawal Risk, Special Situations Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Value Securities Risk,
Valuation Risk and Warrants Risk.
Integra Diversified Fund
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Active Management Risk, Asset Back Securities Risk, Call Risk, Canadian Equity Risk, Canadian
Government Securities Risk, Cash Position Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Counterparty Risk, CDS
Risk, Credit Risk, Currency Risk, Custodial Risk, Deflation Risk, Depositary Receipts Risk, Derivatives
Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, Derivatives Risk - Inverse Floaters, ETF
Risk, ETN Risk, Growth Securities Risk, Hedging Transactions and Related Risks, Impairment of
Collateral Risk, Inflation Protected Securities Risk, Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Interest Rate Risk,
Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Leverage Risk, Liquidity Risk, Market
Risk, Mortgage Back Securities Risk, Municipal Securities Risk, No Guarantee of Performance,
Prepayment and Extension Risk, Private Issuer Risk, Provincial Obligations Risk, Quantitative Model Risk,
Regulatory Uncertainty, Real Estate Industry and REIT Risk, REPO Risk, Reverse REPO Risk,
Reinvestment Risk, Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Risk of Investment in Other Pools,
Securities Lending Risk, Short Selling Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Small and Mid-Size Company
Risk, Special Situations Risk, Sovereign Default Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, US Government
Obligation Risk, Value Securities Risk, Valuation Risk, Warrants Risk and Zero Coupon Bond Risk.
Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund
Active Management Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Currency Risk, Custodial Risk, Depositary Receipts
Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, ETF Risk, ETN Risk, Growth Securities
Risk, Hedging Transactions and Related Risks, Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Investment Strategy
Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Limited Investment Program Risk, Market Risk, Market
Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee of Performance, Private Issuer Risk, Regulatory
Uncertainty, Real Estate Industry and REIT Risk, Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing Securities
Lending Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Small and Mid-Size Company Risk, Small Company Risk,
Special Situations Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Value Securities Risk, Valuation Risk and
Warrants Risk.
Integra Equity Fund
Active Management Risk, Canadian Equity Risk, Cash Position Risk, Convertible Securities Risk,
Currency Risk, Custodial Risk, Depositary Receipts Risk, , ETF Risk, ETN Risk, Growth Securities Risk,
Hedging Transactions and Related Risks, Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Investment Strategy Risk,
Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Limited Investment Program Risk, Market Risk, Market Disruption
and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee of Performance, Quantitative Model Risk, Regulatory Uncertainty,
Real Estate Industry and REIT Risk, Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Risk of Investment in
Other Pools, Securities Lending Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Special Situations Risk, Strategy
Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Value Securities Risk, Valuation Risk an Warrants Risk.
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Integra International Equity Fund
Active Management Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Currency Risk, Custodial Risk, Depositary Receipts
Risk, ETF Risk, ETN Risk, , Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Market Risk,
Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee of Performance, Regulatory Uncertainty, Risks of
Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Securities Lending Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Special
Situations Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Valuation Risk and Warrants Risk.
ICL Global Equity Fund
Active Management Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Currency Risk, Custodial Risk
Depositary Receipts Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, ETF Risk, ETN Risk,
Hedging Transactions and Related Risks, Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Investment Strategy Risk,
Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Market Risk, Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee
of Performance, Regulatory Uncertainty, Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Securities Lending
Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Special Situations Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Valuation
Risk and Warrants Risk.
Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund
Active Management Risk, Canadian Government Securities Risk, Credit Risk, Custodial Risk, Interest Rate
Risk, Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Limited Investment Program Risk,
Market Risk, Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee of Performance, Provincial
Obligations Risk, Regulatory Uncertainty, Reinvestment Risk, Securities Lending Risk, Significant
Withdrawal Risk, Strategy Specific Risks, Tax Risk and Valuation Risk.
Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund
Active Management Risk, Convertible Securities Risk, Currency Risk, Custodial Risk
Depositary Receipts Risk, Derivatives Risk - Foreign Forward Currency Contracts, ETF Risk, ETN Risk,
Geographic Concentration Risk, Growth Securities Risk, Hedging Transactions and Related Risks, Initial
Public Offering (IPO) Risk, Investment Strategy Risk, Issuer Risk, Large Shareholder Risk, Limited
Investment Program Risk, Market Risk, Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk, No Guarantee of
Performance, Regulatory Uncertainty, Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing, Securities Lending
Risk, Significant Withdrawal Risk, Small and Mid-Size Company Risk, Special Situations Risk, Strategy
Specific Risks, Tax Risk, Value Securities Risk, Valuation Risk and Warrants Risk.

RISK DISCLOSURE APPENDIX
The following risk disclosures explain some of the risks associated with an investment in
the Fund listed in the chart above. Clients should speak with their consultants or other
financial advisors for more information regarding these and other risks associated with
making an investment in a Fund.
Active Management Risk
The portfolio is actively managed and its performance therefore will reflect in part the ability of the
portfolio manager(s) to select securities and to make investment decisions that are suited to achieving the
portfolio’s investment objective. Due to its active management, the portfolio could underperform other
portfolios with similar investment objectives. In addition, if a portfolio takes both long and short positions,
there is the risk that the value of the securities held long might decrease and the value of the securities sold
short might increase in response to activities of an individual company or in response to general market
conditions. In this case, the portfolio’s potential losses could exceed those of other portfolios that hold only
long stock positions.
Asset-Backed Securities Risk
The value of asset-backed securities may be affected by, among other things, changes in: interest rates,
factors concerning the interests in and structure of the issuer or the originator of the receivables, the
creditworthiness of the entities that provide any supporting letters of credit, surety bonds or other credit
enhancements, or the market’s assessment of the quality of underlying assets. Asset-backed securities
represent interests in, or are backed by, pools of receivables such as credit card, auto, student and home
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equity loans. They may also be backed, in turn, by securities backed by these types of loans and others,
such as mortgage loans. Asset-backed securities can have a fixed or an adjustable rate. Most asset-backed
securities are subject to prepayment risk, which is the possibility that the underlying debt may be
refinanced or prepaid prior to maturity during periods of declining or low interest rates, causing the
portfolio to have to reinvest the money received in securities that have lower yields. In addition, the impact
of prepayments on the value of asset-backed securities may be difficult to predict and may result in greater
volatility. Rising or high interest rates tend to extend the duration of asset-backed securities, making them
more volatile and more sensitive to changes in interest rates.
Call Risk
If an issuer calls higher-yielding debt instruments held by the Portfolio, performance could be adversely
impacted.
Canadian Equity Risk
A portfolio that is primarily invested in Canadian equities may be more susceptible to the financial, market
or economic conditions or events affecting the particular issuers, commodities, sectors or industries in
which it invests than a more geographically diversified portfolio that does not. Investments that are
concentrated in a particular issuer, commodity or sector will also be more susceptible to changes in price.
This may result in greater fluctuations in value than would be the case for a portfolio invested in a wider
variety of companies across sectors or industries. As the sectors in which the portfolio invests may increase
or decrease due to the price of commodities, the price of securities of companies that rely heavily on such
commodity sectors could become increasingly sensitive to downswings in the economy. The more a
portfolio diversifies its investments, the more it spreads risk and potentially reduces the risks of loss and
volatility.
Canadian Government Securities Risk
The Portfolio may invest in debt securities issued or guaranteed by certain Canadian Government agencies,
instrumentalities and sponsored enterprises. Some Canadian Government securities, such as, but not limited
to, Treasury bills, notes and bonds and securities issued by the Canada Housing Trust are supported by the
full faith and credit of the Canadian Government; others are supported only by the credit of the issuing
agency, instrumentality, or enterprise.
Cash Position Risk
The Portfolio may hold a significant portion of its assets in cash or cash equivalents at the Investment
Manager’s discretion. If the Portfolio holds a significant cash position for an extended period of time, its
investment returns may be adversely affected, and the Portfolio may not achieve its investment objective.
The Portfolio's cash investments may lose money.
Convertible Securities Risk
Convertible securities are subject to the usual risks associated with debt securities, such as interest rate risk
and credit risk. Convertible securities also react to changes in the value of the common stock into which
they convert, and are thus subject to market risk. As the value of a convertible security can be influenced by
both interest rates and market movements, a convertible security generally is not as sensitive to interest
rates as a similar debt security, and generally will not vary in value in response to other factors to the same
extent as the underlying common stock. In the event of a liquidation of the issuing company, holders of
convertible securities would typically be paid before the company’s common stockholders but after holders
of any senior debt obligations of the company. The portfolio may be forced to convert a convertible
security before it otherwise would choose to do so, which may decrease the portfolio’s return.
Counterparty Risk
The risk that a counterparty to a financial instrument entered into by the portfolio or held by a special
purpose or structured vehicle becomes bankrupt or otherwise fails to perform its obligations due to
financial difficulties, including making payments to the portfolio. The portfolio may obtain no or only
limited recovery in a bankruptcy or other organizational proceeding, and any recovery may be significantly
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delayed. The portfolio will typically enter into financial instrument transactions with counterparties whose
credit rating is investment grade, or, if unrated, determined to be of comparable quality by the investment
manager.
Counterparty Arrangements Risk
These arrangements support the portfolio’s investment managers trading, custody and investment activities,
and some of the counterparties they use may have relationships with their affiliates as well. Reliable
counterparty arrangements and the ability to assess counterparty risks have become a critical part of their
day-to-day operations and they endeavour r to manage these risks in accordance with their fiduciary duty
to clients. While they seek to manage these risks, exposure to counterparty failures, including bankruptcies
and defaults, is sometimes unavoidable and can result in sudden and unanticipated shocks to their
operations or investments resulting from the inability to carry out transactions or satisfy liquidity demands.
Credit Default Swaps Risk
The risks specific to credit default swaps (“CDS”) transactions are the following:
Counterparty risk, which is the risk that the counterparty of the credit default swap transaction will default
on its obligations. As protection buyer, the counterparty risk materializes only when a credit event occurs
and if the protection seller would not be able to pay the protection buyer the face value of the contract. As
protection seller the counterparty risk materializes if the protection buyer is not able to pay the periodic fees
under the contract. The counterparty risk is however mitigated by the fact that the Sub-fund will only enter
into CDS transactions with highly rated financial institutions specialized in this type of transaction as
approved by the Investment Manager as derivative counterparties;
Credit risk, which is the risk carried by the protection seller that a credit event would occur in respect to the
reference entity. In case of occurrence of a credit event, the capital loss for the protection seller might be
substantial (and in case of the Sub-fund rise to a total loss of the Sub-fund’s assets) as the protection seller
would have to pay the face value of the contract to the protection buyer against being delivered by the
protection buyer the obligations mentioned in the contract having a market value near to recovery rate;
Mark-to-market risk, which is the risk that a credit default swap investor runs by unwinding its position
before the maturity of the contract. This risk is affected by the liquidity of the underlying contract. The
lower the liquidity, the higher the unwinding costs; and
Settlement risk, which is the risk of the protection buyer to deliver the underlying issues not held by him
when entering into the CDS transaction.
Credit Risk
Credit risk is the risk that the issuer of a fixed-income security or the counterparty to a contract may or will
default or otherwise become unable or unwilling to honour a financial obligation, such as making
payments. If the portfolio purchases unrated securities, or if the rating of a security is reduced after
purchase, the portfolio will depend on analysis of credit risk more heavily than usual. In addition,
investments in emerging markets debt obligations also are subject to increased credit risk because of the
difficulties of requiring foreign entities, including issuers of sovereign debt obligations, to honour their
contractual commitments, and because emerging markets governments and other issuers have historically
high default rates.
Currency Risk
Securities denominated in different currencies are subject to the risk that, for example, if the value of a
foreign currency were to decline against the Canadian dollar, such decline would reduce the Canadian
dollar value of any securities held by the denominated in that currency.
Custodial Risk
There are risks involved in dealing with the custodians or brokers who hold the investments or settle the
trades. It is possible that, in the event of the insolvency or bankruptcy of a custodian or broker, the Portfolio
would be delayed or prevented from recovering its assets from the custodian or broker, or its estate, and
may have only a general unsecured claim against the custodian or broker for those assets. In recent
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insolvencies of brokers or other financial institutions, the ability of investors to sometimes recover their
assets from the insolvent’s estate has been delayed, limited, or prevented, often unpredictably, and there is
no assurance that any assets held by the Portfolio with a custodian or broker will be readily recoverable by
the Portfolio.
Defensive Investing Risk
In response to market, economic, political, or other conditions, the investment manager may, but will not
necessarily, depart from its principal investment strategies by temporarily investing for defensive purposes.
If the Portfolio invests for defensive purposes, it may not achieve its investment objective. In addition, the
defensive strategy may not work as intended.
Depositary Receipts Risk
American Depositary Receipts (“ADRs”) are typically trust receipts issued by a U.S. bank or trust company
that evidence an indirect interest in underlying securities issued by a foreign entity. Global Depositary
Receipts (“GDRs”), European Depositary Receipts (“EDRs”), and other types of depositary receipts are
typically issued by non-U.S. banks or financial institutions and evidence an interest in underlying securities
issued by either a U.S. or a non-U.S. entity. Investments in non-Canadian issuers through depositary
receipts generally involve risks applicable to other types of investments in non-Canadian issuers. See
"Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing." Depositary receipts may not necessarily be denominated
in the same currency as their underlying securities, and the may be subject to the currency risk of an
investment in both a depositary receipt itself and the underlying security. There may not be as much
publicly available information regarding the issuer of the securities underlying a depositary receipt as if the
underlying securities were traded directly in Canadian securities markets. Some depositary receipts are
sponsored by the issuers of the underlying securities, while others are not. Information regarding issuers of
securities underlying unsponsored depositary receipts may be even more limited than for sponsored
depositary receipts. It is possible that the value of a depository receipts may decline for a number of reasons
which relate to the issuers or sponsors of the depository receipts, including, but not limited to, if such issuer
or sponsor becomes insolvent or bankrupt. Holders of depositary rights may have limited, if any, rights to
take action with respect to the underlying securities or to compel the issuer of the receipts to take action.
Derivatives Risk
Derivatives are financial instruments that have a value which depends upon, or is derived from, the value of
something else, such as one or more underlying securities, pools of securities, options, futures, indexes or
currencies. Losses involving derivative instruments may be substantial, because a relatively small price
movement in the underlying security(ies), instrument, currency or index may result in a substantial loss for
the portfolio. In addition to the potential for increased losses, the use of derivative instruments may lead to
increased volatility within the portfolio. Derivative instruments in which the portfolio invests will typically
increase the portfolio’s exposure to material risks to which it is otherwise exposed, and may expose the
portfolio to additional risks, including correlation risk, counterparty credit risk, hedging risk, leverage risk,
and liquidity risk.
Correlation risk is related to hedging risk and is the risk that there may be an incomplete correlation
between the hedge and the opposite position, which may result in increased or unanticipated losses.
Counterparty credit risk is the risk that a counterparty to the derivative instrument becomes bankrupt or
otherwise fails to perform its obligations due to financial difficulties, and the portfolio may obtain no
recovery of its investment or may only obtain a limited recovery, and any recovery may be delayed.
Hedging risk is the risk that derivative instruments used to hedge against an opposite position may offset
losses, but they may also offset gains. There is no guarantee that a hedging strategy will eliminate the risk
which the hedging strategy is intended to offset, which may lead to losses within the portfolio.
Leverage risk is the risk that losses from the derivative instrument may be greater than the amount invested
in the derivative instrument.
Liquidity risk is the risk that the derivative instrument may be difficult or impossible to sell or terminate,
which may cause the portfolio to be in a position to do something the portfolio managers would not
otherwise choose, including accepting a lower price for the derivative instrument, selling other investments
or foregoing another, more appealing investment opportunity. Derivative instruments which are not traded
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on an exchange, including, but not limited to, forward contracts, swaps and over-the-counter options, may
have increased liquidity risk. Certain derivatives have the potential for unlimited losses, regardless of the
size of the initial investment.
Derivatives Risk — Forward Foreign Currency Contracts
The portfolio may enter into forward foreign currency contracts, which are types of derivative contracts,
whereby the portfolio may buy or sell a country’s currency at a specific price on a specific date, usually 30,
60, or 90 days in the future. The contract guarantees an exchange rate on a given date. These contracts,
however, would not prevent the portfolio’s securities from falling in value during foreign market
downswings. The portfolio may enter into forward foreign currency contracts for risk management
(hedging) or investment purposes. The inability of the portfolio to precisely match forward contract
amounts and the value of securities involved may reduce the effectiveness of the portfolio’s hedging
strategy. Forward foreign currency contracts used for hedging may also limit any potential gain that might
result from an increase in the value of the currency. When entering into forward foreign currency contracts
for investment purposes, unanticipated changes in the currency markets could result in poorer performance
for the portfolio. The portfolio may designate cash or securities in an amount equal to the value of the
portfolio’s forward foreign currency contracts which may limit the portfolio’s investment flexibility. If the
value of the securities declines, additional cash or securities will be so designated. At maturity of a forward
contract, the portfolio may enter into an offsetting contract. The portfolio may engage in an offsetting
transaction at maturity of a forward foreign currency contract and may incur a loss to the extent there has
been movement in forward contract prices. When the portfolio converts its foreign currencies into
Canadian dollars it may incur currency conversion costs due to the spread between the prices at which they
are buying and selling various currencies.
ETF Risk
An ETF’s share price may not track its specified market index and may trade below its net asset value.
ETFs generally use a “passive” investment strategy and will not attempt to take defensive positions in
volatile or declining markets. An active secondary market in an ETF’s shares may not develop or be
maintained and may be halted or interrupted due to actions by its listing exchange, unusual market
conditions or other reasons. There can be no assurance an ETF’s shares will continue to be listed on an
active exchange. In addition, the portfolio bears expenses and similar expenses incurred through its
ownership of the ETF.
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ETN Risk
Like other index or security tracking instruments, ETNs are subject to the risk that the value of the index or
security may decline, at times sharply and unpredictably. In addition, ETNs—which are debt instruments—
are subject to risk of default by the issuer.
Geographic Concentration Risk
The portfolio may be particularly susceptible to economic, political, regulatory or other events or
conditions affecting companies and countries within the geographic regions in which the portfolio invests.
Currency devaluations could occur in countries that have not yet experienced currency devaluation to date,
or could continue to occur in countries that have already experienced such devaluations. As a result, the
portfolio may be more volatile than a more geographically diversified portfolio.
Growth Securities Risk
Because growth securities typically trade at a higher multiple of earnings than other types of securities, the
market values of growth securities may be more sensitive to changes in current or expected earnings than
the market values of other types of securities. In addition, growth securities, at times, may not perform as
well as value securities or the stock market in general, and may be out of favour with investors for varying
periods of time.
Hedging Transactions and Related Risks
In managing the Portfolio, the investment managers may (but will not necessarily) engage in hedging
transactions. The success of the Portfolio’s hedging strategies will depend, in part, upon the investment
managers’ ability to assess correctly the degree of correlation between the performance of the instruments
used in a hedging strategy and the performance of the investments being hedged. A hedging strategy may
not work the way the portfolio managers expect. Since the characteristics of many securities change as
markets change or time passes, the success of the hedging strategy will also be subject to the portfolio
managers’ ability continually to recalculate, readjust, and execute hedges in an efficient and timely manner.
While the Portfolio may enter into hedging transactions to seek to reduce risk, such transactions may result
in a poorer overall performance for the Portfolio than if it had not engaged in such hedging transactions and
may have the effect of increasing risk. For a variety of reasons, the portfolio managers may not seek or be
able to establish a perfect correlation between the hedging instruments utilized and the Portfolio holdings
being hedged. Such an imperfect correlation may prevent the portfolio from achieving the intended hedge
or expose the Portfolio to risk of loss. For example, the portfolio managers may enter into a long or short
index futures contract to hedge against changes in the Portfolio’s benchmark index; if futures on the
Portfolio’s benchmark index are not available (or if the portfolio managers for another reason considers
them undesirable), the portfolio managers may choose to enter into futures contracts on an index different
from the benchmark index. In such a case, the performance of the futures contracts may differ substantially
from that of the benchmark index and may increase any divergence of the Portfolio’s returns from those of
the benchmark index. There is no guarantee that any hedging strategy used by the Portfolio will be
successful in hedging out the subject risks. Hedging transactions may have the effect of creating investment
leverage in the Portfolio.
Impairment of Collateral Risk
The value of collateral, if any, securing a floating rate loan can decline, and may be insufficient to meet the
borrower’s obligations or difficult to liquidate. In addition, the portfolio’s access to collateral may be
limited by bankruptcy or other insolvency laws. Further, certain floating rate loans may not be fully
collateralized and may decline in value.
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Inflation Protected Securities Risk
Inflation-protected debt securities tend to react to change in real interest rates. Real interest rates can be
described as nominal interest rates minus the expected impact of inflation. In general, the price of an
inflation-protected debt security falls when real interest rates rise, and rises when real interest rates fall.
Interest payments on inflation-protected debt securities will vary as the principal and/or interest is adjusted
for inflation and may be more volatile than interest paid on ordinary bonds. In periods of deflation, the
portfolio may have no income at all.
Infrastructure Sector Risk
Investments concentrated in infrastructure-related securities, has greater exposure to adverse economic,
regulatory, political, legal and other changes affecting the issuers of such securities.
Initial Public Offering (IPO) Risk
Investments in IPOs subject the portfolio to many of the same risks as investing in companies with smaller
market capitalizations. The portfolio may not be able to invest in IPOs to the extent desired, because, for
example, only a small portion (if any) of the securities being offered in an IPO may be made available. The
investment performance of the portfolio may be lower during periods when it is unable to invest
significantly or at all in IPOs than during periods when the portfolio is able to do so. In addition, as the
portfolio increases in size, the impact of IPOs on the portfolio’s performance will generally decrease.
Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk is the risk of losses attributable to changes in interest rates. Interest rate risk is generally
associated with fixed-income securities: when interest rates rise, the prices generally fall. In general, the
longer the maturity or duration of a fixed-income security, the greater its sensitivity to changes in interest
rates. Interest rate changes also may increase prepayments of debt obligations, which in turn would increase
prepayment risk. Securities with floating interest rates can be less sensitive to interest rate changes, but may
decline in value if their interest rates do not rise as much as interest rates in general. As rates on certain
floating rate loans and other debt securities reset only periodically, changes in prevailing interest rates (and
particularly sudden and significant changes) can be expected to cause fluctuations in the portfolio’s value.
Inverse Floaters
Inverse floaters (or inverse variable or floating rate securities) are a type of derivative, long-term fixed
income obligation with a variable or floating interest rate that moves in the opposite direction of short-term
interest rates. As short-term interest rates go down, the holders of the inverse floaters receive more income
and, as short-term interest rates go up, the holders of the inverse floaters receive less income. Variable rate
securities provide for a specified periodic adjustment in the interest rate, while floating rate securities have
interest rates that change whenever there is a change in a designated benchmark rate or the issuer’s credit
quality. While inverse floater securities tend to provide more income than similar term and credit quality
fixed-rate bonds, they also exhibit greater volatility in price movement (both up and down). There is a risk
that the current interest rate on variable and floating rate securities may not accurately reflect current
market interest rates or adequately compensate the holder for the current creditworthiness of the issuer.
Some variable or floating rate securities are structured with liquidity features and some may include market
dependent liquidity features which may present greater liquidity risk.
Investment Strategy Risk
The portfolio manager uses the principal investment strategies and other investment strategies to seek to
achieve the portfolio’s investment objective. There is no assurance that the portfolio will achieve its
investment objective. Investment decisions made by the portfolio manager in using these strategies may not
produce the returns expected by the portfolio manager, may cause the portfolio to lose value or may cause
the portfolio to underperform other portfolios with similar investment objectives.
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Issuer Risk
An issuer may perform poorly, and therefore, the value of its securities may decline, which would
negatively affect the portfolio’s performance. Poor performance may be caused by poor management
decisions, competitive pressures, breakthroughs in technology, reliance on suppliers, labour problems or
shortages, corporate restructurings, fraudulent disclosures or other events, conditions or factors.
Large Unitholder Risk
To the extent a large proportion of the units of the Portfolio are held by a small number of unitholders the
Portfolio is subject to the risk that these unitholders will purchase or redeem units of the Portfolio in large
amounts frequently or unexpectedly. These transactions could adversely affect the ability of the portfolio to
conduct its investment program. For example, they could force the Portfolio to sell portfolio securities or
purchase portfolio securities unexpectedly and incur substantial transaction costs. The Portfolio may also
tend to hold a larger proportion of its assets in cash in anticipation of large redemptions, and may hold large
amounts in cash pending investment in securities, diluting unitholder returns. See “Significant Withdrawal
Risk,” below.
Leverage Risk
Leverage occurs when the portfolio increases its assets available for investment using borrowings, short
sales, derivatives, or other instruments or techniques. Due to the fact that short sales involve borrowing
securities and then selling them, the portfolio’s short sales effectively leverage the portfolio’s assets. The
use of leverage creates certain risks for the portfolio, including the greater likelihood of higher volatility of
the portfolio’s return. Changes in the value of the portfolio’s securities will have a disproportionate effect
on the portfolio value when leverage is used. The portfolio’s assets that are used as collateral to secure the
short sales may decrease in value while the short positions are outstanding, which may force the portfolio
to use its other assets to increase the collateral. Leverage can also create an interest expense that may lower
the portfolio’s overall returns. There is no guarantee that a leveraging strategy will be successful.
Limited Investment Program Risk
The Portfolio is not intended to be a complete investment program, but rather is intended for investment as
part of a diversified investment portfolio. Investors should consult their own advisers as to the role of the
Portfolio in their overall investment programs.
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk associated with a lack of marketability of securities which may make it difficult or
impossible to sell the security at desirable prices in order to minimize loss. The portfolio may have to lower
the selling price, sell other investments, or forego another, more appealing investment opportunity.
Market Risk
The market value of securities may fall or fail to rise. Market risk may affect a single issuer, sector of the
economy, industry, or the market as a whole. The market value of securities, floating rate loans and
currencies may fluctuate, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably. Market risk is generally greater for small
and mid-sized companies, which tend to be more vulnerable than large companies to adverse
developments. In addition, focus on a particular style (for example growth or value securities), may cause
the portfolio to underperform other portfolios if that style falls out of favour with the market.
Market Disruption and Geopolitical Risk
The Portfolio is subject to the risk that geopolitical events will disrupt securities markets and adversely
affect global economies and markets. War, terrorism, and related geopolitical events have led, and in the
future may lead, to increased short-term market volatility and may have adverse long-term effects on
Canadian and world economies and markets generally. Likewise, systemic market dislocations may be
highly disruptive to economies and markets. Those events as well as other changes in foreign and domestic
economic and political conditions also could adversely affect individual issuers or related groups of issuers,
securities markets, interest rates, credit ratings, inflation, investor sentiment, and other factors affecting the
value of the Portfolio’s investments. Continuing uncertainty as to the status of the Euro and the European
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Monetary Union (the “EMU”) has created significant volatility in currency and financial markets generally.
Any partial or complete dissolution of the EMU, or any continued uncertainty as to its status, could have
significant adverse effects on currency and financial markets, and on the values of the Fund’s portfolio
investments.
Master Limited Partnership Risk
An investment in an MLP exposes the account to the legal and tax risks associated with investing in
partnerships. MLPs may have limited financial resources, their securities may be relatively illiquid, and
they may be subject to more erratic price movements because of the underlying assets they hold.
Mortgage-Backed Securities Risk
The value of mortgage-backed securities may be affected by, among other things, changes or perceived
changes in: interest rates, factors concerning the interests in and structure of the issuer or the originator of
the mortgages, the creditworthiness of the entities that provide any supporting letters of credit, surety bonds
or other credit enhancements, or the market’s assessment of the quality of underlying assets. Mortgagebacked securities represent interests in, or are backed by, pools of mortgages from which payments of
interest and principal (net of fees paid to the issuer or guarantor of the securities) are distributed to the
holders of the mortgage-backed securities. Mortgage backed securities can have a fixed or an adjustable
rate.
Payment of principal and interest on some mortgage-backed securities (but not the market value of the
securities themselves) may be guaranteed (i) by the full faith and credit of the Government of Canada or by
the U.S. Government (in the case of securities guaranteed by Canadian Housing and Mortgage Corporation
or the Government National Mortgage Association) or (ii) by its agencies, authorities, enterprises or
instrumentalities (in respect of the United States in the case of securities guaranteed by the Federal National
Mortgage Association (FNMA) or the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC)), which are
not insured or guaranteed by the U.S. Government (although FNMA and FHLMC may be able to access
capital from the U.S. Treasury to meet their obligations under such securities). Mortgage-backed securities
issued by non-governmental issuers (such as commercial banks, savings and loan institutions, private
mortgage insurance companies, mortgage bankers and other secondary market issuers) may be supported
by various credit enhancements, such as pool insurance, guarantees issued by governmental entities, letters
of credit from a bank or senior/subordinated structures, and may entail greater risk than obligations
guaranteed by the Government of Canada or by the U.S. Government, whether or not such obligations are
guaranteed by the private issuer. Mortgage-backed securities are subject to prepayment risk, which is the
possibility that the underlying mortgage may be refinanced or prepaid prior to maturity during periods of
declining or low interest rates, causing the fund to have to reinvest the money received in securities that
have lower yields. In addition, the impact of prepayments on the value of mortgage-backed securities may
be difficult to predict and may result in greater volatility. Rising or high interest rates tend to extend the
duration of mortgage-backed securities, making them more volatile and more sensitive to changes in
interest rates.
Municipal Securities Risk
Municipal securities are debt obligations generally issued to obtain funds for various public purposes,
including general financing for local governments, or financing for a specific project or public facility.
Municipal securities may be fully or partially backed by the taxing authority of the local government, by
the credit of a private issuer, by the current or anticipated revenues from a specific project or specific assets
or by domestic or foreign entities providing credit support, such as letters of credit, guarantees or insurance,
and are generally classified into general obligation bonds and special revenue obligations. General
obligation bonds are backed by an issuer’s taxing authority and may be vulnerable to limits on a
government’s power or ability to raise revenue or increase taxes. They may also depend for payment on
legislative appropriation and/or funding or other support from other governmental bodies.
In the U.S. revenue obligation bonds may also be issued. Revenue Obligations are payable from revenues
generated by a particular project or other revenue source, and are typically subject to greater risk of default
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than general obligation bonds because investors can look only to the revenue generated by the project or
other revenue source backing the project, rather than to the general taxing authority of the local government
issuer of the obligations. Because many municipal securities are issued to finance projects in sectors such
as education, health care, transportation and utilities, conditions in those sectors can affect the overall
municipal market.
Municipal securities issued in the United States pay interest that, in the opinion of the portfolio managers
bond counsel, is free from U.S. federal income tax (and, in some cases, the federal alternative minimum
tax). There is no assurance that the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) will agree with this opinion. In the
event the IRS determines that the issuer does not comply with relevant tax requirements, interest payments
from a security could become federally taxable, possibly retroactively to the date the security was issued,
and the value of the security would likely fall.
No Guarantee of Performance
All investments involve risk (the amount of which may vary significantly), and investment performance
can never be predicted or guaranteed, even when employing very conservative strategies such as those
employed by money market mutual funds or other accounts that seek preservation of capital. The market
value of client assets will fluctuate due to market conditions and other factors, such as liquidity and
volatility. The assumptions associated with certain investment strategies that are derived and tested over
longer periods (e.g., quantitative strategies) may not be meaningful, and such strategies may demonstrate
relative weakness, during periods of unprecedented market conditions, since, by definition, those
conditions may not be reflected in any historical data or research conducted to create the strategies.
Preferred Security Risk
Preferred securities are subordinated to bonds and other debt instruments in a company’s capital structure
and therefore will be subject to greater credit risk than those debt instruments.
Portfolio Turnover Risk
The portfolio manager may actively and frequently trade securities in the portfolio to carry out its principal
strategies. A high portfolio turnover rate increases transaction costs, which may increase the portfolio’s
expenses. Frequent and active trading may also cause adverse tax consequences for investors in the
portfolio due to an increase in short-term capital gains.
Prepayment and Extension Risk
Prepayment and extension risk is the risk that a loan, bond or other security might be called or otherwise
converted, prepaid or redeemed before maturity. This risk is primarily associated with asset-backed
securities, including mortgage backed securities and floating rate loans. If a loan or security is converted,
prepaid or redeemed before maturity, particularly during a time of declining interest rates or spreads, the
portfolio managers may not be able to invest the proceeds in securities or loans providing as high a level of
income, resulting in a reduced yield to the portfolio. Conversely, as interest rates rise or spreads widen, the
likelihood of prepayment decreases. The portfolio managers may be unable to capitalize on securities with
higher interest rates or wider spreads because the portfolio’s investments are locked in at a lower rate for a
longer period of time.
Prime Broker Concentration Risk
If a portfolio intends to use a single prime broker for its securities settlement and short sales, the prime
broker may also have custody of some or all of the assets of the portfolio. The portfolio will be dependent
on the prime broker’s ability to locate securities for borrowing. It will also depend on the prime broker to
return the portfolio’s assets when required pursuant to the prime broker agreement.
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Private Issuer Risk
There are risks associated with investing in private issuer securities. There is typically much less publicly
available information concerning private issuers than for public issuers. The valuation of private issuer
securities is also more subjective and such securities are very illiquid as there are no established markets for
such securities. As a result, in order to sell this type of holding, the portfolio may need to discount the
securities from recent prices or dispose of the securities over a long period of time.
Provincial Obligations Risk
The provincial market can be significantly affected by adverse tax, legislative or political changes and the
financial condition of the issuers of provincial securities. Certain provincial governmental entities may
experience extreme financial pressures in response to financial and economic and other factors, and may
be, or be perceived to be, unable to meet all of their obligations in respect of bonds issued or guaranteed
by them.
Quantitative Model Risk
Securities selected using quantitative methods may perform differently from the market as a whole for
many reasons, including the factors used in building the quantitative analytical framework, the weights
placed on each factor, and changing sources of market returns, among others. In some instances, a
quantitative methodology may only have been tested using historical market data. There can be no
assurance that these methodologies will enable the portfolio to achieve its objective.
Regulatory Uncertainty
Recent market events are likely to result in significant regulatory reform, which could impact the way the
portfolio manager operates their business or pursue client objectives. For example, from September 19 –
October 3, 2008, due to market events, the US Securities and Exchange Commission took temporary
emergency action to prohibit short selling in over 800 financial services companies. Similar action was
taken by regulators in other countries. This short sale ban imposed temporary limitations on their ability to
fully implement certain investment strategies. There is no guarantee that similar limitations or other
regulatory constraints will not be imposed in the future.
Real Estate Industry and Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Risk
A portfolio that invests in securities of companies operating in the real estate industry and REITs, the
portfolio is more susceptible to risks associated with the ownership of real estate and the real estate industry
in general. These risks can include fluctuations in the value of the underlying properties, defaults by
borrowers or tenants, market saturation, decreases in market rates for rents, and other economic, political,
or regulatory occurrences affecting the real estate industry, including REITs. REITs depend upon
specialized management skills, may have limited financial resources, may have less trading volume, and
may be subject to more abrupt or erratic price movements than the overall securities markets. REITs are
also subject to the risk of failing to qualify for tax-free pass-through of income. Some REITs (especially
mortgage REITs) are affected by risks similar to those associated with investments in debt securities
including changes in interest rates and the quality of credit extended.
Reinvestment Risk
Reinvestment risk is the risk that the portfolio will not be able to reinvest income or principal at the same
rate it is currently earning.
Repurchase Obligations (“Repo”) / Dollar Rolls Risk
Repurchase Obligations and or dollar rolls are transactions in which the portfolio sells securities to a
counterparty and simultaneously agrees to purchase those or similar securities in the future at a
predetermined price. Repos and dollar rolls involve the risk that the market value of the securities the
portfolio is obligated to repurchase may decline below the repurchase price, or that the counterparty may
default on its obligations. These transactions may also increase the portfolio’s portfolio turnover rate. If the
portfolio reinvests the proceeds of the security sold, the portfolio will also be subject to the risk that the
investments purchased with such proceeds will decline in value (a form of leverage risk).
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Reverse Repurchase Obligations (“Reverse Repo”)
A reverse repo is economically similar to a secured loan were a security received and cash is lent out.
Though it is essentially a collateralized transaction where the reverse repo buyer may keep the security, and
liquidate the security to recover the cash lent, the security, however, may have lost value since the outset of
the transaction as the security is subject to market movements. To mitigate this risk, repos often are overcollateralized as well as being subject to daily mark-to-market margining.
Risks of Foreign/Emerging Markets Investing
Foreign securities are securities of issuers based outside of Canada. An issuer is deemed to be based outside
the Canada if it is organized under the laws of another country. Foreign securities are primarily
denominated in foreign currencies. In addition to the risks normally associated with domestic securities of
the same type, foreign securities are subject to the following risks: Country risk includes the risks
associated with the political, social, economic, and other conditions or events occurring in the country.
These conditions include lack of publicly available information, less government oversight (including lack
of accounting, auditing, and financial reporting standards), the possibility of government-imposed
restrictions, and even the nationalization of assets. The liquidity of foreign investments may be more
limited than Canadian investments, which means that at times it may be difficult to sell foreign securities at
desirable prices.
Currency risk results from the constantly changing exchange rate between local currency and the Canadian
dollar. Whenever the portfolio holds securities valued in a foreign currency or holds the currency, changes
in the exchange rate add to or subtract from the value of the investment.
Custody risk refers to the risks associated with the clearing and settling of trades. Holding securities with
local agents and depositories also has risks. Low trading volumes and volatile prices in less developed
markets make trades harder to complete and settle. Local agents are held only to the standard of care of the
local market, which are less reliable than the Canadian markets. Governments or trade groups may compel
local agents to hold securities in designated depositories that are not subject to independent evaluation. The
less developed a country’s securities market is, the greater the likelihood of problems occurring.
Emerging markets risk includes the dramatic pace of change (economic, social and political) in these
countries as well as the other considerations listed above. These markets are in early stages of development
and are extremely volatile. They can be marked by extreme inflation, devaluation of currencies,
dependence on trade partners, and hostile relations with neighbouring countries.
Risk of Investment in Other Pools
If the Portfolio invests in another fund, it is exposed to the risk that the underlying fund will not perform as
expected. The Portfolio is exposed indirectly to all of the risks applicable to an investment in the
underlying fund. The investment policies and limitations of the underlying fund may not be the same as
those of the Portfolio; as a result, the Portfolio may be subject to additional or different risks, or may
achieve a reduced investment return, as a result of its investment in an underlying fund. The Portfolio bears
its proportionate risk of the expenses of an underlying fund pool in which it invests.
Securities Lending Risk
Securities lending involves lending for a fee portfolio securities held by a Portfolio for a set period of time
to willing, qualified borrowers who have posted collateral. The fund has entered into a securities lending
arrangement in accordance with applicable securities legislation. In lending its securities a fund is subject
to the risk that the borrower may not fulfil its obligations leaving the fund holding collateral worth less than
the securities it has lent, resulting in a loss to the fund. To limit this risk a fund must hold collateral worth
no less than 102% of the value of the loaned securities and the amount of collateral is adjusted daily to
ensure this level is maintained.
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Short Selling Risk
Short selling involves selling a security the portfolio does not own in anticipation that the security’s price
will decline. The portfolio must borrow those securities to make delivery to the buyer. The portfolio may
not always be able to borrow a security it wants to sell short. The portfolio will suffer a loss if it sells a
security short and the value of the security rises rather than falls. It is possible that the portfolio’s long
positions will decline in value at the same time that the value of its short positions increases, thereby
increasing potential losses to the portfolio. Short sales expose the portfolio to the risk that it will be
required to buy the security sold short (also known as “covering” the short position) at a time when the
security has appreciated in value, thus resulting in a loss to the portfolio. The portfolio may also be required
to close out a short position at a time when it might not otherwise choose, for example, if the lender of the
security calls it back, which may have the effect of reducing or eliminating potential gain, or cause the
portfolio to realize a loss. Short positions introduce more risk to the portfolio than long positions
(purchases) because the maximum sustainable loss on a security purchased (held long) is limited to the
amount paid for the security plus the transaction costs, whereas there is no maximum attainable price of the
shorted security. Therefore, in theory, securities sold short have unlimited risk. Additionally, a portfolio’s
use of short sales in effect “leverages” the portfolio, as the portfolio may use the cash proceeds from short
sales to invest in additional long positions. This leverage effect potentially exposes the portfolio to greater
risks due to unanticipated market movements, which may magnify losses and increase the volatility of
returns. In addition, a portfolio will incur additional expenses by engaging in short sales in the form of
transaction costs, and interest and dividend expenses paid to the lender of the security.
Significant Withdrawal Risk
A significant withdrawal of capital from the Portfolio may affect the Portfolio and its investors adversely.
For example, the Portfolio may be required to sell its more liquid portfolio investments to meet a large
redemption; the Portfolio’s remaining assets may be less liquid, more volatile, and more difficult to price.
Integra Capital Limited may, with the consent of the Ontario Securities Commission, has the authority to
limit redemptions from the Portfolio (potentially for an extended period of time) and to determine whether
to make any such redemptions in cash, in kind, or partly in cash and partly in kind. Any limitation on
redemptions may be imposed in response to market factors or actual or anticipated redemption activity,
which may occur suddenly or unpredictably; investors in the Portfolio may not receive prior notice of any
such limitations (and may not receive notice of the imposition of any such limitation for some time after its
imposition). As a result, you may not be able to redeem your investment in the Portfolio at any particular
time or on the terms you might otherwise expect.
Small and Mid-Sized Company Risk
Investments in small and medium sized companies often involve greater risks than investments in larger,
more established companies because small and medium companies may lack the management experience,
financial resources, product diversification, experience and competitive strengths of larger companies.
Securities of small and medium companies may trade on the over-the-counter market or on regional
securities exchanges and the frequency and volume of their trading may be substantially less and may be
more volatile than is typical of larger companies.
Special Situations Risk
Securities of companies that are involved in an initial public offering or a major corporate event, such as a
business consolidation or restructuring, may present special risk because of the high degree of uncertainty
that can be associated with such events. Securities issued in initial public offerings often are issued by
companies that are in the early stages of development, have a history of little or no revenues and may
operate at a loss following the offering. It is possible that there will be no active trading market for the
securities after the offering, and that the market price of the securities may be subject to significant and
unpredictable fluctuations. Investing in special situations may have a magnified effect on the performance
of portfolios with small amounts of assets.
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Sovereign Default Risk
The risk that a government of a country (or an agency backed by a government) will refuse to comply with
the terms of a loan agreement during economically difficult or politically volatile times can result in a
leading to possible default.
Strategy-Specific Risks
Clients should also consider risks associated with the investment mandate you have engaged us to
implement. Each client should consider those risks in its decision to engage us and in connection with the
client’s overall investment program. A consultant or financial advisor engaged to evaluate a client’s overall
investment program can assist clients with an evaluation of risks associated with investment strategies.
Tax Risk
The Portfolio may be subject to Canadian or non-Canadian income taxes, including, without limitation,
non-Canadian withholding taxes. In addition, an investment in the may give rise to unrelated business
taxable income. Investors should consult their tax advisors.
U.S. Government Obligations Risk
U.S. Treasury obligations are backed by the “full faith and credit” of the U.S. Government and generally
have negligible credit risk. Securities issued or guaranteed by federal agencies or authorities and U.S.
Government-sponsored instrumentalities or enterprises may or may not be backed by the full faith and
credit of the U.S. Government. For example, securities issued by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation, the Federal National Mortgage Association and the Federal Home Loan Banks are neither
insured nor guaranteed by the U.S. Government. These securities may be supported by the ability to borrow
from the U.S. Treasury or only by the credit of the issuing agency, authority, instrumentality or enterprise
and, as a result, are subject to greater credit risk than securities issued or guaranteed by the U.S. Treasury.
Valuation Risk
Integra’s portfolios are valued by the CIBC Mellon Trust Company. CIBC Mellon will value the Portfolio
assets periodically at market value, based on market quotations. All or a portion of the assets may be valued
by (other than a interests in a securities lending collateral pool) at fair value using prices provided by a
pricing service or, alternatively, a broker-dealer or other market intermediary (sometimes just one brokerdealer or other market intermediary) when other reliable pricing sources may not be available or are
considered by CIBC Mellon to be unreliable. If information is available from none of those sources or
CIBC Mellon considers it unreliable, Integra Capital Limited may value the Portfolio's assets based on such
other information as Integra Capital Limited considers appropriate. There can be no assurance that such
valuations will accurately reflect the price the Portfolio would receive upon sale of a security, and to the
extent the Portfolio sells a security at a price lower than the valuation it has been using, its net asset value
will be adversely affected. There may be an increased variance between the return of a particular Portfolio
and the return of the applicable Index due to differences between the Index pricing source and the pricing
source utilized to price the Portfolio. When the Portfolio invests in other funds it will generally value its
investments in those funds based on the valuations determined by the funds , which may not be the same as
if the assets of the funds had been valued using the procedures employed by the Portfolio to value its own
assets.
Value Securities Risk
Value securities involve the risk that such securities may never reach what the portfolio managers believe is
their full market value either because the market fails to recognize the stock’s intrinsic worth or the
portfolio managers misgauged that worth. They also may decline in price, even though in theory they are
already undervalued. Because different types of stocks tend to shift in and out of favour depending on
market and economic conditions, the portfolio’s performance may sometimes be lower or higher than that
of other types of portfolios (such as those emphasizing growth stocks).
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Warrants Risk
With regard to investment in warrants investors should note that the gearing effect of investment in
warrants and the volatility of warrant prices make the risk attached to the investment in warrants higher
than in the case with investment in equities.
Wrap Contract Risk
As the value of the securities in a stable value strategy will fluctuate, there is the risk that investors will lose
money if the portfolio cannot enter into wrap contracts covering all the assets, or if the wrap issuers cannot
meet their obligations.
Zero-Coupon Bonds Risk
Zero-coupon bonds are bonds that do not pay interest in cash on a current basis, but instead accrue interest
over the life of the bond. As a result, these securities are issued at a discount and their values may fluctuate
more than the values of similar securities that pay interest periodically. Although these securities pay no
interest to holders prior to maturity, interest accrued on these securities is reported as income.

Borrowing money to finance the purchase of securities:
Using borrowed money to finance the purchase of securities involves greater risk that a
purchase using cash resources only. If an investor borrows money to purchase securities,
it is the investor’s responsibility to repay the loan and pay interest as required by the
terms of the loan agreement. The obligation to pay interest remains notwithstanding that
the value of the securities purchased has declined. Integra does not recommend
borrowing money to finance the purchase of securities.
Conflicts of interest:
A conflict of interest matter means a situation where a reasonable person would consider
that a manager (i.e.: Integra) or an entity related to the manager has an interest that may
conflict with its ability to act in good faith and in the best interests of a fund and the fund
investors. Potential conflicts of interest can be addressed by a registrant through
disclosure to its clients or by taking specific action to eliminate potential conflicts.
1. Service of related parties
 As Integra is the manager and trustee of the below listed Integra funds, such funds
are, from a regulatory perspective, deemed to be related parties to Integra.:
Integra Pooled Funds
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Integra Diversified Fund
Integra Equity Fund
Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund
ICL Global Low Volatility Equity Fund
Integra Balanced Fund
Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund
Integra Bond Fund
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viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

Integra International Equity Fund
Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund
Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund
Acadian Core International Equity Fund
ICL Global Equity Fund

2. Investment in related or connected issuers
Many of the investment mandates of our clients are carried out by investing their
assets in our proprietary funds. Pursuant to exemptive relief that Integra has obtained
from the regulatory authorities, some of the Integra funds invest in other underlying
Integra funds. Current fund on fund disclosure is included as a schedule to the Integra
Fund’s Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures (“SIPP”). The SIPP is
available on Integra’s website: www.integra.com.
3. Investment in certain other issuers
Integra has engaged external sub-advisors to provide all portfolio management
services to the Integra funds. When a sub-advisor purchases securities of an issuer
that a director, officer or shareholder of the sub-advisor is a director or officer of, or
in which any of such people has a material interest, such a transaction may create a
potential or perceived conflict of interest to the extent that the transaction may have
been executed to benefit interests other than the funds. Similarly, when a sub-advisor
causes a fund to purchase or sell securities to or from a company related to the subadvisor a similar potential conflict arises.
The sub-advisors engaged by Integra are required to comply with and adhere to the
self-dealing provisions of Canadian securities legislation which preclude any such
investments.
4. Principal transactions and Cross-Trading Securities
Integra has engaged external sub-advisors to provide all portfolio management
services to the Integra funds. In the purchase and sale of securities for the Integra
funds, the sub-advisors may not act on a principal basis nor engage in any cross
trades.
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5. Fair Allocation Amongst Clients
Integra’s policy and practice is not to intentionally favour or disfavour any client,
class of clients, or investment fund in the allocation of investment opportunities so
that over a period of time, such opportunities will be allocated among clients and
funds on a fair basis.
Integra requires the following from the sub-advisors it has retained:
(i)

to act at all times in good faith and allocate investment opportunities to the
funds or accounts that they manage for Integra and for others, on a fair and
equitable basis; and

(ii) to act honestly in good faith and in the best interests of the fund, including
requiring that the portfolio managers and any personnel with knowledge of the
funds’ portfolios, place the interest of the funds ahead of their own interest in
all personal trading scenarios which may involve a conflict of interest with the
funds.
Prevailing Provincial Securities legislation require a registrant to maintain standards
directed to ensuring fairness in the allocation of investment opportunities among
clients.
The Integra Fairness Policy is included as a separate Schedule to the SIPP.
6. Integra Fees
For the provision of fund management and advisory services, Integra Capital Limited
has standard sliding fee scales with premiums charged for certain of the Integra funds.
Integra Capital Limited does not provide incentives or special rates to any investors to
obtain or maintain their investment in our funds, with four exceptions.
The four exceptions are third party firms or DC record-keepers (for example,
insurance firms) that have included certain of our funds on their platform, when a
fund is below critical mass for efficient operating expense purposes, such as initial
investors in one of our newly established funds or a new significant investor whose
investment in an existing fund is of sufficient size to lower the expense ratio of the
fund and thereby the expenses indirectly borne by existing investors, Outsourced CIO
clients and, to a limited extent, investors for whom Integra Capital Limited has
developed a customized investment solution.
The fee schedule applied to the Insurance firms are different than those charged to
other clients of Integra Capital Limited and is justified on the basis that they represent
an omnibus relationship (made up of multiple investors) and there are no direct
investor servicing requirements. As seed capital investors bear all of the initial fixed
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operating costs of a new Fund such as audit and custodial costs, the fee schedule
applied to these investors may be less than that charged to subsequent investors in the
Fund. A significant new investor investing in an established fund would be of benefit
to existing fund investors as the new investor would indirectly bear an increased share
of fund operating costs. In recognition of this, such investors may be entitled to a
management fee that is less than the standard fee schedule established for investors.
The fee schedule applied to clients for whom Integra Capital Limited has structured a
customized investment solution may be different than those charged to other clients
due to the customized approach required for the investment solution.
Integra Capital Limited views these fee differentials as a practice that is in the best
interests of the Fund(s) as, generally speaking, it attracts larger accredited or
institutional investors (virtually all of the clients of the DC record-keepers investing
in our Funds are institutional investors) to our Funds and facilitates their growth and
ongoing viability.
Integra Capital Limited, apart from the exceptions noted above, does not provide
incentives or special rates to any investors to obtain or maintain their investment in
the Fund, although Integra Capital Limited has historically offered a lower
management fee to institutional investors and significant accredited investors.
Integra Capital Limited views this as a practice that is in the best interests of the Fund
as it attracts larger institutional investors and significant accredited investors to the
Fund and facilitates its growth and ongoing viability. While a general growth in AUM
directly benefits Integra Capital Limited (through increased management fees) Integra
Capital Limited believes that it also benefits the Fund as generally speaking
institutional investors are stable and long term investors and the benefits of attracting
larger investors to the Fund outweigh any negative impact that their privileged status
accords them.
The 4th exception is in relation to the provision of delegated investment services (also
referred to as “Outsourced CIO services”), where Integra Capital Limited may have a
different fee scale than the standard sliding fee scales with premiums charged for
certain of the Integra funds. The delegated investment services business is focused on
the “Outsourced CIO” market and accordingly is a different business model not
reliant on clients’ investing in Integra Capital Limited’s funds. In addition, in the
provision of such delegated investment services Integra Capital Limited works
exclusively with an investment consulting firm and the client pays a single fee for the
delegated investment services rendered by Integra Capital Limited and the investment
consulting firm.
Apart from this disclosed fee differential, each unitholder receives the same level of
attention and operational standards from the Manager.
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7. Allocating Expenses Amongst Funds and In A Fund
All expenses relating to the operation of the funds and the carrying on of the funds’
business are generally charged to each fund based on individual usage or, where all
of the funds enjoy the benefit of the service, pro-rata based on the AUM in each
fund. At our discretion, Integra may absorb certain expenses that in the normal
course of business would otherwise be charged to the funds.
8. Pricing and Account Errors
Management fees paid to Integra are based on the net asset value of the fund. Integra
receives more revenue when the net asset value of a fund is higher. This creates a
perceived or potential conflict of interest when a fund manager values securities held
by the fund.
The value of the assets of the funds is determined from time to time by CIBC Mellon
Global Securities Services Company, an independent third-party service provider.
Where any security is not regularly traded, the fair value thereof shall be determined
by CIBC Mellon Global Securities Services Company in accordance with the Integra
Manual Fair Valuation Policy. This Policy is available upon request. By outsourcing
the pricing of securities to a third party, Integra has implemented a structure that
mitigates the potential conflict of interest.
Integra and CIBC Mellon Global Securities Services Company follow the guidelines
for correcting pricing errors published by IFIC, entitled Guidance for Portfolio
Pricing prepared by the IFIC Model Portfolio Pricing Group and published in
December 2004. A NAV error shall be defined as price differential arising from
failure of internal processes or controls or breach of the standard of care described in
s. 116 of the Ontario Securities Act.
CIBC Mellon Global Securities Services Company shall calculate the daily NAV and
reconcile the calculated NAV against the portfolio pricing and if there is a
discrepancy in the results, determine whether an error, as defined by IFIC Bulletin 22
exists and if confirmed, will correct the error as noted below.
Fund Correction
If the NAV error is less than 50 basis points for equity or balanced funds and less
than 25 basis points for fixed income funds, it will be deemed to be immaterial and no
further action taken. If the error is 50 basis points or greater for equity or balanced
funds and greater than 25 basis points for fixed income funds, Integra shall cause
CIBC Global Securities Services Company to correct the error and reimburse the
funds for any losses. If the error resulted in a gain to the fund, the fund shall retain
the gain.
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Client Account Correction
If an individual client account is in error by $50 CAD or more, Integra shall cause
CIBC Global Securities Services Company to re-process the respective purchase or
redemption to reflect the correct number of units or dollar transaction.
9. Proxy Voting and Corporate Actions
Integra has delegated the proxies of each fund’s portfolio securities to that fund’s subadvisor as part of the sub-advisors management of the fund’s portfolio, subject to our
continuing oversight.
Each fund’s sub-advisor has procedures in place to identify potential conflicts of
interest. When a fund’s sub-advisor becomes aware of any vote that presents a
conflict, the sub-advisor must vote such proxy question in a manner consistent with,
and uninfluenced by considerations other than the best interests of the fund and its
investors.
As our sub-advisors are unaware of the identity of our fund investors, the potential
conflict of voting securities in favour of a public issuer that is also a fund investor is
eliminated.
10. Personal Trading and Gifts
Integra has retained external sub-advisors to manage the investment portfolios of all
of the Integra funds. However, as access staff of Integra may be apprised of trades to
be conducted by our sub-advisors, we have adopted a Business Conduct and Personal
Trading Policy. This Policy is included as a separate Schedule to the SIPP.
Access staff cannot accept monetary gifts or material non-monetary gifts from service
providers and suppliers to the Integra funds or from entities that the funds invest in.
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11. Use of Client Brokerage Commissions
Client brokerage commissions are those commissions that are paid for out of a
client’s account, including an investment fund managed by an advisor. They are a
cost to the client when securities are traded (indirectly when the client is invested in a
fund which bears such brokerage costs). An advisor has the ability to direct these
client brokerage transactions and the related commissions to a particular broker/dealer
in return for goods and services that benefit the advisor and that may be received
directly or indirectly.
An advisor has duties to act fairly, honestly and in good faith with its clients and to
make reasonable efforts to achieve best execution and to manage appropriately any
conflicts of interest.
National Instrument 23-102 (Canadian securities legislation) sets out those
requirements advisors must adhere to regarding client brokerage commissions to
ensure such commissions are administered in the best interests of clients and the
advisors fiduciary duties. The Instrument clarifies when registered advisors may
exchange client brokerage commissions as payment for goods and services it receives
from a broker/dealer. NI 23-102 permits the use of client brokerage commissions for
only the following goods and services: order execution goods and services and
research goods and services. Advisors must ensure that that any permitted goods and
services are used to assist with investment or trading decisions or effecting
transactions on behalf of a client or clients. Advisors must also make a good faith
determination that their clients receive a reasonable benefit given both the use of the
goods or services, and the amount of commissions paid.
Any sub-advisor that uses client brokerage commissions as payment for goods and
services is required to adhere to the provisions of NI 23-102. Disclosure pertaining to
soft dollar usage is set out in the Integra SIPP in the schedule section titled brokerage
arrangements.

Custodial Disclosure:
In respect of our proprietary Funds, Integra Capital Limited (“Integra”) will be
utilizing the custodian listed below which is a qualified Canadian custodian. This
custodial arrangement carries certain risks, for example, the custodian may fail and
clients may lose assets. The listed custodian is a respected global, highly regulated
financial institution with good credit rating and a global infrastructure. Further, it
offers superior service and reporting, and their business standards are designed to keep
client assets safe.
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Integra will monitor performance of the custodian and will have regular meetings to
discuss any issues. Financial results and more information about the custodian’s
business, financial condition and risks can be viewed at any time at the website link
provided.
The regulators have stated that a firm is deemed to have access to client assets when
proprietary funds are used for client investments. Although client assets are generally
held by the Fund Custodian, Integra may have access to client assets in the following
circumstance: we may accept delivery of cash or a cheque or wire from or to a client
on a temporary basis to facilitate a deposit or the settlement of a trade.
A key conflict of interest and risk exists since Integra could use client assets for its
own purposes; however to safeguard against the use of client assets, Integra has
adopted procedures to prohibit the use of client assets for its own purposes, and
Integra undergoes an annual audit by an external auditor – which includes a review of
trade processes to ensure internal checks and balances are maintained. Since the
inception of the Integra group of companies in 1987, we have never had a client
complaint alleging misappropriation of client assets nor have there ever been any
regulatory investigations against us in respect of the same matter. In addition, Integra
is required under applicable securities laws to insure against the additional risk of loss
which arises due to its access to client assets
Integra will use sub-custodians appointed by the custodian, as applicable. Subcustodians may be foreign custodians. Integra may consider the following benefits in
its reasonability assessment for use of qualified foreign sub-custodians i) foreign
custodian is specialized and experienced with foreign securities and is required to
facilitate portfolio transactions in a foreign jurisdiction; or ii) there may be tax benefits
associated with using a foreign custodian that can provide expertise on local rules
related to tax treaties and corporate actions processing, thereby reducing errors in
these transactions. Some of the risks associated with use of a foreign sub-custodian
include: assets may not be protected by an investor compensation scheme; potential
difficulty enforcing legal rights in foreign jurisdiction and/or repatriating assets of the
foreign custodian if it becomes insolvent; sufficiency of the equity of the foreign
custodian in the circumstances; nature of the regulation of the foreign custodian; and
in the case of sub-custodian, Integra does not influence the selection of such subcustodian and is not a party to the custody agreement between the custodian and subcustodian. However, the Custodial Agreement between Integra and CIBC does require
CIBC to use a standard of care when appointing sub-custodians and is responsible for
any damages caused by a sub-custodian if there has been a breach of such standard of
care.
Fund Name
Lincluden Short Term
Investment Fund
Integra Balanced Fund

Custodian
Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce
Toronto, Ontario

Custodian Website
https://www.cibcmellon.com/en/what-wedo/solutions/index.jsp#!/canada/custody
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Integra Bond Fund
Integra Canadian Value
Growth Fund
Integra Emerging Markets
Equity Fund
Integra Equity Fund
Integra International
Equity Fund
Integra US Value Growth
Fund
ICL Global Equity Fund
ICL Global Low Volatility
Equity Fund
Integra Diversified Fund
Acadian Core International
Equity Fund

The custodian, or any sub-custodian
it may appoint, has physical custody
of the investments made for the
Fund.

Fees and expenses:
This table lists the fees and expenses that you may have to pay if you invest in the
Integra funds. You may have to pay some of these fees and expenses directly. The
funds may have to pay some of these fees and expenses, which will therefore reduce
the value of your investment in the funds.
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Fees and Expenses Payable by the Fund
The funds pay no management fees to Integra. For management
Management Fees
services provided to them by Integra, clients of Integra will pay
an investment management fee directly to Integra, as set out in
their agreement with Integra. The fee is a percentage of the
amount of the assets under management, in accordance with our
fee schedule.
In limited circumstances, the management fees maybe paid to
Integra by a third-party advisor of an investor.

Operating Expenses

Fund of Funds
Where a fund invests in securities of another fund and that other
fund is also managed by Integra, the Fund will not pay any sales
fees or redemption fees with respect to the purchase or
redemption by it of securities of the other fund. Integra will not
charge a management fee to a fund with respect to the portion of
the fund’s assets that are invested directly in securities of other
funds managed by Integra.
Each fund is responsible for the payment of all expenses and
charges related to the operation and administration of the fund,
including:
• the cost of preparing financial reports;
• fees and expenses paid for the maintenance of the register of
unitholders;
• legal fees and audit fees;
• transactional charges and disbursements related to the
portfolio of the fund, taxes and borrowing expenses;
• the fees and expenses of the custodian and the trustee;
• expenses related to convening and conducting a meeting of
unitholders;
• production, publication and distribution costs for financial
and other reports, and continuous disclosure documents that
are required in order to comply with the laws and securities
regulations governing the funds;
•
•
Expenses vary from fund to fund.
For those funds that are reporting issuers, fund expenses include
the fees and expenses of the Independent Review Committee
(“IRC”), annual fees and meeting fees payable to IRC members
and any other expenses, including the expenses of Independent
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Review Inc. which provides secretarial services and maintains
the books and record of the IRC related to the operation of the
IRC.
The management expense ratio is the measure of what it costs to
operate a mutual fund. An expense ratio is determined through
an annual calculation, where a fund's operating expenses are
divided by the average dollar value of its assets under
management. Operating expenses are taken out of a fund's assets
and lower the return to a fund's investors.
Specific disclosure of fund operating costs is set out in the semiannual and annual financial statement of the fund. These
statements are posted on the Integra website: www.integra.com
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Sales Charges

Switch Fees

Subscription and
Redemption Fees

None, if the funds are purchased directly through us. You may
be subject to fees and expenses if you buy Integra funds through
any other broker or dealer.
None, if the funds are purchased directly through us. You may
be subject to fees and expenses if you buy Integra funds through
any other broker or dealer.
In our duty to act in the best interests of all of the unitholders in
the Integra Funds, a unitholder will, at the discretion of Integra,
bear the subscription and redemption costs for any transaction
initiated into or out of the Integra Funds, except in the case
where on any given transaction date there are offsetting cash
flows from another transacting unitholder in the same Integra
Fund. If there is more than one redeeming unitholder on any
given transaction date then such unitholders shall bear the
subscription and redemption costs pro rata.

The expenses of the Integra Funds of such cash flows to be
allocated to the subscribing or the redeeming unitholder are
expected to include, but are not limited to, transaction costs,
brokerage commissions and, if necessary, a valuation charge as
of the applicable transaction date.
Short-Term Trading None.
Fees
Registered Tax Plan None, if you use Integra registered tax plans.
Fees
Other Fees and
None, if the funds are purchased directly through us. You may
Expenses
be subject to fees and expenses if you buy Integra funds through
any other broker or dealer.
Fees and expenses of third party funds and investment products:
The fees and expenses of third party funds and investment products will be disclosed by
Integra in its investment advisory agreement or fund services agreement with clients or
will be provided to clients in a separate document such as an offering memorandum of
the third party fund.
Integra may enter into referral arrangements with third parties that refer clients to Integra.
We may pay to third parties a share of the revenue we receive from those advisory or
fund management clients that have been referred to Integra. Full disclosure of any such
revenue sharing arrangements will be communicated to prospective clients, disclosed in
the client advisory or fund management agreement and will include all details as
mandated by Canadian securities legislation.
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Client reports and services:
Frequency
On-going

Activity
World Wide Web Site

Content
www.Integra.com

On-going

1-800 Line

1-800-363-2480

Monthly

Holdings Statements

Monthly

Detailed Transactions
Report

Monthly

Investment Returns

A summary of monthly activity – deposits,
withdrawals, account balances - by plan and by
investment portfolio.
A listing of each transaction that occurred over
the period, including any dollar and unit activity,
and unit price.
A summary of annualized returns.

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

Quarterly /
Semi-Annual

Investment Update in
your offices.

Annual

Audited Fund
Financials

Annual

On-going

A detailed formal analysis of each portfolio,
including an economic outlook, manager
commentary, performance, top holdings and
asset mix for each of the Integra funds
A formal report to your committee on the
economic outlook, and performance of your
plan, by senior Integra investment personnel.

A formal audited financial statement of each of
the Integra funds, prepared by our fund auditors.
These are available upon request and posted to
our website.
Statement of
This Statement addresses the following key
Investment Policy and investment points with respect to the Integra
Procedures of the
Group of Funds - portfolio diversification, asset
Integra Group of
mix policy and guidelines, permissible
Funds
investments, rate of return expectations, conflicts
of interest, fairness policy, and business conduct,
et al.
E-mails on Topical
Such e-mails could include commentary on
Investment Issues
current market conditions, special manager
information, etc…

As Needed

Compliance Report

A written report stating compliance to your
plan(s) investment policies and goals.

As Needed

Special Reports

You may require specific reports that may be
customized to your plans.
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Benchmarks and Indices
Each of the Integra funds has a stated benchmark which is set out for each fund in the
Integra SIPP which is on our website at www.integra.com.
All prospective Integra clients are provided with a copy of the SIPP prior to the opening
of an account. Benchmark disclosure is also set out in our GIPS disclosure document
which is available upon request.
The fund benchmarks may have changed over time due to the evolving changes of the
investment strategies employed for the funds (for example, the removal of the foreign
content rules). A complete history of the benchmarks used by our funds is available upon
request. The stated benchmark for non-Integra funds is set out in Schedule H which
forms part of this SIPP.
Know Your Client & Suitability obligations:
Integra is the Dealer of record with respect to the purchase of units of funds which it
distributes in the Provinces of Canada. In its capacity as a dealer and as a registered
portfolio manager, Integra has various regulatory obligations including know your client
obligations and suitability obligations. Fundamentally, Integra is required to assess
whether the purchase or sale of any particular investment product is suitable for you prior
to executing the transaction. KYC information forms the basis for determining whether
trades in securities are suitable for investors.
Pursuant to regulatory requirements, Integra must take reasonable steps to:
(1) Establish the identity of the client and, if there is cause for concern, make
reasonable inquiries as to the reputation of the client;
(2) Establish the credit-worthiness of the client if we are financing the client’s
acquisition of a security;
(3) Establish whether the client is an insider of a reporting issuer or any other issuer
whose securities are publicly traded and
(4) Ensure that we have sufficient information regarding all of the following to
enable us to meet our suitability obligations:
 The client’s investment needs and objectives
 The client’s financial circumstances
 The client’s risk tolerance
For non-institutional clients Integra utilizes a KYC form to obtain the above noted
information and then a registered portfolio manager assesses whether the transaction is
suitable or not for the client. For institutional clients the KYC and suitability assessment
is normally conducted through the RFP process or by our review of your Plan SIPP or
Investment Policy Statement (IPS) and such assessment is set out in a document that is
signed by an Integra advising representative. An advising Integra representative will
normally meet with your pension committee or investment committee (for non-pension
clients) to review your investment objectives and then make a determination as to what is
suitable in light of your SIPP or IPS.
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At least once each year we ask you to advise us if your investment circumstances and/or
objectives have changed. Any significant adjustments to your investment circumstances
or objectives will result in a review of the pooled funds or other investment products in
which your account is invested and possible changes to the investment strategy currently
in place for your portfolio.
In addition to the above noted KYC obligations, Integra is also required to ensure that all
representatives providing advice have in-depth knowledge of the products that they buy
and sell for, or recommend to, our client’s. This is often referred to as the “know your
product” or KYP obligation.
Complaints
Registered firms are required to document complaints, and to effectively and fairly
respond to them. Integra logs any client complaint(s) received and will endeavour to
respond to any such complaint promptly, effectively and fairly. To the extent that
analysis/investigation of a client complaint indicates that changes to Integra’s policies,
procedures or processes are required, action will be taken to reasonably address such
changes. Integra examines all complaints, not just those relating to possible violations of
securities legislation.
Effective August, 2014 and only for investor’s resident outside the Province of Quebec,
if you remain unsatisfied with our response to a compliant you have filed, you can
forward your complaint to the Ombudsman for Banking Services and Investments
(OBSI). OBSI is an independent dispute-resolution service that investigates unresolved
disputes at no charge to you. An alternative to the legal system, it may recommend
compensation up to $350,000. OBSI can be reached at 1-888-451-4519 or www.obsi.ca,
and must be contacted within 180 days of receiving Integra’s final response to your
complaint. This OSBI dispute-resolution service is not available to a “permitted client”
(as such term is defined in securities legislation) that is not an individual.
For investors resident in the Province of Quebec, upon receiving a complaint from you
we will inform you in writing and without delay that if you are dissatisfied with the
manner in which your complaint has been handled you may ask us to forward a copy of
the complaint file to the AMF (Quebec securities regulator) which will examine the
complaint. The AMF may, if it considers it appropriate, act as a mediator if you and
Integra both agree to have the AMF conduct such mediation.
What Are Your Legal Rights?
Securities legislation in certain of the Provinces provides purchasers of securities with a
remedy for damages or rescission, or both, in addition to any other rights they may have
at law, where any sales communications or offering documents contains a
misrepresentation. Misrepresentation means an untrue statement of a material fact or an
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omission to state a material fact that is required to be stated or that is necessary to make
any statement not misleading in light of the circumstances in which it was made. These
remedies, or notice with respect to these remedies, must be exercised or delivered, as the
case may be, by the purchaser within the time limits prescribed by applicable securities
legislation.
For more information, refer to the securities legislation of your province or consult your
lawyer.
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FAIRNESS POLICY
Prevailing Provincial Securities legislation require a registered portfolio manager to
maintain standards directed to ensuring fairness in the allocation of investment
opportunities among clients. The following are the standards maintained by Integra
Capital Limited (the “Corporation”).
1.

The Corporation need not allocate all investment opportunities which are
appropriate for a particular client to such client. However, the Corporation shall
allocate investment opportunities among clients of the Corporation on a basis
which ensures that all clients have, over time, an opportunity to participate in such
opportunities.

2.

(a) Where it appears possible that demand for an investment opportunity will
exceed the supply thereof at a given price, it shall be a policy of the Corporation
that no preferential treatment will be shown to any client as against any other
client when the Corporation places an order on behalf of clients whose investment
objectives would be appropriately applied with a participation in such
opportunity. Further, if the total allotment on any new or secondary issue is such
that the total order placed by the Corporation for clients exceeds the total
allotment received by the Corporation for its clients, it shall be the Corporation’s
policy that such allotment shall be allocated fairly among all the accounts
managed by the Corporation. “No preferential treatment” or “fairly” as used
herein shall be construed to mean that reductions will ordinarily be approximately
equal to the percentage amounts of the order placed; however, a minimum size of
holding a security necessary to justify its place in an account may affect
allocations as will efficient trading unit considerations.
(b) Completely filled orders are allocated on the same basis as partially filled
orders. The average price of all transactions for a particular trade is calculated by
aggregating all the shares purchased or sold along with the aggregate net price
and allocated to the managed accounts on a pro rata basis. This system of
allocation is implemented for all accounts with similar mandates. Commissions
are likewise aggregated and allocated on a pro rata basis.

3.

The Corporation shall avoid any conflict of interest between its duty to ensure
fairness in the allocation of investment opportunities among all clients and the
interest of any particular client.

4.

If applicable, the Corporation shall ensure that transactions for clients have
priority over principal transactions and that principal transactions do not operate
adversely to the interests of the clients.

5.

The Corporation shall exercise diligence, thoroughness and independent
professional judgment in making any investment recommendation to clients and
taking investment action for them.
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6.

To the extent possible the Corporation shall ensure that all of its sub-advisors are
aware of investment opportunities presented to the Corporation.

7.

To the extent possible the Corporation shall ensure that all of its sub-advisors are
aware of the investment objectives of all clients so that investment opportunities
which are appropriate for a particular client are considered for such client.
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BUSINESS CONDUCT AND PERSONAL TRADING POLICY
To achieve Integra’s objective of acting honestly, in good faith and in the best interests of
our clients, all employees shall agree to be bound by this Policy.
This Policy is designed to encourage Integra’s employees to observe the highest
standards of integrity and ethical business conduct. This can only be achieved by your
continuing to adhere to the highest principles of conduct in the discharge of your duties.
Failure to comply with the Policy may be grounds for a warning, revision of duties,
suspension or termination without further notice. You have a duty to immediately report
any contravention of this Policy to your Supervisor or any of the company’s Officers. In
turn, that Supervisor or Officer shall immediately notify the Compliance Officer and the
Compliance Director.
a) Standards


You are required to comply with all laws applicable to the operations of Integra
Capital including securities legislation.

You have a duty to be aware of and adhere to securities legislation applicable to your
registration status, duties and responsibilities.
b) Confidential Information
In the course of conducting our business we must obtain and use certain confidential
information relating to clients. To ensure our clients privacy, Integra Capital will conduct
business in accordance with the following principles:


Personal information that is collected and retained will be considered to be
confidential, and proper safeguards will be employed to protect same.

Every reasonable effort will be made to ensure that personal information collected, used,
retained or disclosed is accurate, timely, relevant and complete.
Without the clients express written consent, you cannot permit inappropriate access to, or
a disclosure of client’s personal information to any person, except as may be required by
law.
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c) Conflicts of Interest & Self-Dealing
You must avoid any situation in which your personal interests conflict or may appear to
conflict with your duties at Integra Capital. You must exercise the business judgement of
a responsible person, uninfluenced by considerations other than the best interest of our
funds and clients.
Integra Capital established in 2007 a Conflict of Interest Policy Manual (“COIM”). All
staff are expected to familiarize themselves with this COIM and to adhere to the
requirements set out therein.
Upon becoming aware of a potential conflict you have a duty to report this
immediately to your supervisor or to an Officer of Integra. In turn, that
Supervisor or Officer shall immediately notify the Compliance Officer and
the Compliance Director.
PERSONAL INVESTMENTS
For the purposes of our Trading Policy, all staff are considered access individuals.
(1) Investments by Access Individuals
The following investment rules apply to all access persons and affiliated persons unless
otherwise stated in the code. Securities exempt from this policy include trading in units
of any mutual or exchange traded funds, guaranteed investment certificates and trades in
Government debt instruments:







All trades conducted by the sub-advisors to the Integra Funds will be posted to a
blackout list which is located on the M Drive/Blackout List. This list will be posted
each day (when the markets are open for trading) at 8:45 am. No staff member can
purchase or sell any of the securities listed for the subsequent 3 days. The list
indicates on what date the security can be traded.
Submit a signed and dated Quarterly Transaction Report to the Compliance Director
no later than 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter. Alternatively, submit
duplicate Security Trade Confirmations and Account Statements to the Compliance
Director.
Submit a signed and dated Annual Holdings Report to the Compliance Director no
later than 30 days after the calendar year end.
Immediately report any Beneficial Ownership of more than ½ of 1% of an entity’s
outstanding shares to the Compliance Director where the entity or any of its affiliates
are publicly traded.
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The following additional requirements apply to all access persons unless otherwise stated
in the code:
Submit to the Compliance Director an annual signed “re-certification” acknowledgement
that you will adhere to the provisions of this Code no later than 30 days after the calendar
year end.
Upon being employed by Integra Capital, the individual is to:


Submit a signed and dated Initial Holdings Report to the Compliance Director no later
than 10 days after starting work at Integra Capital

(2) Application
These rules shall apply to all dealings in investments by all employees of Integra
Capital. These rules shall also apply to Affiliated Persons which are defined as
persons connected with Integra Capital employees:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

spouses and co-habitees;
children and step children that reside in the same residence of the employee;
any other person with whom an employee has any family, domestic or
business relationship such that either the employee deals on behalf of that
other person or extends material influence over that other persons
investment decisions.

An employee will also be regarded as dealing on behalf of another person where he/she
has sole or joint control over another person’s property by virtue of a power of attorney.
These rules shall also apply where an employee deals:
(i)
(ii)

in his/her capacity as a personal representative of an estate or as the trustee
of a trust in which estate or trust the employee or a person connected with
him/her has a significant interest; or
through a company, partnership or foundation which the employee or a
person connected with him/her controls.

Employees are reminded of the potential conflicts of interest arising out of acting as a
personal representative of an estate or trustee of a trust where the employee will be called
upon to make investment decisions. The Compliance Department should be consulted for
guidance in such circumstances.
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(3) Infringement
(i)

(ii)

If, following the execution of a transaction, an employee becomes aware
that he/she has contravened any legislation, external or internal rules, or has
acted innocently in circumstances which may appear suspicious; he/she
should immediately report same to the Compliance Department.
Any infringement of these rules or any applicable legal or regulatory
requirements by others of which any employee becomes aware must be
reported immediately to the Compliance Department. The withholding of
such information itself constitutes a breach of these rules.

(4) Rules of Regulatory Bodies
Integra Capital is bound by strict rules of a number of regulatory bodies in the
conduct of its investment business. As a condition of your employment with Integra
Capital you must act in accordance with the rules of Provincial Securities
Commissions and any other regulatory body as appropriate. You must also fully cooperate with any requests, instructions or requirements of any regulatory body. You
are also referred to the Integra Compliance Manual which set out certain regulatory
requirements as house rules. You must adhere to the rules and procedures in the said
Manual which apply to you.
You are warned that failure to act in accordance with any of the provisions referred to
is a serious matter and could lead to disciplinary action.
Copies of the rules and Manual referred to above are available for reference at any
time. If you have any queries or require further information please consult the
Compliance Department.
It is the policy of Integra to comply fully with the letter and spirit of domestic and
international anti-corruption laws. Absent proper approval, the payment of corporate
funds to domestic or foreign officials, domestic or foreign political parties or party
officials, or candidates for domestic or foreign political offices, is prohibited. Where
such payments are permitted, books and records containing both the amount and
stated purpose of the payments must be properly maintained.
The intentional violation of this policy by staff may be grounds for disciplinary action
or dismissal. Such grounds may also be found where an employee knowingly
authorizes or permits a subordinate or vendor to violate this policy. Any employee
that knows or becomes aware of payments in violation of this policy should contact
the Compliance Department immediately.
Employees should generally refrain from making any payments to domestic or
foreign officials, domestic or foreign political parties or party officials, or candidates
for domestic or foreign political offices that have the potential to alter the approach to
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their official duties. However, certain payments intended to expedite routine
governmental actions are permissible so long as they do not have the effect of
obtaining business, retaining business, or of influencing law-making or regulation.
Examples of such “routine government actions” include obtaining permits or licenses
to do business, processing governmental papers, scheduling government inspections
and other actions of a similar nature.
All reasonable efforts must be made to obtain the required governmental action prior
to making an expediting payment.
Employees are required to obtain specific approval for all payments to domestic or
foreign officials prior to the time the payment or a promise to pay has been made.
Outside Business Interests
Regulators stipulate that employees must not have outside business interests that conflict
with their employment. Information about outside business interests may also be
required for statutory or regulatory purposes. If you have, or are contemplating, an
outside business interest, you should consult with the Compliance Department.
(5) Sales Communication Policy
Integra Capital, in compliance with regulatory requirements, has developed a Sales
Communication Policy. You must adhere to the rules in the said Policy which apply to
you.
(6) Other Issues
(i)

Any portfolio management firm retained by Integra Capital shall provide Integra
Capital with a copy of their corporate policy on personal trading (“policy”).
After the Compliance Department of Integra Capital has determined that such
policy meets the Canadian regulatory requirements and the standards of Integra
Capital, such portfolio management firm shall certify in writing on a quarterly
basis to Integra Capital that such portfolio management firm has complied with
and adhered to their policy.

(ii)

The Compliance Director shall, for purposes of these rules, report his/her trades
and direct any queries or disclosure directly to the Compliance Officer.

(iii) Employees are not permitted to accept monetary gifts or material non-monetary
gifts from suppliers to the Integra Funds or from entities that the Funds invest in.
If you are uncertain about any procedures or requirements in this Policy you should
contact the Compliance Department.
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SECURITIES LENDING

The Integra funds may participate in a securities lending program administered by CIBC
Mellon Trust Company. Under this program, the lending agent may be the Bank of New
York Mellon (parent company of CIBC Mellon Trust Company).The revenue share
generated by this program is used to defray Fund operating expenses.
In accordance with the 2004 securities lending bulletin issued by the Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions, the securities lending program requires the
following minimum collateral requirements:



102% for North American equities
105% for Non-North American equities.

The value of the collateral provided by borrowers for the lent securities is marked to
market daily.
If the collateral provided is deemed to be less than the required minimum collateral, the
borrower is required to immediately provide additional collateral to CIBC Mellon or to
the Bank of New York Mellon. The re-hypothecation of collateral provided by borrowers
of securities is not permitted.
Pursuant to the securities lending agreements, CIBC, CIBC Mellon Trust Company and
the Bank of New York Mellon are contractually obligated to operate the program with a
standard of care. All Fund securities lent to borrowers are fully guaranteed by the
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, the Bank of New York Mellon and the CIBC
Mellon Trust Company against borrower default and any shortfall in collateral.
Over 97% of all collateral taken in from the securities lending program for the Integra
Group of Funds is typically government debt, however, the complete list of acceptable
collateral requirements for the securities lending program is noted below:
 Federal, Provincial and Sovereign Debt that is issued, or fully and
unconditionally guaranteed as to the principal and interest, by:
 the government of Canada or a province or territory of Canada1;
 the government of the United States of America or the government of one
of the states of the United States of America1;
 the government of a sovereign state of G7 countries, Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, or Switzerland; 1or
 a permitted supranational agency of OECD countries1
 Evidence of indebtedness that is issued or guaranteed by a financial institution
whose short term debt is rated A-1 or R-1 or equivalent by a recognized,
widely followed North American credit rating agency and includes:
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 Bankers Acceptances or Bankers Bearer Deposit Notes 1,2 ; or
 Irrevocable Letters of Credit 1,2
 Corporate Debt or Corporate Commercial Paper 11 4 5
 Convertible Securities 3


Cash (Cash Collateral will only be accepted upon the express written
consent of Integra)

As administrator of the securities lending program, CIBC Mellon Trust Company has full
discretion as to the types of securities that can be lent.
The CIBC Mellon Trust Company has established, and monitors, risk management
procedures for the Integra securities lending program.
On a monthly basis CIBC Mellon Trust Company delivers to Integra a comprehensive
securities lending report which is reviewed by the Compliance Director of Integra. A
copy of the report is available upon request.
Integra must approve in writing any new borrowers that CIBC Mellon Trust Company
proposes to add to the securities lending program. At any time, Integra can instruct CIBC
Mellon Trust Company to remove a firm from the list of eligible borrowers.

COMMISSION RECAPTURE

Commission recapture may be used in the Integra funds for the benefit of our unit
holders. Commission recapture can be a highly effective way to control transaction costs
in the Integra funds because the fund(s) solely pay execution costs. Our sub-advisors are
permitted, subject to their overriding regulatory and contractual obligation to seek best
execution, to contact brokers from the global commission recapture correspondent broker
network to seek a quote. In instances where a commission recapture trade is placed, the
portion of the trading commission that might otherwise have been spent on research is
rebated directly to the fund(s). These rebates, all of which are used solely to defray fund
expenses, can have a significant impact on the reduction of operating expenses within a
fund.
BROKERAGE ARRANGMENTS

The portfolio managers of the Funds determine which dealers will receive brokerage
business from a Fund. In effecting portfolio transactions, the portfolio manager has a
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duty to seek best execution. In making a determination regarding best execution, the
portfolio manager will take into account certain criteria including the commission rate
offered, execution capability, trading expertise, value market depth and available
liquidity, timing and size of an order, and current market conditions. Best execution does
not obligate the portfolio manager to seek the lowest commission rate available on any
individual trade as the rate of commissions is only one component of best execution. A
higher commission rate may be determined reasonable in light of the total costs of
execution and brokerage and research services provided, if any. The Portfolio Managers
of the Integra Funds are not permitted to trade with an affiliated broker.
As mandated by National Instrument 23-102 (Use of client brokerage commissions) we
have disclosed below the names of portfolio managers that use client brokerage
commissions and the nature of such use.

HIGHSTREET ASSET MANAGEMENT
(Manager of the Integra Balanced Fund, Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund,
Integra Diversified Fund, and the Integra Equity Fund)
In support of best execution, the overriding criteria Highstreet considers when trading is
to use the appropriate broker for the trade. It will consider the size and liquidity of the
trade, coverage provided by a broker and the broker’s ability to mitigate disturbance
costs. Highstreet may engage in trades with brokers who provide services incidental to
trading or advising provided that all other respects the broker meets Highstreet’s service
standards and cost expectations. Brokers are chosen because they bring complementary
value propositions to trading, including competitive commission pricing, market
coverage, direct market access, efficient after trade settlement processes and access to
trading algorithms.
Best execution can include opportunities to receive from the broker goods and services in
addition to order execution. Brokers may provide, in addition to basic order execution,
order execution goods and services and research goods and services. Brokers may
provide proprietary market research and access to proprietary trade order management
systems. The value of these goods and services are ‘bundled’ into the commission cost of
the trade. Highstreet may receive bundled proprietary research and trade order
management tools in addition to order execution.
Highstreet may enter into commission sharing arrangements whereby the broker rebates a
portion of the commission to Highstreet and Highstreet directs the broker to use the
rebate to pay for research goods and services or order execution goods and services.
Research and order execution goods and services must be used to assist with investment
or trading decisions or with effecting securities transactions. The research goods and
services that are purchased through commission sharing arrangements generally support
broad categories of client mandates, for instance, all Canadian equity mandates generally
benefit from the same research. In order to ensure that the client is receiving reasonable
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benefit from commission sharing arrangements, Highstreet uses an annual budget process
to ensure that only eligible goods and services are purchased, that such goods and
services add value to Hightstreet’s quantitative or qualitative reviews and are not
duplicated by other goods or services, that the cost of such goods and services are
reasonable given the nature of the product, the availability of alternative services and the
extent to which the good or service is used, and that the good or service is paid for by
commission rebates from the client portfolios which will benefit from the research.
Since the date of the last report given to investors, as the result of bundled commissions,
Highstreet has received the following order execution and research goods and services:
an online trade order management system, market strategy and outlook analysis and
economic, market sector, quantitative and individual company analysis. As a result of
commission sharing arrangements, Highstreet has received the following order execution
and research goods and services: a real time pricing feed, market data and market
analysis, factor back-test module and strategy simulation module, portfolio analytics,
current and back-tested Canadian equity data, quantitative data and analytical software.

COLUMBIA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ADVISORS LLC
(Manager of the Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund, Integra Balanced Fund
and Integra Diversified Fund)
As a fiduciary, Columbia has an obligation to seek to obtain the best execution of client
transactions under the circumstances of the particular transaction. They seek to satisfy
this best execution obligation by creating the conditions under which best execution is
most likely to occur, i.e., by following procedures calculated to achieve it. They believe
that the trading process itself can be used to maximize the value of a client’s portfolio.
This approach requires them to adopt standardized procedures and practices that allow
sufficient flexibility to allow different types of trades to be handled differently, while
generally ensuring consistency among similar types of trades. Their trading procedures
are also designed to address the conflicts of interest that arise as a result of managing
multiple types of accounts, including conflicts that may be personal to its traders and
portfolio managers, client accounts, client accounts that pay them higher fees (i.e.,
performance fees) and accounts owned more than 25% by Columbia or one of their
affiliates.
Securities legislation enables investment advisers to obtain research used in investment
decision-making and brokerage services with client commissions. Columbia has adopted
policies and procedures designed to ensure that the use of client commissions adheres to
securities legislation while permitting client accounts to benefit from their investment
professionals’ use of other firms’ research and related investment decision-making tools.
Broker-dealers typically provide a bundle of services including research and execution of
transactions. The research provided can be either proprietary (created and provided by the
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broker-dealer, including tangible research products as well as access to analysts and
traders) or third party (created by a third party but provided by the broker-dealer).
Columbia use broker-dealers who provide both types of research products and services,
as well as brokerage products and services, in exchange for commissions generated by
transactions in the client accounts, also known as “soft dollars” or client commission
practices.
Research and brokerage products and services acquired with client commissions may
include independent consultations with industry experts or company employees, reports
on the economy, industries, sectors and individual companies or issuers; statistical
information; accounting and tax law interpretations; political analyses; reports on legal
developments affecting portfolio securities; information on technical market actions;
credit analyses; risk measurement; analyses of corporate responsibility issues; financial
and market database services; and trading software that provides algorithmic or
automated trading capabilities.
Columbia has established relationships with specific broker-dealers to acquire third party
research with client commissions. Guidelines used to evaluate such broker-dealers
include:
(1) approval by a managing trader to confirm that the broker-dealer has good trading
capabilities, including the ability to provide best execution and back office
support;
(2) consideration of the credit-worthiness of the broker-dealer;
(3) consideration of whether the total number of eligible broker-dealer relationships
provides adequate trading alternatives, but remains administratively manageable;
(4) consideration of whether each negotiated ratio is competitive;
(5) consideration of whether each broker-dealer is well versed in regulatory
compliance issues involving client commission practices and provides quality
customer service, including accurate reconciliation, knowledgeable resources
and timely responses to requests; and
(6) consideration of whether the broker-dealer has an effective working relationship
with traders and other investment personnel.

In respect of Highstreet and Columbia, a list of any dealer, broker or third party which
provided goods and services in addition to basic order execution and the nature of the
goods and services they provided, is available upon request by contacting Integra at 1800-363-2480 or at contactus@integra.com.
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Fund on Fund Disclosure
Family of Funds

Typically Invests In*

Integra Diversified Fund

Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund (32.0%)
Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund (11.2%)
Acadian Core International Equity Fund (6.2%)
ICL Global Equity Fund (5.6%)
Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund (5.0%)
Integra Bond Fund (40.0%)

Integra Balanced Fund

Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund (32.0%)
Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund (11.2%)
Acadian Core International Equity Fund (6.2%)
ICL Global Equity Fund (5.6%)
Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund (5.0%)
Integra Bond Fund (40.0%)

Integra Equity Fund

Integra Canadian Value Growth Fund (70%)
Integra US Value Growth Fund (15%)
Integra International Equity Fund (15%)

*The long-term fund-on-fund allocations are outlined above. As provided for in the “Portfolio Diversification—
Permissible Investments” section for each of the above listed funds, the actual underlying funds used for the fund-onfund structure may vary from these long-term allocations at different points in the investment cycle.
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REGULATORY DISCLOSURE
Integra Capital Limited has engaged certain portfolio managers that are either registered
or exempt from the requirement to register with the Ontario Securities Commission to
provide portfolio management services to some of the Integra Funds and to Integra.
These portfolio management firms are duly registered with the applicable regulatory
authorities in Britain and/or the United States.
The names of these portfolio managers and the Funds they provide portfolio management
services to are:
Portfolio Management Firm
Wells Capital Management Incorporated

Fund Name
ICL Global Low Volatility Equity

Acadian Asset Management
CIBC Atlantic Trust - Private Wealth
Management -

Acadian Core International Equity Fund
Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund

Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney & Strauss, LLC
Columbia Management Investment Advisers,
LLC
Newton Investment Management (North
America) Limited

Integra U.S. Value Growth Fund
Integra Emerging Markets Equity Fund
Integra International Equity Fund
ICL Global Equity Fund

As mandated by Ontario Securities legislation, Integra Capital Limited is required to
inform its clients that it contractually agrees with its clients to be responsible for any loss
that arises out of failure of these portfolio management firms to:
(i) exercise the power and discharge their duties in good faith and in the best interests
of Integra and each client of Integra for whose benefit the portfolio management
services are provided or
(ii) to exercise the degree of care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person
would exercise in the circumstances.
Integra cannot be relieved by its clients from its responsibility for loss under (i) and (ii)
above.
Integra is also required to inform its clients that there may be difficulty in enforcing any
legal rights against the above listed portfolio management firms because such firms is
resident outside of Canada and all or substantially all of their assets are situated outside
of Canada.
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BENCHMARK REPORTING DISCLOSURE
A benchmark is a standard against which the performance of an investment strategy/fund
can be compared or measured. In general, benchmarks are chosen to represent the
characteristics of the investment strategy/fund and provide a yardstick for measuring the
success of an investment strategy.
Certain key elements should be considered carefully by investors when selecting
investment benchmarks for their investments to avoid misleading conclusions or
comparisons. When selecting the appropriate capital market index, the key elements that
an investor should consider are as follows:
1. Identifiable Beta Source – The beta exposures of the strategy should be similar
to the capital market benchmark selected. For example that is a complicated way
of saying that that a portfolio stocks should be measured against an index of
stocks - and not an index of bonds.
2. Specified in advance – all benchmarks are operational and in existence before the
start of an evaluation period. Your manager needs to know what it is they are
managing to so as to attempt to select securities that can outperform those in the
index.
3. Risk appropriate – The benchmark will have similar risk characteristics as the
investment universe or asset class(es) from which the underlying investment
managers are selecting securities. The benchmark should reflect the objectives of
the investors.
4. Investable - a benchmark or index may not be considered appropriate if a
significant portion of the underlying investments of the index are not investable
due to regulatory or other constraints (restricted share classes, et al).
5. Easily measureable – it is possible to obtain returns on a regular basis in order to
assess performance.
6. Objectively constructed – The benchmark should not be overly tilted in the
investment manager’s favour nor should it be tilted against the investment
manager. For example, a bond fund should not be measured against a government
only bond index if the bond fund actively invests in corporate bonds.
Alternatively, a bond fund restricted to the purchase of government bonds should
not be compared to a benchmark that includes corporate bond exposure.
7. Attainable by the investment manager – the investment managers retained by
Integra should have current knowledge of the investments in the benchmark and
have access to similar permissible investments as part of the investment mandate.
The investment manager should not be unduly bound by investment constraints.
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For example, asking a manager to achieve high yield bond like returns but
limiting the manager to investment grade government bonds, will more often than
not, fail to produce the desired results.
8. Unambiguous construction – The policies for the construction methodology and
the securities of the broad market indices must be publically available and known
in advance.
The securities underlying the benchmark, the construction
methodology, the rebalancing policies and the weighting schemes should be
clearly defined.
As set out earlier in this SIPP, Integra has established benchmarks for each of the Integra
family of funds. A brief description of each of the benchmarks Integra uses is as follows:
Benchmark

Benchmark Description

The Bank of America Merrill Lunch
High Yield Master II Index

This data represents the BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield
Master II Index value, which tracks the performance of US
dollar denominated below investment grade rated corporate
debt publically issued in the US domestic market. To qualify
for inclusion in the index, securities must have a below
investment grade rating (based on an average of Moody's,
S&P, and Fitch) and an investment grade rated country of
risk (based on an average of Moody's, S&P, and Fitch
foreign currency long term sovereign debt ratings). Each
security must have greater than 1 year of remaining maturity,
a fixed coupon schedule, and a minimum amount outstanding
of $100 million. Original issue zero coupon bonds, "global"
securities (debt issued simultaneously in the eurobond and
US domestic bond markets), 144a securities and pay-in-kind
securities, including toggle notes, qualify for inclusion in the
Index. Callable perpetual securities qualify provided they are
at least one year from the first call date. Fixed-to-floating rate
securities also qualify provided they are callable within the
fixed rate period and are at least one year from the last call
prior to the date the bond transitions from a fixed to a
floating rate security. DRD-eligible and defaulted securities
are excluded from the Index.

Bank of Montreal Nesbitt
Preferred Shares 50 Index

Burns

The BMO Nesbitt Burns Preferred Share 50 Index is a
market value weighted index created in 1992 to provide a
benchmark representing the Canadian preferred share market
and includes 50 Canadian preferred share issues that are
listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange which satisfy specific
inclusion criteria.

Universe Bond

The FTSE TMX Canada Bond Universe Index is designed to
be a broad measure of the Canadian investment-grade fixed
income market (“BBB-“or higher). It is intended to be a
transparent index, with individual security holdings disclosed
electronically each day. Returns are calculated daily, and are
weighted by market capitalization, so that the return on a
bond influences the return on the index in proportion to the
bond's market value.

FTSE TMX Canada
Index
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FTSE TMX Government of Canada 91Day Treasury Bill Index

The FTSE TMX 91 Day Treasury Bill Index is an index
comprised of Government of Canada T-Bills, that maintains
an average term to maturity of 91 Days through the purchase
and sales of securities in the portfolio every two weeks.

Morgan Stanley Capital International
EAFE Index (ND)

The MSCI Europe, Australia, Far East (EAFE) Index is a
capitalization-weighted index that tracks the total return of
common stocks in 21 developed-market countries within
Europe, Australia and the Far East. MSCI EAFE Index
consists of the following 21 developed market country
indices: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singapore,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. (ND)
With Net Dividends - Net total return indices reinvest
dividends after the deduction of withholding taxes, using (for
international indices) a tax rate applicable to non-resident
institutional investors who do not benefit from double
taxation treaties.

Morgan Stanley Capital International
Emerging Markets Index (ND)

The MSCI Emerging Markets Index (EMI) is a free floatadjusted market capitalization index that is designed to
measure equity market performance in the global emerging
markets. As of June 2006, the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index consisted of the following 25 emerging market country
indices: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech
Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Jordan,
Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Pakistan, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand
and Turkey. (ND) With Net Dividends - Net total return
indices reinvest dividends after the deduction of withholding
taxes, using (for international indices) a tax rate applicable to
non-resident institutional investors who do not benefit from
double taxation treaties.

Morgan Stanley Capital International
World Index (ND)

The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market
capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the
equity market performance of developed markets. The MSCI
World Index consists of the following 23 developed market
country indices: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. (ND) With Net Dividends Net total return indices reinvest dividends after the deduction
of withholding taxes, using (for international indices) a tax
rate applicable to non-resident institutional investors who do
not benefit from double taxation treaties.

Morgan Stanley Capital International
All Country World Index (ND)

The MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) is a free floatadjusted market capitalization index that is designed to
measure equity market performance in the global developed
and emerging markets. The MSCI ACWI consists of 44
country indices comprising 23 developed and 21 emerging
market country indices. (ND) With Net Dividends - Net total
return indices reinvest dividends after the deduction of
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withholding taxes, using (for international indices) a tax rate
applicable to non-resident institutional investors who do not
benefit from double taxation treaties.
Morgan Stanley Capital International
All Country World Small Cap Index

The MSCI ACWI Small Cap Index captures small cap
representation across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 24
Emerging Markets (EM) countries. With 6,092 constituents,
the index covers about 14% of the free float-adjusted market
capitalization in each country.

Russell 1000 Index

The Russell 1000 Index tracks the performance of 1000 of
the largest U.S. companies, based on market capitalization.
The Russell 1000 Index measures the performance of the
large-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. It is a subset
of the Russell 3000 Index and includes approximately 1000
of the largest securities based on a combination of their
market cap and current index membership. The Russell 1000
represents approximately 92% of the U.S. market.

Russell 1000 Value Index

The Russell 1000 Value Index measures the performance of
those Russell 1000 Index companies with lower price-tobook ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell
1000 Value Index aims to provide a comprehensive and
unbiased barometer for the large-cap value segment.

Russell 3000 Value Index

The Russell 3000 Value Index measures the performance of
the broad value segment of U.S. equity value universe. It
includes those Russell 3000 Index companies with lower
price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The
Russell 3000 Value Index aims to provide a comprehensive,
unbiased, and stable barometer of the broad value market.

S&P/TSX Composite Index

The S&P/TSX Composite is the headline index for the
Canadian equity market. The S&P/TSX Composite Index is
an index of the stocks comprising the largest companies on
the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) as measured by market
capitalization. The Toronto Stock Exchange listed companies
in this index comprise about 70% of market capitalization for
all Canadian-based companies listed on the TSX. The index
contains both common stock and income trust units.

S&P/TSX Small Cap Index

The S&P/TSX SmallCap Index provides an investable index
for the Canadian small cap market. The index is float
adjusted and market cap weighted and was developed with
industry input as the ideal benchmark for those with small
cap exposure of the Canadian equity market. The Toronto
Stock Exchange (TSX) serves as the distributor of both realtime and historical data for this index.

Benchmarks for third party funds may have been established by third party managers.
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For our investors who are not “Permitted Clients”, as such term is defined under
securities legislation, and are invested in non-Integra Funds, the benchmarks established
by the managers of the external funds are set out below. A brief description of each of
these benchmarks are set out above.



















The Trez Capital Yield Trust, Trez Capital Prime Trust, and the Trez Capital U.S.
Yield Trust does not have an established benchmark and therefore does not have
available any benchmark information.
The ACM Mortgage One Fund also does not have an established benchmark and
therefore does not have available any benchmark information.
For the Manulife Short Term Bond Fund, Manulife uses as a benchmark the FTSE
TMX Short Bond Index.
For the Beutel Goodman American Equity Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a
benchmark the S&P 500 Index.
For the Beutel Goodman Balance Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a benchmark
40% FTSE TMX Canada Universe Bond Index, 13% MSCI EAFE Index, 12%
S&P 500 (hedged to Canadian Dollars), 30% S&P/TSX Composite Index and 5%
FTSE TMX Government of Canada 91-Day Treasury Bill Index.
For the Beutel Goodman Canadian Dividend Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a
benchmark the S&P/TSX Composite Index.
For the Beutel Goodman Canadian Equity Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a
benchmark the S&P/TSX Composite Index.
For the Beutel Goodman Global Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a benchmark the
MSCI World Index.
For the Beutel Goodman Income Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a benchmark the
FTSE TMX Canada Universe Bond Index.
For the Beutel Goodman International Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a
benchmark the MSCI EAFE Index.
For the Beutel Goodman Short Term Bond Fund, Beutel Goodman uses as a
benchmark the FTSE TMX Canada Short Term Bond Index.
For the Franklin Bissett Canadian Balanced Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as a
benchmark the S&P/TSX Composite Index.
For the Franklin Bissett Canadian Equity Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as a
benchmark the S&P/TSX Composite Index.
For the Franklin Bissett Small Cap Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as a
benchmark the S&P/TSX Small Cap Index.
For the Franklin US Rising Dividends Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as a
benchmark the S&P 500 Index.
For the Invesco Advantage Bond Fund, Trimark uses as a benchmark 50% BofA
Merrill Lynch US High Yield Master II Index and 50% FTSE TMX Canada
Universe Bond Index.
For the Invesco Active Multi-Sector Credit Fund, Trimark uses as a benchmark
65% Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Corporate Bond Index, 15%
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S&P/LSTA 100 Leveraged Loan Index, 10% Bloomberg Barclays Global High
Yield Corporate Bond Index and 10% Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Markets
Hard Currency Aggregate Index.
For the Lincluden Private Client Bond Pooled Fund, Lincluden uses as a
benchmark 50% FTSE TMX Canada Mid Term Bond Index, 50% FTSE TMX
Canada Short Term Bond Index.
For the Templeton Global Bond Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as a benchmark
the JP Morgan Global Government Bond Index.
For the Templeton Global Smaller Companies Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as
a benchmark the MSCI ACWI Small Cap Index.
For the Templeton Growth Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as a benchmark the
MSCI World Index.
For the Templeton International Stock Fund, Franklin Templeton uses as a
benchmark the MSCI EAFE Index.
For the Invesco Canadian Fund, Trimark uses as a benchmark 65% S&P/TSX
Composite Index and 35% MSCI World Index.
For the Invesco Global Companies Fund, Trimark uses as a benchmark 65%
S&P/TSX Composite Index and 35% MSCI All Country World Index.
For the Invesco Global Endeavour Fund, Trimark uses as a benchmark the MSCI
ACWI Mid Cap Index.
For the Invesco Income Growth Fund, Trimark uses as a benchmark 35%
S&P/TSX Composite Index 25% MSCI World Index, 35% FTSE TMX Canada
Universe Bond Index and 5% FTSE TMX Government of Canada 91-Day
Treasury Bill Index.
For the Invesco US Companies Fund, Trimark uses as a benchmark the S&P 500
Index.

Please contact us should you require further information about the benchmarks of our
funds, third party funds or whether you may have any other options for our reporting
benchmark information to you.
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ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, AND GOVERNANCE FACTORS
Most of the Integra Funds are multi-manager funds and are therefore sub-advised by
multiple investment managers. Our sub-advisors operate in different asset classes,
regions, and capitalization ranges. All of our sub-advisors whether fundamental,
quantitative, or top-down focused, explicitly or implicitly include environmental, social
impact, and overall responsible governance (ESG) into their stock research and selection
processes.
At Integra we believe well-governed companies are better positioned to manage the risks
and challenges inherent in business and to capture opportunities that bear on
sustainability and long-term value creation. While the sorts of risks and opportunities
ESG research strives to assess have always been around, we believe that their
significance to investment outcomes is only growing. An increasing number of
companies are not measured in tangible book values anymore, but in levels of intellectual
capital and brand value. It stands to reason that the valuation of such companies can be
more greatly influenced by changes in market perception regarding the longer term lifecycle and sustainability of the companies in question.
Where possible, our sub-advisors work collaboratively to monitor and engage with the
companies they invest in, with a view to understand the dynamics, opportunities and risks
inherent in the businesses and to protect the interests of our clients and their invested
capital. Sub-advisors also take into account market practices and regulatory
developments that affect both the companies they invest in and the overall investing
environment. Integra will encourage each of our sub-advisors to continue strengthening
the incorporation of ESG disciplines into their investment processes.

HOW TO REACH US
INTERNET

www.integra.com

E-MAIL
contactus@integra.com

ONTARIO

2020 Winston Park Drive
Suite 200
Oakville, Ontario
L6H 6X7
Tel: (905) 829 – 1131
Toll-Free: 1-800-363-2480
Fax: (905) 829-2726

*Head Office
® Registered Canadian trademark of Integra Capital Management Corporation

Deloitte Private Investment Program
Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP) Application
0672

(REGISTRATION NO. RSP 524‐014)

2020 WINSTON PARK DRIVE, SUITE 200, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO L6H 6X7
TEL: (905) 829‐1131
FAX: (905) 829‐0358
TYPE OF ACCOUNT
RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLAN (RSP)

SPOUSAL RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLAN (SPOUSAL RSP)

LOCKED‐IN RETIREMENT ACCOUNT (LIRA/LRSP),
SUBJECT TO ____________ PENSION LEGISLATION

MEMBER INFORMATION
MR.

MS.

MRS.

SINGLE

SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER

MARRIED

‐

COMMON LAW

‐

ENGLISH

FRENCH

DATE OF BIRTH
M M

FIRST NAME

D

D

Y

Y

Y

Y

LAST NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

PROVINCE

HOME PHONE

POSTAL CODE

BUSINESS PHONE

MOBILE PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS
CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION (FOR SPOUSAL RRSP ONLY)
CONTRIBUTOR'S S.I.N.

‐

‐

DATE OF BIRTH
M M

FIRST NAME

D

D

Y

Y

Y

Y

LAST NAME

SECURITIES LEGISLATION REQUIRES US TO ASK THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE OPENING AN ACCOUNT (ONE RESPONSE PER LINE PLEASE):
INVESTMENT KNOWLEDGE:

MIMIMUM

FAIR

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES:

GROWTH

GROWTH & INCOME

GOOD

EXCELLENT
INCOME

RISK TOLERANCE:

MINIMAL

LOW

HIGH

MODERATE

SAFETY

INVESTMENT TIME HORIZON (WHEN WILL FUND BE NEEDED):

0 ‐ 3 YEARS

3 ‐ 10 YEARS

OVER 10 YEARS

NET WORTH

$50,000‐$99,999

$100,000‐$250,000

OVER $250,000

UNDER $25,000

$25,000‐$49,999

INVESTMENT SELECTIONS
BEUTEL GOODMAN AMERICAN EQUITY FUND

INTEGRA EQUITY FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN BALANCED FUND

INTEGRA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN CDN DIVIDEND FUND

INTEGRA US VALUE GROWTH FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN CDN EQUITY FUND

LINCLUDEN INCOME PLUS POOLED FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN GLOBAL FUND

LINCLUDEN PRIVATE CLIENT BOND POOLED FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN INCOME FUND

LINCLUDEN SHORT TERM INVESTMENT FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND

TEMPLETON GLOBAL BOND FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN SHORT TERM BOND FUND

TEMPLETON GLOBAL SMALLER COMPANIES

FRANKLIN BISSETT CANADIAN BALANCED FUND

TEMPLETON GROWTH FUND

FRANKLIN BISSETT CANADIAN EQUITY FUND

TEMPLETON INTERNATIONAL STOCK FUND

FRANKLIN BISSETT SMALL CAP FUND

INVESCO ACTIVE MULTI‐SECTOR CREDIT FUND

FRANKLIN U.S. RISING DIVIDEND FUND

INVESCO CANADIAN FUND

INTEGRA BALANCED FUND

INVESCO GLOBAL COMPANIES FUND

INTEGRA BOND FUND

INVESCO INCOME GROWTH FUND

INTEGRA CANADIAN VALUE GROWTH FUND

INVESCO U.S. COMPANIES FUND
INVESCO GLOBAL ENDEAVOUR FUND

BENEFICIARY INFORMATION
I designate the following person as my beneficiary, to receive any benefits payable in my Plan in the event of my death. I understand that any benefits payable on my death
may be required by federal or provincial legislation to be payable to my spouse as beneficiary. I also understand that, in the Province of Quebec, beneficiary designations
are not valid, unless they are made in my will, and I may therefore ONLY designate my estate in the area below.
Furthermore, I have read and understand the definition of spouse and all other beneficiary rules contained in the plan description. Should my beneficiary predecease me, all
benefits shall be made payable to my estate. I reserve the right to revoke the designation of my beneficiary, including the designation of my spouse.
I agree to inform Integra, in writing, of any change to my designated beneficiary.
Note: For LIRA/LRSP and RLSP accounts, the beneficiary must be your spouse (if applicable), unless the applicable pension legislation spousal waiver form is obtained.
Your designation of beneficiary may not automatically change as a result of your future marriage or marriage breakdown. You may need to complete a new designation for
this purpose.

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

RELATIONSHIP:

%
DESIGNATION

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

RELATIONSHIP:

%
DESIGNATION

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

RELATIONSHIP:

%
DESIGNATION

I acknowledge that:
1. I have received, read, and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions set out above, in the Integra Retirement Savings Plan Declaration of Trust and, if applicable, the
relevant Addendum to such Declaration of Trust. I agree that, subject to limitations on (i) withdrawals from my Plan, (ii) transfers to other plans, and (iii) transfer of monies
into my Plan, my Plan shall be governed by the provisions contained therein as the same may be amended from time to time.
2. Any benefits received from my Plan will be taxable under the Applicable Tax Legislation.
3. I understand that I will be provided with periodic statements as to the status of and transactions in my Plan by Integra.
4. I understand that upon approval of my submitted form, I will be sent a copy of my processed enrolment form which indicates the percentages I have allocated to various
funds. I hereby agree to immediately notify Integra in writing should my processed form contain incorrect information and furthermore agree to absolve Integra from all
liability should I not so notify Integra.
5. I have read the attached Integra Privacy Information letter and in accordance with the disclosure contained therein, I authorize the collection and use of my personal
information and consent to such information being kept for as long as Integra has a need for it.
I, the Annuitant, authorize Integra to use my social insurance number for retirement plan purposes.

SIGNATURE OF ANNUITANT

M M

D

D

Y

Y

Y

Y

SIGNATURE OF CONTRIBUTOR (IF SPOUSAL RSP)

M M

D

D

Y

Y

Y

Y

SIGNATURE OF INTEGRA

M M

D

D

Y

Y

Y

Y

AUTHORIZING SIGNATURE

M M

D

D

Y

Y

Y

Y

FOR INTEGRA USE ONLY
PLAN #

ORGANIZATION

INTEGRA RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLAN DECLARATION OF TRUST

CIBC Mellon Trust Company (the “Trustee”), a trust company incorporated under the laws of Canada, hereby agrees to act as trustee for an Integra Retirement Savings Plan established by the annuitant
(hereinafter called “you”) named in the application attached hereto (the “Application”), in accordance with the terms hereof and with the terms of the Application which together shall constitute (hereafter called
the “Plan”), in accordance with the following terms and conditions:
1. REGISTRATION: The Trustee shall apply to register the Plan under the provisions of the Income Tax Act (Canada) (the “Tax Act”) and, if applicable, any income tax legislation of a Province of Canada
indicated by your address on the Application (collectively, the “Applicable Tax Legislation”). It is intended that, at all times, the Plan shall comply with all relevant provisions of the Applicable Tax Act with
respect to an registered retirement savings plan. You shall be bound by the terms and conditions imposed on the Plan by all applicable legislation.
2. YOUR ACCOUNT: An account (the “Account”) shall be maintained which shall record particulars of all transactions of the Plan, including expenses and other amounts charged to the Plan. You shall be
provided with a statement of the Account not less frequently than annually and, if applicable, a receipt or receipts as required under the Applicable Tax Legislation for income tax purposes with respect to the
deposits received by the Trustee under the Plan. If the Plan is a locked-in retirement account, locked-in retirement savings plan, or other locked-in arrangement; the Plan shall be subject to terms and
conditions of the LIRA/LRSP Addendum or RLSP Addendum, whichever is applicable, (the “Addendum”).
3. TRUST PROPERTY: All amounts transferred or otherwise paid into the Plan, together with all income and capital gains earned or realized in respect thereof less any expenses and other amounts charged
to, withdrawn and transferred from the Plan, shall be held by the Trustee in trust and invested and reinvested in accordance with the terms hereof. All such amounts from time to time shall together comprise
“the assets of the Plan” at such time for the purposes hereof. For greater certainty, the arrangement created by the Plan shall be a trust for purposes of the Applicable Tax Legislation.
4. CONTRIBUTIONS: Contributions may be made to the Plan by you, or, where applicable, by your Spouse, including without limitation, transfers from another retirement savings plan, pension plan or any
other source permitted by the Tax Act, from time to time in such minimum or maximum amounts permitted by law and by the Agent. It is your responsibility or, where applicable, the responsibility of your
Spouse to ensure that the amount of contributions made to the Plan does not exceed the limits permitted under the Applicable Tax Legislation and for determining the taxation years, if any, in which such
contributions are deductible for tax purposes.
5. INVESTMENTS: The Plan shall be invested and reinvested in any of the investments which are available for investment in the Integra Retirement Savings Plan, in accordance with your designation in the
Application or as otherwise instructed, from time-to-time, by you to the Trustee in a manner (whether verbally, by electronic means or otherwise) acceptable to the Trustee. In the absence of such designation
or receipt by the Trustee of such instructions, the Trustee may invest any cash balances in the Plan in such deposits accounts or investments (which may, but need not, be interest-bearing and which may
include an account with the Trustee) in proportion to the investments then held in the Plan. For greater certainty, you acknowledge that the Trustee shall have no obligation whatsoever to invest any cash
balances in the Plan.
The Trustee may retain any cash balances in the Plan in its deposit department or in the deposit department of one of its Affiliates; but the Trustee and its Affiliates shall not be liable to account for any profit to
any person other than at a rate, if any, established from time to time by the Trustee or its Affiliates. The rate of interest shall be nil, unless otherwise notified. For the purposes of this Section 5, “Affiliate” means
affiliated companies within the meaning of the Business Corporations Act (Ontario) (“OBCA”); and includes Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, CIBC Mellon Global Securities Services Company and The
Bank of New York Mellon and each of their affiliates within the meaning of the OBCA.
All distributions of net income and net realized capital gains received by the Plan in respect of any particular investment shall be reinvested in additional investments of the same type, unless the Trustee is
otherwise instructed by you.
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, you alone shall be responsible for ensuring that investments made by the Plan are “qualified investments” within the meaning of the Applicable Tax Legislation
for the Plan. The Trustee’s obligation relating to the investment of the assets of the Plan shall be limited to registering the investments of such assets in its own name, in the name of a custodian or a nominee,
in bearer form or in such other name or manner as the Trustee may determine, to generally exercising all powers or rights of an owner with respect thereof, including the right to vote or give proxies to vote in
respect thereof, and to pay any assessment, taxes or charges in connection therewith or the income or gains derived therefrom.
6. WITHDRAWAL FROM THE PLAN: Subject to such reasonable requirements as the Trustee may impose and at any time prior to the Maturity Date, you may request in writing to the Trustee that all or
certain of the assets of the Plan, as is specified in your written notice, be realized and you shall be paid an amount equal to the proceeds of realization of such assets, less (i) any realization costs and any fees
and charges payable hereunder, (ii) any taxes (including any interest and penalties) that are or may become payable by the Trustee or the Plan itself, and (iii) any amount required to be withheld therefrom in
accordance with the Applicable Tax Legislation (the “Net Proceeds”).
7. TRANSFER FROM THE PLAN: Subject to such reasonable requirements as the Trustee may impose and at your written direction to the Trustee in a form satisfactory to it, all or certain of the assets of the
Plan, less (i) any fees or charges payable hereunder, (ii) any taxes (including any interest and penalties) that are or may become payable by the Trustee or the Plan itself and (iii) any amount required to be
withheld therefrom in accordance with the Applicable Tax Legislation (the “Net Asset Value”) or the Net Proceeds, as determined in accordance with Section 6, shall be transferred:
a) to another registered retirement savings plan as defined in the Applicable Tax Legislation or a registered retirement income fund as defined in the Applicable Tax Legislation under which (i) you are the
annuitant, or (ii) your Spouse or former Spouse, from whom you are living apart, is the annuitant and the payment or transfer is made pursuant to a decree, order or judgment of a competent tribunal, or a
written separation agreement, relating to a division of property between you and your Spouse or former Spouse in settlement of rights arising out of, or on the breakdown of, the marriage or the relationship,
or
b) as a contribution to or under a registered pension plan as defined in the Applicable Tax Legislation.
Such transfer shall take effect in accordance with applicable laws and within a reasonable time after all forms required by applicable laws and by the Agent to be completed in respect of such transfer have been
completed and forwarded to the Trustee.
If only a portion of the assets of the Plan is transferred in accordance with this Section 7, you may specify in the aforementioned written direction which assets you wish to so transfer or which assets you wish to
realize in order to effect such transfer, failing which the Trustee may transfer or realize such assets of the Plan as the Trustee, in its sole discretion, may deem appropriate for this purpose and the Trustee shall
be liable for its choice of assets to transfer or realize.
8. REFUND OF EXCESS AMOUNT: Following receipt by the Trustee of your written application in a form acceptable to the Trustee to pay the taxpayer an amount or amounts to reduce the amount of taxes
otherwise payable by taxpayer under Part X.1 of the Tax Act, the assets of the Plan as selected by the Trustee in its soles discretion, unless such application specifies which assets of the Plan, shall be realized
for the purpose of making the payment and the Net Proceeds, as determined in accordance with Section 6, shall be paid to the taxpayer. The Trustee shall not be liable for any losses resulting from such
realization.
9. PURCHASE OF RETIREMENT INCOME AT MATURITY: The Plan shall mature on a date (the “Maturity Date”) which shall not be after the end of the year in which you attain 71 years of age (or another
age specified in the Tax Act). At least 60 days prior to the Maturity Date, you must provide the Trustee with written instructions to either realize the assets of the Plan at that time and use the Net Proceeds, as
determined in accordance with Section 6, to provide a retirement income for you (the “Retirement Income”) commencing on the Maturity Date or to transfer on your behalf, in accordance with Section 7, on the
Maturity Date.
If your instructions are to provide a Retirement Income on the Maturity Date, you must also provide the name of the company from which the annuity is to be purchased, which company must be licensed or
otherwise authorized under the laws of Canada or a Province of Canada to carry on in Canada an annuities business and the form of Retirement Income you wish to receive. Except as otherwise permitted
under the Applicable Tax Legislation from time-to-time, the Retirement Income must be in any one or combination of the following forms:
a) a life annuity, commencing on the Maturity Date, with or without a guaranteed term commencing on the Maturity Date, not exceeding the term described in subparagraph (b) below, payable to you for your
life or to you for the lives, jointly, of you and your Spouse and to the survivor for his or her life;
b) a fixed term annuity, commencing on the Maturity Date, providing benefits to you or to you for your life and to your Spouse after your death for a term of years equal to 90 minus either (i) the age in whole
years of you at the Maturity Date or (ii) where your Spouse is younger than you and you so elect, the age in whole years of your Spouse at the Maturity Date and
the Retirement Income shall be subject to the following requirements:
c) payments under an annuity shall be made in equal annual or more frequent periodic amounts until such time as there is a payment in full or partial commutation of the annuity and, where such annuity is
partial, equal annual or more frequent periodic payments thereafter;
d) any payment in full or partial commutation of an annuity shall be made to you or after your death to your Spouse;
e) the aggregate of the periodic payments in a year under an annuity after your death shall not exceed the aggregate of the payments under the annuity in a year before that death;
f) any annuity payable hereunder shall not be assigned in whole or part; and
g) in the event of your death, each annuity must be commuted if it becomes payable to someone other than your Spouse.
However, such instructions may be to provide you with Retirement Income on the Maturity Date in the form of a lump-sum cash payment where the Net Proceeds are not sufficient to purchase a monthly annuity
of $25.00 or more.
If your instructions are not received at least 90 days prior to the Maturity Date; the Agent may, at its discretion, transfer the assets of the Plan on or before the Maturity Date to a registered retirement income
fund selected by the Agent. The Trustee and the Agent shall not be liable for any potential loss.
10. DESIGNATION OF BENEFICIARY: Subject to applicable law; you may, at any time and from time to time, designate one or more beneficiaries to receive the amount payable under the Plan in the event of
your death. Subject to applicable law, each such designation may only be made, changed or revoked by a written instrument in form reasonably acceptable to the Trustee which adequately identifies the Plan
and has been signed by you. Such instrument shall not be effective prior to the time it is filed with the Trustee and prior to the payment of any benefits under the Plan. If more than one such instrument has
been so filed with the Trustee, payment shall only be made in accordance with the instrument bearing the latest execution date. You are solely responsible for ensuring that any designation of beneficiary is
effective under applicable legislation and the Trustee shall be fully discharged of any liability hereunder upon payment or transfer of assets of the Plan, in accordance with Section 11, to or for the beneficiary
designated by you, even though such designation, as a testamentary instrument, may be invalid.
You are solely responsible for ensuring that any designation of beneficiary is effective under applicable law.
11. DEATH PRIOR TO MATURITY DATE: In the event of your death before the Maturity Date and subject to such reasonable requirements as the Trustee may impose and to compliance with applicable law;
the assets of the Plan shall be realized and the Net Proceeds, as determined in accordance with Section 6, shall be paid in a lump sum to the beneficiary designated by you in accordance with Section 10, or, if
no beneficiary has been designated or the designated beneficiary has predeceased you, to your estate. However, where you designated your Spouse as the designated beneficiary under the Plan and your
Spouse so directs the Trustee in writing, the Net Asset Value, as determined in accordance with Section 7, or the Net Proceeds, as determined in accordance with Section 6, shall be transferred directly to an
Integra Retirement Savings Plan, another registered retirement savings plan, or a registered retirement income fund for the benefit of your Spouse, subject to the completion of documentation required for the
transfer and any other reasonable requirements which the Trustee may impose.
12. OWNERSHIP AND VOTING RIGHTS: Title to all assets of the Plan shall at all times be vested solely in the Trustee in trust to be held in accordance with the terms hereof. You may, by written notice
received by the Trustee at least 48 hours prior to any securityholders’ meeting, request the Trustee to authorize you to act as the Trustee's representative for the purpose of exercising the voting rights attached
to any securities in the Plan registered in the name of the Trustee, at any meeting of securityholders, whereupon the Trustee shall give such authorization to you. In the absence of such written direction, the
securities in the Plan shall not be voted.
13. PROHIBITION: No advantage that is conditional in any way on the existence of the Plan may be extended to you or any person with whom you were not dealing at arms length, other than the benefits and
advantages specifically permitted under Applicable Tax Legislation. Neither the assets of the Plan nor the retirement income provided hereunder may be pledged, assigned or otherwise encumbered, except as
otherwise provided hereunder.
14. DELEGATION BY THE TRUSTEE: The Trustee shall be ultimately responsible for the administration of the Plan. You expressly authorize the Trustee to delegate to Integra Capital Management
Corporation, their successors and assigns, (the “Agent”), as agent of the Trustee (with power to delegate any of its powers, authorities or duties) such powers, authorities and duties under the Plan as the
Trustee may, from time to time, determine. Without limiting the generality of the forgoing, the Trustee may, subject to the acceptance by the Agent, delegate to the Agent the performance of the following:
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

receiving deposits under the Plan;
investing, reinvesting and disposing the assets of the Plan in accordance with the terms hereof;
maintaining the Account as required hereunder;
providing statements to you in accordance with the terms hereof;
providing you, or where applicable your Spouse, receipt or receipts as required under the Applicable Tax Legislation for income tax purposes with respect to the deposits received under the Plan;
determining the form of directions, election, or instructions to be provided or made by you hereunder, including as regards the investment, reinvestment and disposition of assets of the Plan and receiving
and implementing such directions, elections and instructions;
g) preparing any forms required by the Applicable Tax Legislation;
h) determining the amount and manner of payment of fees and charges payable hereunder from time to time and receiving, collecting and disbursing all such fees and charges;
i) making payments and transfers in accordance with the terms hereof;
j) performing valuations of the assets of the Plan from time to time in accordance with the terms hereof; and
k) such other tasks under the Plan as the Trustee, in its sole discretion, may delegate to the Agent, from time to time.
The Agent is not the Trustee’s agent with respect to any other matters, and in particular, is not the Trustee’s agent with respect to the investment or reinvestment of the assets of the Plan. The Trustee reserves
the right to revoke, at any time, the appointment of the Agent as its agent hereunder and shall notify you of any such revocation. The Trustee shall not be liable for the acts or omissions of any of its agents or
advisors.
The Agent may be compensated for its services hereunder out of the fees and charges payable pursuant to Section 15.
15. COMPENSATION: The Trustee shall be entitled to such reasonable fees and other charges as it may establish from time to time for its services under the Plan. In addition, the Trustee is entitled to
reimbursement for all taxes imposed upon the Trustee as trustee of the Plan or the Plan and for all cost and disbursements reasonable incurred by it or by the Agent in the performance of its duties hereunder
and shall also be entitled to a reasonable fee (established by it from time to time) for any exceptional services performed by it (including the exercise of any discretion required to be exercised) hereunder,
commensurate with the time and responsibility involved.
The Trustee shall be entitled to change the amount of such fees or charges, upon at least 30 days’ prior written notice to you. Unless paid separately and in advance, all amounts payable pursuant to this
Section may be charged against and deducted from the assets of the Plan.
16. NOTICES: Any direction, instruction, notice, etc. to be given to the Trustee hereunder shall be given to the Agent, unless the Trustee has notified you of the revocation of the appointment of the Agent.
Any such notice shall be sufficiently given to the Trustee, if delivered to or if mailed, postage prepaid, and addressed to the office of the Agent, where the Plan is administered or at such other address as the
Trustee may specify from time to time in writing. Such direction, instruction, notice, etc. shall be considered to have been given on the day that it is actually delivered or received by the Agent.
Any notice, statement or receipt given by the Trustee to you or your Spouse shall be sufficiently given if delivered to or, if mailed, postage prepaid, and addressed to you or your Spouse at the address, set out
in the Application, or the last address known to the Agent. Such notice, statement or receipt shall be considered to have been given at the time of delivery or on the third day after mailing.
17. YOUR INSTRUCTIONS: The Trustee shall be entitled to rely upon instructions received by it from you, your Spouse, any other person designated by you in writing to the Trustee and any person purporting
to be you, your Spouse, or such designated person. The Trustee may decline to act upon any verbal or electronically transmitted instruction if it has any doubt that such instruction has been properly authorized
or accurately transmitted.
18. LIABILITY OF THE TRUSTEE: Any amounts payable under the Plan shall be payable only from the assets of the Plan and the Trustee shall have no other liability or obligation with respect to the payment
of such amounts. Notwithstanding any other provisions hereof, the Trustee (including, for greater certainty, the Agent) shall not be liable in its personal capacity for, or in respect of,:
a) any taxes, interest or penalties which may be imposed on the Trustee in respect of the Plan or the Plan itself under the Applicable Tax Legislation (whether by way of assessment, reassessment or
otherwise) or any other charges levied or imposed by any governmental authority upon or in respect of the Plan, as a result of the purchase, sale or retention of any investment including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, non-qualified investments, or as a result of payments made from the Plan;
b) any loss, diminution of value or damages suffered or incurred by the Plan, you, any beneficiary under the Plan or other person having an interest in the assets of the Plan, as a result of the (i) any purchase,
sale or retention of any investment; (ii) any payment, distribution or transfer made from the Plan hereunder; (iii) as a result of its acting or declining to act upon any instructions given to it, whether by you,
a person designated by you as described in Section 17, any person purporting to be you or such designated person; or (iv) any thing done or omitted to be done by the Trustee, unless caused by or as a
result of the Trustee's dishonesty, bad faith, wilful misconduct, gross negligence or reckless disregard; or
c) any costs which the Trustee incurs in the performance of its duties hereunder or under applicable laws and
the Trustee may reimburse itself for, or may pay, any such taxes, interest, penalties, other charges or costs out of the capital, the income or partly out of the capital and partly out of the income of the Plan as the
Trustee in its absolute discretion deem expedient (and, for greater certainty, the Trustee may realize upon such assets of the Plan as it may determine in its sole discretion for purposes of paying any such
amounts).
You, your legal personal representatives and each of the beneficiaries designated by you hereunder shall at all times indemnify and save harmless the Trustee and the Agent for any taxes, interest, penalties,
other charges, losses (other than losses for which the Trustee (including, for greater certainty, the Agent) is liable in accordance herewith) or costs as described in this Section 18.
19. REPLACEMENT OF TRUSTEE: The Trustee may resign as trustee hereunder, upon giving the Agent at least 90 days’ written notice or immediately if the Trustee is incapable, for any reason, of acting as
trustee hereunder and the Agent may remove the Trustee as trustee hereunder, upon giving the Trustee at least 90 days’ written notice or such shorter period of notice as the Trustee may accept. Such
resignation or removal shall be effective upon its replacement, by the Agent, with another trustee that is a corporation resident in Canada and is authorized under the laws of the Province of Canada of your
address to carry out its duties and responsibilities as trustee of the Plan (a “Successor Trustee”). If the Agent fails to appoint the Successor Trustee within 60 days after the Agent has received the written notice
of such resignation, the Trustee may designate the Successor Trustee.
The Successor Trustee shall, within 90 days of its appointment, give written notice of its appointment to you and shall have the same power, rights and obligations as the Trustee. The Trustee shall execute
and deliver to the Successor Trustee all conveyances, transfers and further assurances as may be necessary or desirable to give effect to the appointment of the Successor Trustee; provided however, the
Trustee may not transfer any assets of the Plan to the Successor Trustee until the Plan has been amended for the appointment of the Successor Trustee and the Plan, as amended, complies with Applicable
Tax Legislation.
20. PROOF OF AGE, ETC.: The statements provided by you on the Application, including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, your date of birth and Social Insurance Number, shall constitute a
certification by you upon which the Trustee may rely and you hereby undertake to furnish to the Trustee such further evidence of proof of age and other factual information as the Trustee may require for the
provision of a retirement income or as it may otherwise require, from time to time.
21. PRIVACY: The Trustee shall collect, use and disclose personal information to establish and service the Plan, as required or permitted by law and as disclosed in the Trustee’s Privacy Policy. The Trustee
may, from time to time, disclose or transfer personal information given to it by you to the Agent. By applying for the Plan, you are consenting to these collections, uses and disclosures. The Trustee’s Privacy
Policy is available on request from any of the Trustee’s offices.
22. AMENDMENTS: The Trustee may, from time to time and at its sole discretion, amend or revise the Plan by giving 60 days’ notice in writing to you, unless such amendment or revision is necessary for the
Plan to be in compliance with the Applicable Tax Legislation. Any such amendments or revisions shall not have the effect of disqualifying the Plan as a “registered retirement savings plan” within the meaning of
the Applicable Tax Legislation.
23. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: The Application, this Declaration of Trust and, if applicable, the Addendum shall constitute the entire agreement between you and the Trustee with respect to the Plan.
24. GOVERNING LAW: The Plan shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Province of Ontario, the Tax Act and any laws of Canada applicable therein and all provisions hereof
shall be administered according to such laws. The term “Spouse” as used in this Declaration of Trust and the Application means your spouse and has the same meaning as provided in the Tax Act and shall
include common-law partner as defined in subsection 248(1) of the Tax Act.
25. ENGLISH LANGUAGE: The parties hereto have requested that the Plan be established in English (les parties ont demandé que le régime soit rédigé en anglais).

Revised: July, 2012

Deloitte Private Investment Program
Non‐Registered Plan Application
0672
2020 WINSTON PARK DRIVE, SUITE 200, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO L6H 6X7
TEL: (905) 829‐1131

FAX: (905) 829‐0358

MEMBER INFORMATION
MR.

MS.

MRS.

SINGLE

SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER

MARRIED

‐

COMMON LAW

‐

DATE OF BIRTH
M M

FIRST NAME

D

D

Y

Y

Y

Y

LAST NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

PROVINCE

HOME PHONE

POSTAL CODE

BUSINESS PHONE

MOBILE PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS
SECURITIES LEGISLATION REQUIRES US TO ASK THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE OPENING AN ACCOUNT (ONE RESPONSE PER LINE PLEASE):
INVESTMENT KNOWLEDGE:

MIMIMUM

FAIR

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES:

GROWTH

GROWTH & INCOME

INCOME

RISK TOLERANCE:

MINIMAL

LOW

HIGH

INVESTMENT TIME HORIZON (WHEN WILL FUND BE NEEDED):

0 ‐ 3 YEARS

3 ‐ 10 YEARS

OVER 10 YEARS

NET WORTH

$50,000‐$99,999

$100,000‐$250,000

OVER $250,000

UNDER $25,000

$25,000‐$49,999

GOOD

MODERATE

EXCELLENT
SAFETY

NET WORTH (TOTAL ASSETS INCLUDING PROPERTY AND THOSE ASSETS OF YOUR SPOUSE):

LESS THAN $5 MILLION

MORE THAN $5 MILLION

FINANCIAL ASSETS (INCLUDING THOSE OF YOUR SPOUSE BUT EXCLUDING PROPERTY):

LESS THAN $1 MILLION

MORE THAN $1 MILLION

ANNUAL NET INCOME (IN THE LAST 2 CALENDAR YEARS AND THIS YEAR):

LESS THAN $200,000

MORE THAN $200,000

ANNUAL NET INCOME (INCLUDES SPOUSE, IN THE LAST 2 CALENDAR YEARS AND THIS YEAR):

LESS THAN $300,000

MORE THAN $300,000

ANTI MONEY LAUNDERING LEGISLATION REQUIRES US TO HAVE YOU INDICATE THE PURPOSE OF THE INTENDED USE OF THIS ACCOUNT: (savings, retirement, etc.)
OCCUPATION
INVESTMENT SELECTIONS
ACADIAN CORE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND

INTEGRA EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN AMERICAN EQUITY FUND

INTEGRA EQUITY FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN BALANCED FUND

INTEGRA INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN CDN DIVIDEND FUND

INTEGRA US VALUE GROWTH FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN CDN EQUITY FUND

LINCLUDEN PRIVATE CLIENT BOND POOLED FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN GLOBAL FUND

LINCLUDEN SHORT TERM INVESTMENT FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN INCOME FUND

LINCLUDEN INCOME PLUS POOLED FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND

TEMPLETON GLOBAL BOND FUND

BEUTEL GOODMAN SHORT TERM BOND FUND

TEMPLETON GLOBAL SMALLER COMPANIES

FRANKLIN BISSETT CANADIAN BALANCED FUND

TEMPLETON GROWTH FUND

FRANKLIN BISSETT CANADIAN EQUITY FUND

TEMPLETON INTERNATIONAL STOCK FUND

FRANKLIN BISSETT SMALL CAP FUND

INVESCO ACTIVE MULTI‐SECTOR CREDIT FUND

FRANKLIN U.S. RISING DIVIDEND FUND

INVESCO CANADIAN FUND

INTEGRA BALANCED FUND

INVESCO GLOBAL COMPANIES FUND

INTEGRA BOND FUND

INVESCO INCOME GROWTH FUND

INTEGRA CANADIAN VALUE GROWTH FUND

INVESCO U.S. COMPANIES FUND
INVESCO GLOBAL ENDEAVOUR FUND

BENEFICIARY INFORMATION
I hereby designate the following person(s) as my beneficiary.

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

RELATIONSHIP:

%
DESIGNATION

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

RELATIONSHIP:

%
DESIGNATION

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

RELATIONSHIP:

%
DESIGNATION

AUTHORIZATION, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND AGREEMENT
I acknowledge that:
1. I understand that I will be provided with periodic statements as to the status of and transactions in my plan by Integra.
2. I have read the attached Integra Privacy information letter and in accordance with the disclosure contained therein, I authorize the collection and use of my personal
information and consent to such information being kept for as long as Integra has a need for it.
3. I agree to provide along with this form the attestation as to identity as set out in Appendix 1 of the Integra Investment Management Agreement (IMA)
4. I, the Applicant, authorize Integra to use my social insurance number for savings plan purposes.

SIGNATURE OF ANNUITANT

DATE

FOR INTEGRA USE ONLY

SIGNATURE OF INTEGRA

DATE

AUTHORIZING SIGNATURE

DATE

Privacy Information
Various Canadian laws govern the collection, use and transmission of personal information. Integra
would like to notify you that:
1. When you open an account with Integra we collect and record personal information about you. Only
Integra employees, affiliates of Integra, plan sponsors and certain agents of Integra, who need to have
access to this information in carrying out their duties, have access to this information. We use this
personal information to:
 Professionally serve your investing needs;
 Properly identify you, establish your account and maintain your account information;
 Fully comply with applicable “Know Your Client” requirements under securities
laws, which requires us to understand your financial situation;
 Develop and offer additional products and services that we may feel may be of
interest to you; and
 Meet other legal regulatory requirements
 Respond to your enquiries concerning your account
2. Integra may, from time to time, contact third parties (for example, other dealers or financial
institutions) that keep personal information concerning you in order to complete information necessary
to properly service your account (such as information for incomplete transfer forms). Integra may
share your personal information with third party suppliers with whom we have a business relationship
in order to allow them to carry out duties that Integra has given them (for example, the printing and
mailing of your quarterly statements or documents storage). These suppliers are not permitted to share
your personal information with other third parties.
3. Integra only collects, uses and transmits your personal information for legitimate bona fide business
and legal reasons. Your personal information remains strictly confidential except as noted above.
I authorize the collection and use of my personal information and consent to this information being
kept as long as Integra has a need for it for the purposes described above and I authorize the disclosure
of my personal information to Affiliates of Integra and to third parties within the limits of the
description given above. You may view our corporate privacy policy at our website:
www.integra.com.
You have the right to revoke your consent to the disclosure of your personal information at any time
by contacting us at 1-877-446-8347 or by e-mail at privacy@integra.com.
The Federal Privacy Act provides that we may not refuse to transact business with you if you revoke
your consent except where the sharing of personal information is reasonably necessary to provide the
product or service you requested. Please be advised that as a practical matter if Integra is to continue
servicing your account you cannot withdraw your consent.

Deloitte Private Investment Program (0672)
Pre-Authorized Contribution (PAC)
New PAC
Change to Existing PAC Instructions effective: Month _________, Year _______.
Cancellation of Existing PAC effective: Month _________, Year _______.
RRSP
Spousal RRSP
Non-Registered

Client Information:
Account Holder Name:
Account Holder S.I.N:
If Spousal RRSP:
Contributor's Name:
Contributor's S.I.N.:

Banking Information:
Financial Institution
Account #:

Transit #:

Bank #:

Please attach a ‘void’ cheque or confirmation letter from your bank with your personal banking information on it.

Investment Instructions:
Please withdraw funds from my banking account in the amount of $_________________ (Min. $100)
and deposit them into my account monthly, commencing no later than 30 days following receipt
of acceptance of this request, using the last business day of each month.

Signature and Activation:

Account Holder Signature

Date:

Contributor Signature (if Spousal RRSP)

Date:

Upon Completion, please submit forms to:

Integra Capital Limited
2020 Winston Park Drive, Suite 200
Oakville, Ontario
L6H 6X7
Phone: 905-829-1131
Fax: 905-829-0358

Deloitte Private Investment Program (PIP)
Investor Handbook
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Deloitte Private Investment Program

1

Welcome

Welcome to the Deloitte Private Investment Program (‘Deloitte Program’). This program has
been developed in response to requests for a cost effective and simplified method for
Deloitte’s partners and associate partners to invest while respecting their professional
obligation and responsibility to maintain independence.
The Deloitte Private Investment Program was developed as a result of feedback from Partner
Retirement Allowance discussions at the 2004 Annual Meeting which indicated that partners
would be interested in opportunities to secure professional investment management services
as a group. Subsequent investigations concluded that the best investment program choice
would be to offer well-diversified pooled funds that are managed by a variety of institutional
managers.
Pooled funds have the following advantages:
 They provide a means of accessing the broad market, which may include securities
issued by restricted entities;
 They are efficient in terms of operating costs; and
 Independence rules apply to pooled funds at the total fund level.

2

Deloitte PIP Program at a glance
 The program is optional and completely voluntary
 To participate, you must be a Deloitte partner, a retired partner, an associate partner,
or a retired associate partner
 The program is available to eligible participants in all provinces, with communication
in either French or English, as specified by the investor (see section 5: Eligibility Rules
for further information)
 Investment accounts eligible for the program include:
- RRSP accounts, including locked in RRSPs (LIRAs)
- Spousal and spouse’s RRSP accounts
- Non-registered (taxable) investment accounts of participants, spouses,
trusts and corporations related to the participant.
 Registered Education Savings Plans (“RESPs”) do not qualify for this program, nor do
Tax Free Savings Accounts (“TFSAs”)
 Participants in the program:
- May transfer funds from other registered or non-registered plans into
similar vehicles offered under this program, subject only to contractual
obligations they presently have with existing fund managers
- May withdraw investments at any time, subject to normal taxation rules
and requirements
- Will be charged investment management and administration fees
directly on a monthly and/or quarterly basis
- Will be able to review their account online
 The investment relationship is between Integra Capital Limited (“Integra”) and the
participant
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3

Benefits

The benefits of the Deloitte Program are as follows:
 Institutional quality investment funds are available as investment choices
 Investment management fees (IMFs) are reduced significantly for this program. Fee
savings are in the order of 0.20% to 1.50% per annum, which will result in better
long term investment returns
 Quality administrative services
 Participants are assisted in managing their investments to avoid independence
conflicts.

4

Your service provider

Integra provides investment management and administrative services to the Deloitte Program
on very favorable terms. In fulfilling the administrative role, Integra has contracted the
services of Buck Incorporated.
Integra was chosen for the Deloitte Private Investment Program due to their service record
and the administration services they provide for this type of program. Integra’s role is to
provide a platform of carefully chosen offerings, check them for compliance with our
independence requirements, and provide dedicated administrative services.
To learn more about Integra, visit their website: www.integra.com

5

Eligibility rules

Before opening an account for individual investors, the Canadian regulatory authorities require
Integra to ensure that the individual meets the definition of an “accredited investor”. National
Instrument 45-106 sets out the criteria an individual investor must meet in order to qualify
as an accredited investor. The criteria are set out below in points 1 to 4.
You may join the program if you are a partner, a retired partner, an associate partner, or a
retired associate partner, and one of the following applies. You:
1. Along with your spouse have financial assets (such as cash, securities, investment funds,
contract of insurance) with a total value that net of any related liabilities exceeds
$1,000,000; (note: in calculating financial assets, the value of an investor’s personal
residence or other real estate cannot be included);
OR
2. Have a net income before taxes exceeding $200,000 in each of the two most recent years,
or if your net income before taxes combined with that of your spouse exceeded $300,000
in each of those years, and in both cases, there is a reasonable expectation of exceeding
the same net income level in the current year;
OR
3. Alone or with a spouse, have net assets of at least $5,000,000; (note: in calculating net
assets, the value of an investor’s personal residence or real estate can be included);
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OR
4. Have a company or trust that has net assets of at least $5,000,000 as reflected in the
most recently prepared financial statements or have a company or a trust, the legal
owners of which satisfy the conditions in 1, 2, or 3 above.
In addition, if you are a US or dual US/Canadian citizen, you may not open or invest in a NonRegistered plan. You may open and invest in an RRSP but the fund options available will be
restricted to Integra managed fund offerings. Should you join the program and subsequently
become a US or dual US/Canadian citizen, you must immediately so notify Integra and
Deloitte. You will then be required to redeem all non-registered plan assets and move all
registered plan (RRSP) holdings in the program into Integra-managed fund offerings or
transfer these holdings out of the Deloitte program.

6

Simplified GIMs process for permitted investments

A process has been developed between Deloitte and Integra to avoid independence problems
and will significantly reduce the time and complexity of monitoring your investments through
GIMS. This process applies only to the funds that are part of the Deloitte Program.
 Pooled funds will be cleared for independence by Deloitte before being made available
to you.
 When you purchase funds from Integra that are part of the Deloitte Program, you do
not need to enter the funds in GIMS since these investment choices are centrally
monitored.
 Changes in the relationships for all pooled funds offered in the program that affect
firm independence will be monitored by National Independence at Deloitte so that
independence issues are reported immediately to participants and Integra.
 If a pooled fund that is part of the program becomes a restricted entity, both Deloitte
and Integra will notify partners and associate partners who hold the restricted pooled
fund.
 Responsibility for resolving independence violations remains between Integra and the
participants. Participants will be required to authorise Integra to dispose of their
investment in the restricted pooled fund to ensure that violations are cleared within
the required time specified by the various professional and regulatory bodies.
 The money in the implicated pooled funds will be automatically transferred to the
Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund if, within 15 business days of being notified
of the violation, the participant has not provided Integra with written investment
instructions to invest the funds otherwise. All future deposits destined for the
restricted entity will also be invested in the Lincluden Short Term Investment Fund
until the participant provides further instructions.

7

Fees

The investment management and administration fees noted on the attached schedule will be
charged directly to your account. There are no additional or hidden fees other than the fees
disclosed on the attached schedule. Charges for buying, selling or transferring are included
in the investment management fee.
The fees will be paid for from a redemption of assets, on a monthly and/or quarterly basis,
depending upon the funds selected. Please refer to the “Fee Schedule” or “Program Fees” in
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the “Program Handbook, investment fund and all other program information” link on your
intranet “the Point” for information on the investment management and administration fees
for this program.
As previously mentioned, the program includes reduced investment management fees.
example of potential savings is outlined below.

8

An

Enrolment and program information

You will find various enrolment and other program information on your intranet site “the
Point”:
1. Enrolment Forms and Documentation – (Registered and/or Non-Registered).
Please print the appropriate enrolment form(s). Complete all fields on the form. For
spousal and spouse’s RRSPs, your spouse is the applicant/annuitant and they must
complete their own form. In addition, in the case of a spousal RRSP, your personal
information would be entered by your spouse ONLY in the “Contributor” section of
the form. For non-registered accounts, as noted on the non-registered enrolment
form and Appendix 1 of the Investment Management Agreement (IMA), you will also
be required to provide us with original documents to support verification of your
identity, as outlined in Appendix 3.
2. Investment Management Agreement (IMA) – Please print and complete this
agreement and provide us with the documentation requirements set out in Appendix
1 and 3.
If your spouse is also opening an account (either a spousal RRSP or their own RRSP
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3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

or non-registered account), he or she must also print and sign their own copy of this
agreement and provide us, if applicable, with the documentation requirements set
out on Appendix 1 and 3.
Fund description pages, the Privacy Policy, the Schedule of Fees, and the
Choosing Your Investments tool can be printed, reviewed and used at your
discretion. You do not need to sign or return any of these materials.
Sign and date the forms and agreements referred to in 1 and 2 above and provide
us, if applicable, with the documentation requirements set out on Appendix 1 and 3
of the IMA and return them to Integra at:
Integra Capital Limited
Attention: Deloitte Program Representative
2020 Winston Park Drive, Suite 200
Oakville, Ontario, L6H 6X7
Integra will review the materials and may contact you if additional information is
required. Until such time as you have been notified that you are eligible to join the
Program, please do not send us any cheques or wire transfers or have your current
provider, financial institution or broker send us any cheques or wire transfers.
Prior to Integra investing assets transferred from other institutions or regular
deposits, you will be required to complete sections 2-4 of a Risk Acknowledgement
Form (RAF) and to send this Form back to Integra. This Form is required pursuant
to Securities Legislation and will be sent to you after step #5 above has been
completed.
Integra will confirm that you qualify as an accredited investor, your
partnership/employment eligibility and that neither you nor any family members are
politically exposed domestic or foreign persons (as defined in the IMA) for the
Program with Deloitte.
Your information will be entered into the record-keeper’s system and a Welcome
Letter will be sent to the home address provided on the enrolment form. This letter
will also contain the details for registering and accessing your account through Buck’s
secure online account access service.

8.1

Integra help desk enrolment

Alternatively, Integra can provide you with a hard-copy enrolment package directly.
Please call 1-800-363-2480 and request a Deloitte PIP (Private Investment Program)
enrolment package if you prefer this option.
8.2

Non-resident participants

If you do not reside in Canada, please contact Integra at 1-800-363-2480 before
completing any forms. If you move offshore and become a non-resident of Canada,
you will be unable to make any additional contributions to your accounts or conduct
switches between funds, regardless if the account is registered or non-registered, for
the period while you are a non-resident of Canada.

9

Transferring money from other institutions

All eligible participants may transfer cash and funds from other registered (RRSP, LIRAs,
Pension Plans, DPSPs) or non-registered plans into similar vehicles offered under this
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program. Until such time as you have been notified by us that you are eligible to join the
Program, please do not request that your current provider, financial institution or broker send
us any cheques or wire transfers. To complete these transfers, you need to:
1. Contact your broker or current provider to obtain a list of all your accounts, account
numbers and fund investments.
2. Ask the broker or provider if there are any back-end load fees, deferred sales charges,
or redemption charges/fees that will be payable if you move these assets to the
Deloitte Program. If there are such charges/fees, you will have to determine whether
costs justify a transfer.
3. If you currently have non-registered plans, please ask your broker or provider to give
you Adjusted Cost Base (ACB) reports and details for these non-registered accounts.
These reports will help you determine if there will be realized capital gains if/when
they liquidate the investments.
4. Should you decide to proceed with the transfer, ensure that you have first enrolled
in the Deloitte Program by completing an enrolment form and signing and returning
the enrolment form and the Investment Management Agreement (IMA). You will then
need to complete transfer forms.





For transfers from an RRSP, you will have to obtain a T2033 from Integra.
For transfers from a Locked-in RRSP, you will have to obtain both a T2033 and a
Locking-in agreement from Integra. Where amounts transferred represent
locked-in benefits under applicable legislation, such amounts will be treated as
locked-in benefits under the Deloitte Program and this legislation should be
included on the locking-in agreement.
For transfers from a non-registered plan, a simple letter to your current
broker/provider, including Integra’s contact information will be sufficient:
Integra Capital Limited
Attention: Deloitte Program Representative
2020 Winston Park Drive, Suite 200
Oakville, Ontario
L6H 6X7

5. Once you have completed and signed the appropriate forms and provided us with the
required documentation as set out in Appendix 1 and 3 of the IMA, send them to
Integra at the above address and Integra will forward them to the respective
relinquishing institutions on your behalf.
6. Your broker/provider will now deal directly with Integra to process the transfer.
7. Integra will confirm the investment once they receive the transfer from your
broker/provider. At this time, Integra will provide you with a Risk Acknowledgement
form (RAF) to be completed and returned prior to the transfer proceeds being
invested in your account. You will be required to complete sections 2 to 4, sign and
send the RAF back to Integra. Please note that the transfer amount will automatically
be invested in the funds selected on your RAF form.
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Selecting investment options/Investment advice

Integra has developed 4 easy steps to assist you in selecting and maintaining investment
options that are right for you:
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Step 1: Determine the type of investor you are and the funds that are best suited for you.
Step 2: Ensure you understand the different types of risk categories associated with each of
the fund options.
Step 3: Make selections that are suitable to your personal needs.
Step 4: Review your investment options on a regular basis.
Integra will review all fund selections to confirm suitability and must approve before placing
the trade(s).
Please refer to the “Investment Fund Options” link found on the Integra page through your
intranet site “the Point” for more information on these steps. You will also find one-page
descriptions of the investment fund offerings in this link.
Please note that you are not required to use this tool as it is only meant as a guide. Although
they may appear standardized, these enrolment form questions are a requirement of the
securities regulators.
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Making Contributions – Automatic (PACs) and Lump Sum

You may make contributions to your accounts by:
1. Pre-Authorized Contribution (PAC). If you would like to make on-going monthly
contributions to your account(s) through an automatic monthly deduction from
your bank account, please print and complete one PAC form for each applicable
account. PACs are withdrawn from your bank account on the last business day of
each month. Please remember to include a copy of a void cheque with each PAC
application.
2. Cheque. If you would prefer to contribute via a cheque (instead of by PAC),
cheques should be made payable to “Integra Capital, in Trust”.
3. Electronic Transfer. If you would prefer to contribute via an electronic transfer of
funds (instead of by monthly PAC or individual cheques), you can contact Integra
for a copy of their wire instructions. These instructions should be provided to your
bank. At the same time, an emailed set of instructions should be sent to Integra,
detailing the account holder’s name and account type that is to be deposited to,
the expected date and amount of the wire, the name of the bank sending the wire,
and finally details of any special investment (fund allocation) instructions. Please
note that your bank may charge a fee for performing this electronic (wire) transfer.
Prior to Integra investing any contributions, you will be required to complete sections 2-4 of
a Risk Acknowledgement Form (RAF) and to send this Form back to Integra. This Form is
required pursuant to Securities Legislation and will be sent to you once we receive notice of
your contribution and know the exact amount that is being invested. Please note that those
investors who contribute by PAC will only need to complete the RAF form once per calendar
year or upon any requested change to your PAC instruction.
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Making changes to your investment options

You may make changes to your investments, either for contributions already made or for
future contributions at any time, by completing a Change Form (downloadable from your
intranet site “the Point” or obtainable from Integra), and submitting this form directly to
Integra.
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Any changes to your investments for future deposits or fund transfers will be processed once
Integra receives and approves your request, the Risk Acknowledgement Form is completed
and returned, and after any pending transactions have been processed.
If you are transferring between funds in your non-registered plan, the sale of any fund’s units
is a taxable event. You are responsible for calculating and reporting any potential capital
gains realized as a result of the sale of any fund’s units, for such transfers.
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Account statements

You will receive quarterly statements, reporting all activity within your accounts and your
accumulated account balances. Quarterly statements are mailed to your home approximately
three weeks after each calendar quarter-end date (i.e. 3 weeks after March 31st, after June
30th, after September 30th and December 31st).
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Access to your account(s)

Access to your account is not limited to quarterly statements. Through the use of a secure
user ID and password, you can review your account 24 hours a day, 7 days a week via the
web.
Via the web (www.buckconsultants.ca/deloitte_pip) you will be able to:






Obtain your account balance,
Review your account balance by plan and by fund,
Review your allocation among investment fund options for on-going deposits,
Review your address
Run a detailed statement over any date range

In addition, the web-site also provides access to the following information:
 Your Quarterly Member Statements (archived PDF versions)
 Your tax slips (archived PDF versions)
 Fund Description pages
Online account access and registration details will be provided in the “Welcome Letter” mailed
to your home after your completed enrolment forms have been received and processed.
The first time that you access your personal account via the web, you will be instructed to
enter certain personal information in order to register and set up your access. The system
will then prompt you to enter a password. This password will not appear on any type of
communication. If you forget your password, you can reset it by clicking on the forgot
password link.
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Investment advice

The Deloitte Private Investment Program includes the services of a registered Integra
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Investment Advisor to help you with your investment decisions. These services are available
at no additional cost.
To obtain investment advice, contact Carl Hiltz at (905)829-7281 or toll free at 1-800-3632480 or via email at cwhiltz@integra.com. Carl Hiltz is a Portfolio Manager & Chief Financial
Officer of Integra. He is a member of Integra’s Investment Policy Committee and serves as
Integra's Chief Compliance Officer. He is an MBA graduate of the University of Windsor and has
both the CFA and CMA professional designations. Carl has more than 30 years of investment
experience, has been with Integra since 1996 and is one of Integra's shareholders. Prior to
joining Integra, he was Treasurer of a public information technology company where he chaired
the pension committee and managed an investment portfolio for the firm's excess operating
cashflow.
For those members of the Program who would like investment advice in French, please contact
Julie Vilain at (905) 829-7331 or toll free at 1-800-363-2480 or via e-mail at
jvilain@integra.com. Julie Vilain is a Portfolio Manager at Integra. She is a Masters in
Economics graduate of the Université Libre de Bruxelles and has the CFA professional
designation. Prior to joining Integra, she worked at Bank Degroof Belgium as an equity
research analyst and then assumed the role of a private wealth manager.

16 On‐Going Service from Integra
As previously outlined in Section 3 (Benefits), the intent of this program is to offer a program
that is cost effective to investors. In order to do this, Deloitte has negotiated not only very
attractive fees but also an on-going service package delivered mainly through your intranet
site “the Point”.
This service package includes the following:
 During enrolment and on an on-going basis, you may speak directly with one of
Integra’s registered portfolio managers to get assistance with your investment
decisions. In addition, Integra staff is available to assist you with the completion of
the enrolment forms and document requirements as set out in Appendix 1 and 3 of
the IMA and any transfer forms in case you decide to move other assets into this
program.
 At enrolment and whenever you make an investment change, Integra will
automatically review your investment fund selections to ensure they are suitable for
you (in accordance with the answers you provided to the questions under “Securities
Regulations Requires…” area on your enrolment form). If the investments are not
suitable, Integra will contact you directly.
 On-line access to your accounts is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Confirmations for fund switches/transfers and withdrawal transactions will be
mailed directly to your home as well as retained electronically via your secure online
access (in PDF format).
 Four weeks after each calendar quarter end date, a financial market and economic
update will be available through your intranet site “the Point”. This commentary
provides an update on the major asset classes and the economy.
 Approximately three weeks after each calendar quarter you will receive (via mail) a
detailed statement of your account holdings and activity. If you would like to receive
a more frequent statement, please contact Integra or log into your account on-line,
where you can generate a statement over any date range, at any time.
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Semi-annual webcasts will be available through your intranet site “the Point”, four
weeks after June 30th and December 31st. This recorded presentation reviews the
economic environment and the performance of the major asset classes for the last 6
months, using visual aids such as charts and slides.
At the beginning of each year you will receive in the mail an Adjusted Cost Base (ACB)
letter that reports the ACB values, by fund, for your non-registered investments within
the Deloitte Program, as at the prior year end date. You may find this information
relevant for tax reporting purposes.
For RRSP investors, since your plan contributions are tax deductible, contribution
receipts will be mailed to your home twice a year: one receipt will be for contributions
made in the first 60 days of the year. On your income tax return, you can claim the
contributions made in the first 60 days of the year either in the year in which they
were made or in the previous calendar year; the second receipt will be for contributions
made in the last 10 months of the year.

Please note that although Integra is registered as a portfolio management firm, Integra is not
a brokerage firm and does not offer a broker type of service. Therefore, Integra will not call
you on a regular basis to review your investments or to obtain personal information
updates. Nonetheless, their team is readily available to have a discussion with you regarding
the program and your investments.
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Tax reporting

RRSP tax reporting
The contributions you make to RRSP accounts within the Deloitte Program are tax deductible.
The investment earnings that accrue to these contributions are also tax sheltered. As
previously outlined, you will receive two official tax receipts, as evidence of your contributions.
One receipt will be for contributions made in the first 60 days of the year. On your income
tax return, you can claim the contributions made in the first 60 days of the year either in the
year in which they were made or in the previous calendar year.
The second receipt will be for contributions made in the last 10 months of the year. Electronic
copies of both receipts can be found through your on-line account on the Buck website. Please
refer to section 14 for access details.
Non-Registered Plan tax reporting
There are no tax savings on contributions or on the investment earnings that accrue on your
contributions for non-registered plans. In March of each year, T3 slip(s) (one for each fund
in which you invest) will be mailed to your designated address on file. These slips detail the
realized earnings accumulated in this plan throughout the year and must be included with the
income tax return that you are completing for the prior year. As with RRSP receipts, electronic
copies of the T3s can be found through your on-line account on the Buck website. Please
refer to section 14 for access details.
In addition, and as with any taxable or non-registered plan, should you sell units or holdings
from any fund, at any time, this sale constitutes a taxable event. There are many reasons
why a sale might occur including a plan withdrawal, transfer of assets from one investment
fund to another, the closure of a fund by the fund manager and the closure of a fund due to
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a move to a new record-keeper. For taxable events, you are required to calculate the capital
gain realized in such sales. As the calculation of this capital gain includes the adjusted cost
base of the units sold, you should track your adjusted cost base, per investment fund, on an
on-going basis. The ACB letter that Integra provides annually is meant to assist you with
these calculations.
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Withdrawals/Transfers out

Please note that you may withdraw your investments at any time. To do so:
 Send your request via e-mail (to clientservice@integra.com), or fax (905-829-0358)
or by mail (see section 10 for Integra’s mailing address)
 If you request a cash withdrawal from your RRSP, withholding tax will be deducted
and the net proceeds will be sent to your designated address. A T4RSP will also be
sent to you, as evidence of the tax withheld and for use in preparing your income tax
return.
 If you would like to transfer your RRSP to another provider, you will first need to
obtain a pre-signed T2033 from that provider and send it to Integra. There are no
taxes withheld should you wish to transfer your RRSP to another qualifying RRSP.
 If your transfer is from a locked-in RRSP (or LIRA) to another locked-in RRSP or
(LIRA), you will need to obtain a pre-signed T2033 from that provider, a signed
locking-in agreement from that provider and send these forms to Integra.
 If you are transferring your non-registered assets to another provider OR requesting
a cash withdrawal, you will only need to send a withdrawal request to Integra, via email (to clientservice@integra.com), or fax (905-829-0358) or by mail. Withholding
tax is not deducted for withdrawals from non-registered plans nor for transfers from
one non-registered plan to another non-registered plan. You are responsible for
calculating and reporting any capital gains realized as a result of such withdrawals.
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Special circumstances
19.1 Retiring from Deloitte
You can continue to be a participant in the Deloitte Program if you retire from Deloitte
and are entitled to receive a Partner Retirement Allowance, or receive a payment from
the pension plan. Please notify Integra at 1-800-363-2480 should your status change
at Deloitte.
19.2

Leaving Deloitte

If you otherwise leave Deloitte, you must make arrangements to transfer your funds
from the program, as well as those of your spouse, as applicable, as follows:
RRSPs
 Transfer your RRSP balances tax-free, to any personal registered retirement savings
plan with any other financial institution; or
 Transfer your RRSP balance tax-free, to a registered account if the plan accepts such
transfers; or
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 Receive your RRSP balance in cash, in which case income tax will be deducted from
such balance.
Non-Registered Investments
 Receive your non-registered account balance in cash. Tax will not be deducted from
such balance as contributions were made on an after-tax basis; or
 Transfer your non-registered account balance to another non-registered account.
Tax will not be deducted during such transfer as contributions were made on an aftertax basis.
 You are responsible for calculating and reporting any capital gains realized as a result
of such withdrawals.
Once you decide which action to take, you will need to follow the withdrawal
procedures outlined in Section 18.
19.3

Marriage breakdown

In the event of a marriage breakdown of a participant and their spouse due to divorce,
annulment, separation, or dissolution of a common-law relationship, monies will be
divided in accordance with a written domestic contract or court order under the
applicable Family Law Act.
In addition, in the case of a marriage breakdown, the former spouse will no longer be
eligible to remain in the Deloitte Program. They must withdraw all of their plan account
balances within 60 days of receiving notice that they are no longer eligible. It is the
responsibility of the participant to immediately notify Integra that this situation exists
so Integra can contact the former spouse and provide the appropriate withdrawal
documentation.
19.4

Death

Your beneficiary or estate will be entitled to receive the full value of your RRSP account
balances. If your spouse is your beneficiary, the monies may be transferred tax-free
to his/her RRSP or settlement may be made as a lump sum cash payment. Any cash
settlement will be subject to taxation.
Your beneficiary or your estate will be entitled to receive the full value of your nonregistered account balances. The beneficiary or estate will be responsible for
calculating and reporting any capital gains realized as a result of such withdrawals.
Please note that your surviving spouse (and all of your related accounts) can continue
to be a participant in the Deloitte Program.
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Getting help/Contacting Integra

Should you require more information on:
 Your personal account transactions, and/or account balance
 The investment fund offerings, including investment returns and investment risk
 Selecting investment options suitable to you
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Contact Integra at 1-800-363-2480 and ask for a representative assigned to the Deloitte
Program.
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Investor Handbook
Questions – How to Contact Us
Phone: 905-829-1131 Toll-Free: 1-800-363-2480
Web: www.integra.com
E-mail: ClientService@Integra.com

